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Flashback to 2012
This Annual report addresses our cooperation partners worldwide, friends and all
those who are interested in the Institute’s life and progress within the international ma-
terials science community. First of all we would like to thank all of you for your construc-
tive cooperation and are looking forward to taking up future challenges together.
Specia l tribute is paid to the members of the Scientific Advisory Board and of the Board
of Trustees as well as the funding organizations that continuously support and foster the
positive development of the IFW. 
In 2012 the IFW Dresden celebrated the 20th anniversary of its foundation. During a joint
ceremony of all Saxon Leibniz Institutes the outstanding scientific achievements have
been remembered and honored in the presence of the Saxon Minister of Sciences and the
Arts Prof. Sabine von Schorlemer and the Leibniz President Prof. Karl Ulrich Mayer. The
commemorativ e event was enriched by a memorable speech of Prof. Hans Joachim Mey-
er, the retired Saxon Minister of Sciences and the Arts, having been in charge 20 years
ago for the reformation of positively evaluated institutes into the research funding sys-
tem of the reunified Germany. The jubilee was a good occasion to have a look backwards
on the institute’s development and we came up with an overall positive issue. Defining
our present position in the world-wide competition within the scientific community there
is no doubt that the IFW has successfully developed into an internationally recognized
cente r of modern materials science. During the past 20 years we have been assured with
this result by annual audits of our Scientific Advisory Board and by comprehensive
evaluation procedures in 1999 and 2007. With a broad discussion on the further de -
velopment of our research program we are now preparing for new commitments having
in mind also the next evaluation procedure upcoming in 2014. 
Celebrating the 20th anniversary of the Institutes’
foundation together with all Saxon Leibniz Institutes
as well as with the Saxon State Minister for Science
and the Arts and the Leibniz President.
Future physics laboratory assistants –
vocational training is a matter of particular
interest at IFW Dresden
Prominent guests: The EU Commissioner for Research, In-
novation and Science Mrs. Máire Geoghegan-Quinn visited
the IFW Dresden together with the Saxon State Minister for
Science and the Arts Prof. Sabine von Schorlemer.
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The IFW benefits a lot from well-established regional networks, especially from the close
and fruitful cooperation with the Dresden University of Technology. In this respect one
of the remarkable milestones in 2012 was the success of the TU Dresden in the second
round of the German Universities Excellence Initiative. The TU Dresden has succeeded in
all funding lines with four proposals. The IFW is involved in two of them: in the
Institutiona l Strategy “The Synergetic University“ and in the Cluster of Excellence
“Cente r for Advancing Electronics Dresden (cfAED)”. The latter addresses the advance-
ment of electronic information processing systems ranging from silicon-nanowires and
organic electronics to chemical mathematics and integrating discovery-driven natural
sciences and innovation-driven engineering, comprising research from materials to
large-scale heterogeneous information processing systems. 
The IFW is also involved in the Cluster of Excellence “Merge Technologies for Multi -
functional Lightweight Structures - MERGE“ of the Chemnitz University. The Cluster of
Excellenc e MERGE will bundle the research expertise in the fields of interacting key
technologie s for lightweight structures which offer outstanding innovation and growth
potential. Manufacturing processes that are currently discrete for different groups of
material s such as metals, plastics or textiles have to be merged through fusion and in-
terlinking, to develop continuous large-scale technologies. In this respect the IFW will
contribute especially its expertise in the field of Micro- and Nanosystems Integration.
Besides the cooperation with the Dresden and Chemnitz Universities of Technology
the relation between IFW and TU Bergakademie Freiberg and the Dresden University of
Applied Science (HTW) has been further strengthened by the appointment of Prof. Dr.
Bernhard Holzapfel and Prof. Dr. Dirk Lindackers as Honorary Professors. Prof. Dr.
Rudolf Schäfer has been appointed as Honorary professor at TU Dresden.
Prize winners of Research prizes of the IFW Institutes
and of the Tschirnhaus Medal of IFW at the opening of
IFW colloquia in Winter terms.
Memorial Colloquium for Helmut Eschrig
who deceased on February 22, 2012.
Kids’ Day at IFW – a new offer for
4 to 6 year old boys and girls.
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Essentially publicly funded, the IFW is obliged to make its research results public. By far
more than 400 publications in scientific journals and conference proceedings report on
the IFW’s research results in the year 2012. In more than 200 invited talks the institute’s
scientists presented their work at other places around the world. Nine patents were is-
sued for the IFW, and applications for 18 more patents have been made. This all indicates
the attested high level on which the Institute carries out its research. 
The positive development of the IFW is also reflected in the growing number of members
that are working in the labs, offices and workshops as scientists, technicians, engineers
or students. In order to provide the increasing number of co-workers and guest scien-
tists with space for labs and desks for their research work we are constructing a new an-
nex building. On February 22, 2012 we could lay the foundation stone and seven months
later the outer contours have been finished. On October 19 we celebrated the roofing
ceremon y. 
The importance of third party projects becomes apparent from the considerable amount
of coworkers that are financed by external funding via third party projects or scholar-
ships. At the same time the amount of third party project funding is an important index
of quality and competitiveness of the institute. The level of third party funding in 2012
amounts to 11.4 Mio. Euro – a level at the forefront of the Leibniz Association. Most of
this project funding was acquired in a highly competitive mode from the German Science
Foundation (DFG) and the European Union. The IFW is engaged in a large number of EU-
Projects and networks and coordinates same of them. We are very proud that two young
scientists of IFW achieved the highly prestigious ERC starting grants in 2012. 
The IFW continued its large efforts to make scientific work accessible for the general
publi c and to inspire young people to study science or engineering also in 2012. The IFW
took part in many joint actions like the lecture series “Physics on Saturday” or the Sum-
mer University of the TU Dresden as well as in the Thyssen-Krupp Ideenpark in Essen. The
Dresden Long Night of Sciences is already by tradition a central and big event. It took
The percentage of vocational training in Leibniz institutes
is going to be increased to 5%. The Leibniz Training Day
made aware this ambitious aim.
The IFW presentation at the Thyssen-Krupp Ideenpark
attracted many interested visitors.
Foundation stone ceremony for the new building
in February 2012.
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place for the tenth time in 2012, and again, the IFW offered an ample program which
attracte d almost 6000 visitors. In 2012 we launched a new offer – the Kids’ Day at IFW
where 4 to 8 years old girls and boys could experiment on their own. Besides these big
events we organize almost weekly lab-tours for various visitor groups, from school
classes through official representatives to guests from foreign organizations. The Supra-
trans II facility at the IFW research site Dresden-Niedersedlitz has developed into an in-
formation center for applied superconductivity eagerly asked for by various visitor
groups, from industrial partners and politicians through students and school classes, up
to interested laymen. Being the next step towards the real superconducting transport
system it consists of an 80-m-long circuit and a levitated vehicle for two persons. 
In this Annual Report we again have attempted to present a typical cross section through
the research done at IFW. The first part consists of a selection of highlighted research
results obtained in the past year. In the chapter “Technological impact” we also put some
emphasis on explorative research and on innovative technologies. The second part
contains a systematic overview of over the results in each Research Area followed by a
third part with more statistic information. We hope that some of our curiosity and fas-
cination for materials science is conveyed to you even if the contributions are written
in a scientific language.  
Dresden, January 2013
Prof. Dr. Ludwig Schultz Dr. h. c. Rolf Pfrengle
Scientific Director Administrative Director
Awardees at the Annual Reception: Prof. Dr. Oliver Gutfleisch,
Prof. Dr. Hermann Kokenge, Dr. Daniil Yevtushinski.
Roofing ceremony for the new
building in October 2012.
Lectures for kids at the Dresden Long Night
of Sciences.
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Highlights
Realization of BaFe1.8Co0.2Ass based Coated Conductors with 
high critical current densities 
R. Hühne, S. Trommler, K. Iida, J. Hänisch, E. Reich, F. Kurth, S. Haindl, V. Matias1, 
L. Schultz, B. Holzapfel
The realization of flexible conductors from iron-based superconductors is crucial to
asses s the potential of these materials for applications as well as to open new oppor-
tunities for fundamental studies. A major prerequisite for such conductors is a strong
biaxial texture in the superconductor to avoid the current limitation of high angle
grain boundaries. Recent efforts at the IFW resulted in BaFe1.8Co0.2As2 thin films with
critical current densities almost similar to layers grown on single crystalline sub-
strates by the application of highly textured templates based on IBAD-MgO combined
with an optimized film growth procedure. The high quality of these films was confirmed
in a detailed structural analysis.
The introduction of artificial Fe layers on single-crystalline oxide substrates has been
demonstrated to be beneficial for the epitaxial growth of BaFe1.8Co0.2As2 (Ba-122) thin
films due to a unique bonding between the Fe and the Ba-122 layer. This bonding was
found to take place at the basal plane of the FeAs tetrahedron [1], resulting in an im-
provement of the superconducting transition temperature Tc and high critical current
densities Jc up to 1 MA cm
-2 for films on Fe-buffered MgO single crystals (MgO-SC) [2].
This approach was adopted to prepare pnictide thin films on technical substrates using
ion-beam-assisted deposition (IBAD) of a textured MgO template. IBAD-MgO-buffered
tapes are widely employed for the realization of high-Jc YBa2Cu3O7 (YBCO)-coated con-
ductors [3]. The primary parameter for applications is given by the critical current
through boundaries between misaligned grains. For YBCO the reduction in Jc with increas-
ing misorientation angle shows exponential behavior [4]. In contrast, Ba-122 grain
boundaries revealed nearly unchanged high critical current densities (>1 MA cm-2) for
misalignments up to a critical angle of 9° [5]. Furthermore, Ba-122 is a strong type II
superconductor with high upper critical fields. Its low anisotropy of γ = 1.4 at 4 K might
be beneficial for potential applications.
Recently, we succeeded in the preparation of superconducting Ba-122 thin films on tech-
nical substrates using pulsed laser deposition [6]. An Fe buffer facilitates epitaxial
growth of Ba-122 on IBAD-MgO, resulting in one order of magnitude higher self-field
critical currents (Jc > 0.1 MA cm
-2 at 8 K) compared to results of the powder-in-tube tech-
nique for LaFeAs(O,F) [7]. Meanwhile, Ba-122 thin films were grown on IBAD-MgO with
a significantly improved texture quality. Growth and texture formation for both Fe and
Ba-122 were monitored using reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) with
the beam direction parallel to MgO [110]. A sequence of the diffraction patterns for the
specific steps of the film preparation is imaged in figure 1. Sharp peaks with a full with
a half maximum (FWHM) comparable to MgO-SC evidence the high crystalline quality
and sharp texture of the MgO template [8]. The elongation of the peaks perpendicular
to the shadow edge is an indication of a smooth surface [9]. No change in the pattern
was noticeable during the pre-deposition annealing step. In contrast to higher temper-
atures, Fe forms a closed and textured layer at room temperature, proven by atomic force
microscopy and RHEED (figure 1(b)). The transmission-like diffraction pattern is an
indicatio n of the formation of islands whereas the peak broadening corresponds to a
small grain size and small deviation s in the grain orientation. The diffraction pattern
drastically changes during heating prior to the Ba-122 deposition. The texture of Fe
is improved and the roughness reduced due to recrystallization effects starting at
Fig. 1: RHEED images of the film evolution:
IBAD-MgO template (a), 25 nm Fe at room
temperature (b) and heated up to deposition
temperature (c), 70 nm Ba-122 after deposition
(d). The latter reveals an indication for a surface
reconstruction by the appearance of additional
peaks, marked with arrows.
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Fig. 2: Pole figure measurements for the different
layers in the sample architecture; (a) (103) Ba-122,
(b) (110) Fe, and (c) (220) MgO.
approximatel y 300 °C, which manifests in an elongation of the diffraction peaks (figure
1(c)) [9]. Both Fe and Ba-122 grow epitaxially without any evidence of precipitates or
misorientation. After the deposition, the RHEED pattern of the Ba-122 layer consists of
typical streaks. During cooling down of the sample it reveals evidence for the formation
of a surface reconstruction (figure 1(d), marked with arrows), which is more pro-
nounced for films on Fe-buffered MgO-SC [8].
Pole figure measurements using Cu-Kα radiation were performed to prove the epitaxial
relationship and texture quality of the stacked layers. The texture relation known from
investigations on MgO-SC [1] is confirmed by pole figures (figure 2) of the Ba-122 (103)
peak, the Fe (110) peak and the MgO (220) peak, respectively. The Ba-122 layer reveals
a remarkably small FWHM of 1.7°, which is only twice the value typical for films on MgO-
SC. An essential parameter for this significant texture improvement was the use of a high-
quality IBAD-MgO template (in-plane FWHM of 2.4°). Compared to a previous study [6]
we were able to reduce the FWHM by a factor of three at similar deposition conditions.
Further texture improvement of covering layers with respect to the IBAD-MgO template
is commonly observed in YBCO-coated conductors [3]. There are several reasons for this
effect. Due to overgrowth of misoriented grains the IBAD-MgO texture quality enhances
with thickness [10]. Therefore the texture at its surface is not exactly represented by XRD,
which yields the integral texture of the whole layer volume. On the other hand the
prevailin g texture quality of the template surface affects the growth of a covering
layer , which thus can have a reduced in-plane FWHM with respect to the template. 
In order to correlate the microstructure and the superconducting properties of the
sample, a transmission electron microscope (TEM) investigation was carried out. A
lamella was prepared directly from the measured track using the in-situ lift-out method
[11]. The bright-field TEM overview shown in figure 3(a) confirms the formation of a
closed Fe layer between the IBAD-MgO and the Ba-122 film. Islands, occasionally formed
by the IBAD-MgO layer, are overgrown by Fe, leading to a sharp and smooth Ba-122/Fe
interface (figure 3(b)). This emphasizes the necessity of a sufficient Fe buffer thickness
to avoid the implementation of misoriented Ba-122 grains at facets of the MgO template.
Defects extending throughout the whole Ba-122 film can be observed in the lamella in
both crystallographic directions: the c-axis as well as the ab-axis (figures 3(c) and (d)).
The former result from defects and grain boundaries in the MgO template which were
transferred through the Fe buffer. The latter may be stacking faults. The size of these
defect s is not accurately determinable but exceeds the coherence length ξ ≈ 2 nm of
Ba-122 [12].
Fig. 3: Bright-field TEM images. (a) Overview of the complete sample stack. (b) MgO step (see
white arrow) is overgrown by the Fe buffer layer, resulting in a sharp interface between Fe and
Ba-122. Defects (indicated by arrows) which penetrate throughout the whole Ba-122 film can be
seen in the c-axis direction (c) as well as the a-axis direction (d).
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Transport measurements reveal a normal-state resistivity three orders of magnitude
lower compared to films on MgO-SC and an anomalous shape of the superconducting
transition (figure 4(inset)). Next to the transition, a peak in the resistivity occurs fol-
lowed by a sharp drop to zero. This behavior can be explained by a good conductivity
betwee n the Ba-122 film and the Hastelloy substrate, which was described by us using
a resistor network model [13]. Based on this model the resistivity of the Ba-122/Fe
bilaye r is reconstructed and compared to the transition of a similar film on MgO-SC in
figur e 4. The Tc, determined at 50 % of the normal-state resistance, is 23 K for the film
on IBAD-MgO and 26 K for the film on MgO-SC. Both a reduced preparation temperature
while using metal substrates and additional doping of Ba-122 by transition metal ions
may be responsible for the lower Tc value. Figure 5 shows the Jc performance at tem -
peratures of 4 –18 K. The critical current density is monotonically decreasing with increas-
ing magnetic field B parallel to the c-axis (solid symbols) and perpendicular to it (lines).
Jc values of more than 2 MA cm
-2 are reached at low temperatures [14], similar to results
reported by Katase et al. [15]. At all fields and temperatures we obtain the relation
Jc(B // c) < Jc(B // ab). 
To get a deeper insight regarding the presence of c-axis correlated pinning, we performed
angular dependent Jc(ϑ) measurements, where ϑ is the angle between the applied mag -
netic field direction and the crystallographic c-axis. The angular dependent Jc(ϑ) in
maximu m Lorentz force geometry and tape direction shows an asymmetry at low fields
and temperatures, as illustrated for 10 K at 2-9 T in figure 6. In general, such an asym-
metry might be caused by either a vicinal film structure or tilted correlated defects [16].
For thin films on IBAD templates, usually a vicinality is expected since the IBAD-MgO
often grows up to 10° tilted with respect to the tape normal. Similar results were report-
ed for YBCO thin films on IBAD-MgO and explained as a result of a vicinal film structure
[17, 18].
In summary, using an Fe buffer on IBAD-MgO we demonstrated the optimization of im-
portant physical properties such as Tc and Jc by improving the texture quality of the Ba-
122 film. Critical current densities comparable to films on MgO-SC were achieved. The
angular dependent Jc reveals minor correlated c-axis pinning due to a low defect den-
sity, the origin of which cannot clearly be attributed to inclined defects.
[1] T. Thersleff et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 97, 022506 (2010)
[2] K. Iida et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 97, 172507 (2010)
[3] V. Matias et al., Supercond. Sci. Technol. 23, 014018 (2010)
[4] D. Larbalestier et al., Nature 414, 368 (2001)
[5] T. Katase et al., Nature Commun. 2, 409 (2011)
[6] K. Iida et al., Appl. Phys. Express 4, 013103 (2011)
[7] Z. Gao et al., Supercond. Sci Technol. 21, 105024 (2008)
[8] K. Iida et al., Supercond. Sci Technol. 24, 125009 (2011)
[9] M.G. Lagally, Methods Exp. Phys. 22, 237 (1985)
[10] V. Matias et al., J. Mater. Res. 24, 125 (2009)
[11] R.M. Langford, Microsc. Res. Techn. 69, 538 (2006)
[12] A. Yamamoto et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 94, 062511 (2009)
[13] S. Trommler et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 100, 122602 (2012)
[14] S. Trommler et al., Supercond. Sci Technol. 25, 084019 (2012)
[15] T. Katase et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 98, 242510 (2011)
[16] T. Sueyoshi et al., Physica C 424, 153 (2005)
[17] B. Maiorov et al., Appl. Phys. Let. 86, 132504 (2005)
[18] B. Maiorov et al., IEEE Trans. Appl. Supercond. 15, 2582 (2005)
Cooperation: 1 Superconductivity Technology Center, Los Alamos National Laboratory,
Los Alamos, NM 87545, USA
Funding: European Commission Project SUPERIRON (grant-no. 283204), DFG grant
HU1726/2
Fig. 5: Magnetic-field-dependent critical current 
densities for H // c. For temperatures 4 and 10 K a
comparison to H // ab (solid line) is given exemplarily.
Fig. 6: Angular-dependent Jc (a) for different fields
at 10 K. The crystallographic ab-planes were deter-
mined from the position of the ab-peak at high
magnetic fields.
Fig. 4: Reconstructed transition using a resistor net-
work model presented in [13] from transport measure-
ment of the Ba-122 film on Fe/IBAD-MgO (inset) in
comparison to a similar Ba-122 film on Fe/MgO-SC.
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Spin–orbital separation in the quasi-one-dimensional 
Mott insulator Sr2CuO3 
K. Wohlfeld, L. Hozoi, S. Nishimoto, J. van den Brink 
It was suggested decades ago and then experimentally verified in the 90s that the elec-
tron’s spin and charge degree of freedom can separate provided the electrons strongly
interact and their motion is confined to one dimension. Here we discuss the case when
also the orbital degree of freedom of an electron in the Mott insulator can separate as
recently theoretically investigated and experimentally observed in the resonant
inelasti c x-ray scattering on Sr2CuO3.
The strong Coulomb repulsion between the ∼1023 electrons in transition metal oxide
crystal s leads to peculiar collective behaviours of electrons and hence various, at
first sight counterintuitive, phenomena. One of them is the apparent separation of
the two quantum numbers of an electron - the spin /2 and charge e - which happens
when the strongly interacting many body electron system is confined into one dimen-
sion (1D) [1].  
This spin-charge separation phenomenon, as observed in e.g. quasi-1D spin chain of
Sr2CuO3 [cf. Fig. 1(d)], can be explained as follows: Firstly, the repulsion between
electron s in the last valence orbital of the Cu ion in Sr2CuO3 crystal is so strong that the
electrons almost ‘freeze’, i.e. become localized on the Cu ions, and there is only a very
‘small shuttle’ motion of electrons which lowers the energy of the system but which is
allowed when the spins of the neighbouring localized electrons form a particular anti-
parallel (called antiferromagnetic) alignment, cf. Fig. 1(d). Secondly, an even more
interestin g situation occurs when one of the electrons is taken out from the chain, as e.g.
in the angular resolved photoemission (ARPES) experiment, cf. Fig. 1(b). Then the re-
manining empty site (called a hole) in such a spin chain is formed and this can become
mobile in the chain, since when an electron moves and fills in the empty site, the total
Coulomb interaction energy of the system stays unchanged. Next, however, it occurs that
when the hole moves, its two quantum numbers, which describe spin and charge, sepa-
rate: the spin quantum number moves via the so-called spin flips of the spins of the
Fig. 1: Spin-orbital separation process in an antiferro-
magnetic spin chain, emerging after exciting an 
orbital. a-b, Sketch of spin-orbital separation (a) and
spin-charge separation (b), generated in a RIXS and
ARPES process, respectively. c, RIXS intensity map 
of the dispersing spin- and orbital excitations in
Sr2CuO3 vs. photon-momentum transfer along the
chains and photon-energy transfer (for details see
[3]) - note the large dispersion (~0.2 eV) of a π
period feature observed between 2.0 and 2.8 eV
energy transfer which is the proof of the spin-orbital
separation. d, Geometry of the CuO3 chain in
Sr2CuO3 with the ground state copper 3d x
2-y2
orbitals in the middle of each plaquette and oxygen
sites at the plaquette corners. e, Orbital symmetries
of x2-y2 and excited 3d orbitals. In panels (c-e) ‘hole’
language is used (for details see [3]). Figure adopted
from Ref. [3].
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electron s while the charge moves via a simple filling of the empty sites by hopping.
Althoug h this phenomenon, called spin-charge separation, may sound like a purely
theoretica l speculation, it indeed was observed in a number of ARPES experiments on
variou s quasi-1D cuprate oxides [2]. 
The spin-orbital separation phenomenon reported in Ref. [3], in which the IFW team
playe d a leading role in developing the theory, concerns a related yet an entirely novel
mechanism. Firstly, it should be noted that due to the binding to the atomic nucleus the
electron not only has spin and charge but also an angular momentum quantum number
‘corresponding to the quantized atomic orbital it occupies (e.g., s, p or d)’ [3]. So, as
noted in Ref. [3]: ‘even if electrons in solids form bands and delocalize from the nuclei,
in Mott insulators they retain their three fundamental quantum numbers: spin, charge
and orbital’ and thus one could indeed talk about separation of spin and orbital quan-
tum numbers. Second, in contrast to the above mentioned ARPES experiment, the
electro n is now not ‘entirely’ taken out from the spin chain. Instead in the here discus-
sed resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS) experiment, the electron is merely moved
to another orbital, cf. Fig. 1(a), and forms a so-called orbital excitation. 
Nevertheless, the main result of Ref. [3] suggests that, similarly to the above spin-char-
ge separation case, such orbital excitation in the spin chain can move and, moreover,
when it moves, again the electron quantum numbers separate - this time, these are the
spin and orbital quantum numbers, cf. Fig 1(a). Although the detailed theoretical
descriptio n of the spin-orbital separation is significantly more involved than of the spin-
charge separation [3, 4], its experimental verification in RIXS has turned out to be
equally undoubtful: the very well-resolved spectrum shown in Fig. 1(c) clearly shows
separat e spinon and orbiton branches (for details see caption of Fig. 1) which proves
that the spin and orbital quantum numbers indeed separate. 
[1] T. Giamarchi „Quantum Physics in One Dimension“ (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 
2004) and references therein. 
[2] C. Kim et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 77 (1996) 4054. 
[3] J. Schlappa et al. Nature 485 (2012) 82. 
[4] K. Wohlfeld et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 107 (2012) 147201. 
Cooperation: Paul Scherrer Institut, Villigen, Switzerland; Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin
für Materialien und Energie, Germany; Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne,
Switzerland; Max Planck Institute for Solid State Research, Stuttgart, Germany; 
Univ. Paris-Sud, Orsay, France; Univ. of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 
Funding: Swiss National Science Foundation and its NCCR MaNEP; Alexander von 
Humboldt Foundation; Dutch Foundation for Fundamental Research on Matter (FOM) and
the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO); European contract NOVMAG;
Computational Materials Science Network (CMSN) program of the Division of Materials
Science and Engineering, U.S. Department of Energy, Grant No. DE-SC0007091.
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Iridates: Strong spin-orbit coupling and correlations
M. Daghofer, L. Hozoi, J. van den Brink
In several studies combining theory and experiment, we have established that the low
energy degrees of freedom in many iridates are governed by strong spin-orbit coupling
combined with electronic correlations. However, there are also exceptions: Crystal-field
splitting competes with spin-orbit coupling in Sr3CuIrO6. In strongly spin-orbit coupled
compounds, low energies are dominated by a pseudospin given by a total angular
momentu m, which combines spin and orbital characteristics. Due to the latter, lattice
geometry has a decisive impact on the pseudospin couplings, the ground state and
its excitations. Electron itineracy was observed to enhance anisotropic magnetic
coupling s, which points to directions along which potential spin-liquid compounds
should be modified to tune frustration.  
In recent years, iridates, with valence states that are mostly given by 5d orbital of
iridium , have become a focus of intense theoretical and experimental investigation. The
heavy nucleus provides substantial spin-orbit coupling to these electrons, much larger
than in 3d elements like copper or iron. 5d orbitals are spatially more extended than 3d
states, which tends to reduce electron-electron correlations; nevertheless, iridates
have been found to be governed by substantial electronic correlations. 
Precisely this interplay of both strong spin-orbit coupling and sizable correlations are
driving the current interest in iridates: As strong spin-orbit coupling in weakly interact-
ing materials has led to the concept of “topological insulators’’ with protected edge or
surface states, the question arises what phases can be expected for (strongly) interact-
ing electrons. Iridates have been suggested as  potential realizations of exotic phases
like “topological Mott insulators’’, where only the “spin’’ part of the edge channel might
survive [1]. Other iridate compounds have been suggested to be spin liquids, where mag-
netic moments are present and strongly coupled, but where quantum fluctuations and
competition between interactions  prevent ordered states even at the lowest tempera-
tures [2,3]. Spin liquids and topological insulators are both “topological’’ phases that
cannot be described by a local order parameter in the way a ferromagnet can be char-
acterized by the size of the local ordered moment. Instead, the information on the state
relies on the extended system, a property that protects the conducting edge channels
and might also allow the construction of fault-tolerant non-local qbits. 
In several studies combining theory and experiment, we have established that the low
energy degrees of freedom in many iridates are indeed governed by strong spin-orbit cou-
pling combined with electronic correlations. The Ir 5d - t2g shell contains one hole,
which can be described as a localized pseudospin when both correlations and spin-or-
bit coupling dominate over the kinetic energy [3]. The pseudospin is a doublet of two
states with total angular momentum j = 1/2, combining spin and orbital characteristics.
While the doublet can still be described by Pauli matrices like a spin, it inherits strong-
ly anisotropic couplings from the orbital part of the wave function, i.e., it knows about
lattice geometry like an orbital. 
Another consequence of this spin-orbit-coupled wave function, which contains contri-
butions from all three t2g orbitals, is that the preferred direction of the pseudospin is not
determined by lattice distortions [4]. This effect has been shown by comparing two com-
pounds containing planes with square lattices of Ir ions, single-layer Sr2IrO4 (pseudospins
lie in the plane) and double-layer Sr3Ir2O7 (pseudospins perpendicular to the plane). In
contrast to 3d compounds, where a change in spin axis tends to go hand in hand with a
change in orbital occupation – and thus lattice distortion - the octahedra are here very
Fig.1: Pseudospin and Pseudoorbital excitations in
Sr2IrO4. Shading in the top panel shows the second
derivative of RIXS data. The low-energy data up 
to 200 meV are j = 1/2 excitations analogous to
magnons in an S = 1/2 system. At higher energy 
(0.4 to 0.8 eV), the red lines give the theoretical 
dispersion of the j = 3/2 „orbital“ excitation. At the
bottom, a „pseudoorbital“ excitation is illustrated,
note how both the spin and the orbital of the wave
function change. Taken from Ref. [5].
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similar in both cases. In the spin-orbit coupled scenario, the pseudospins reorient
themselves because the third dimension, inter-layer coupling, affects the delicate bal-
ance of frustrated and direction-dependent interactions. 
Due to the strong directionality of the couplings between pseudospins, their excitations
are also strongly affected by the system’s dimensionality. In the single-layer Sr2IrO4, the
in-plane couplings are almost isotropic, as can be seen by comparing the low-energy ex-
citations, see Fig. 1, to those of spin-1/2 cuprates [5]. The strong similarity is also of
note, as it suggests that doping such iridates might lead to high-TC superconductivity as
in the Cu case. At higher energies of 0.3-0.8 eV, the multi-orbital character comes into
play, and resonant inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS) has revealed a dispersive “pseudo-
orbital’’ excitation into higher-energy j = 3/2 levels, again see Fig. 1. This mode can be
described like an orbital excitation of a system with weak spin-orbit coupling and can
be mapped onto a hole moving in an antiferromagnet [5]. In the bilayer compound
Sr3Ir2O7, one expects two magnetic low-energy modes, optical and acoustic. However,
at most a very small splitting between them is seen [6], and both branches show a very
large gap of about the same size (100 meV) as the dispersion, see Fig. 2. Both these strik-
ing effects can be explained in the strongly spin-orbit coupled picture and moreover sug-
gest that more itinerant electrons can make pseudospin couplings more anisotropic,
which is in turn crucial to tune magnetic properties of proposed spin-liquid compounds. 
While several members of the iridate family are thus indeed governed by this interplay
of strong spin-orbit coupling and correlations, we have also addressed the scenario’s lim-
its. Effects like a strong lattice distortion can split the degeneracy of the t2g states and
compete with spin-orbit coupling; the low-energy states are then mixtures of j = 1/2 and
j = 3/2 states. Indeed, quantum chemical calculations and RIXS have shown that this is
the case in the quasi-one-dimensional Sr3CuIrO6 [7]. 
The success and the limits of the model reveal how the properties of strongly spin-orbit
coupled and correlated materials depend on the compound, e.g., through electron itin-
eracy and lattice distortions. This information may in turn be valuable in finding systems
hosting exotic topological phases like spin liquids.
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Fig. 2: Giant magnon gap in the bilayer iridate
Sr3Ir2O7. In the shown RIXS data, one would expect
two magnon branches; the total weight suggests that
they are both here and the kz dependence (not
shown) reveals a tiny splitting. Both the tiny splitting
and the large gap of almost 100 meV indicate that
couplings along the c direction are almost Ising-like,
i.e., very anisotropic. Together with a reorientation 
of the pseudospin (as compared to Sr2IrO4), this is a
result of the strong spin-orbit coupling. Taken from
Ref. [6].
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Exploring the Magnetic Phase Diagram of the Frustrated 
Quantum Spin Chain PbCuSO4(OH)2 – Linarite
A. U. B. Wolter, M. Schäpers, W. Schottenhamel, F. Lipps, V. Kataev, 
S. Nishimoto, S.-L. Drechsler, B. Büchner
Frustrated low-dimensional quantum spin systems have attracted great interest in the
past years owing to their rich magnetic properties. Depending on the dimensionality
and the frustration of the magnetic couplings, a multitude of highly fascinating
phases occurs, including nematic or multipolar phases in one dimension or spin liquids
in two dimensions. We have studied the frustrated S = 1/2 chain linarite, PbCuSO4(OH)2,
with competing ferromagnetic nearest-neighbor and antiferromagnetic next-nearest-
neighbor exchange interactions. The ground state of linarite is represented by an in-
commensurate magnetic ordering with a propagation vector k = (0, 0.186, 0.5) below
TN = 2.8 K. Interestingly, magnetic fields up to 12 T, applied along the chain direction,
reveal a very rich magnetic phase diagram, with multiple field-induced phases, and
possibl y short-range-order effects occurring in high fields. 
One of the most basic models accounting for one-dimensional frustrated quantum spin
magnetism considers a competing ferromagnetic (FM) nearest-neighbor interaction
J1 < 0 and an antiferromagnetic (AFM) next-nearest-neighbor interaction J2 > 0 between
spins. Already for this model, various ground states are predicted depending on the
ratio α = J2 /|J1|. In the limit of a classical isotropic spin model, the ground state is
ferromagneti c for a ratio α < 1/4, while for α > 1/4 it will be incommensurate [1,2].
Recentl y, Furukawa, Sato, and Onoda [3] predicted even more exotic ground states for
this model by taking into account both the effect of quantum fluctuations and local
anisotropy. Most importantly, they conclude that - depending on the anisotropy - the
region α > 1/4 contains chiral ordered states as well as dimerized and Tomonaga-
Luttinge r liquid phases. Furthermore, by applying a magnetic field, a variety of exotic
phases like vector-chiral, spin-nematic, or higher-order polar phases ought to be
induce d [4-7]. 
Particularly in natural minerals, copper oxides have shown intriguing properties with
respec t to magnetic frustration and low dimensionality [8,9]. Magnetism in these ma-
terials arises from the spin S = 1/2 moments of the Cu2+ ions, and the magnetic couplings
vary strongly in magnitude and sign depending on the actual geometry and environment
of the copper oxide bonds involved. An excellent experimental realization of such a frus-
trated one-dimensional spin chain is the natural mineral linarite, PbCuSO4(OH)2, allow-
ing experimental studies of this model in the full field range up to saturation [10-12].
In linarite, each of the Cu2+ atoms is fourfold coordinated, with the surrounding oxygens
forming a flat tetragon close to a square, the celebrated CuO4
− 6 plaquette brick of all
undope d cuprates (Fig. 1). The Cu coordination is completed by two further oxygen atoms
from the SO4 groups, yielding a distorted octahedron and a slightly nonplanar waving
(buckled) CuO2 chain structure. In effect, the Cu
2+ ions form spin S = 1/2 chains along
the b direction with dominant nearest-neighbor FM interactions and a weaker next-
nearest-neighbor AFM coupling, resulting in a magnetically frustrated topology. 
This is supported by an analysis of our experimental susceptibility and magnetization da-
ta within advanced theoretical methods, such as density matrix renormalization group
(DMRG) and hard-core boson techniques, which all take into account the nontrivial
interpla y of quantum effects and frustration beyond linear spin-wave theory [12]. Fig. 2
presents the dependence of the maximum position of the spin susceptibility χ(T) meas-
ured in units of J2 as a function of 1/α, i.e., viewing the J1- J2 model as an equivalent
realization of two interpenetrating interacting AFM Heisenberg chains.  New values for
the exchange couplings along the chain direction of J1 ∼ -100 K and J2 ∼ 36 K (α = 0.36)
are obtained. These main intrachain exchange integrals are significantly larger as
Fig. 1: The crystallographic structure of
PbCuSO4(OH)2. The CuO2 units are aligned 
in the bc plane, forming edge-sharing CuO2
chains along the b direction. In order to illus-
trate the coordination of the S atoms, oxygen
tetrahedra are highlighted in the sketch. 
Fig. 2: Maximum position of the spin susceptibility
χ(T ) measured in units of J2 as a function of 1/α, i.e.,
viewing the J1-J2 model as an equivalent realization
of two interpenetrating interacting AFM HEISENBERG
chains. In the inset, the maximum position of χ(T )
measured in units of | J1| vs. the frustration parameter
α according to our TMRG calculations is shown. 
The broken line describes the asymptotic curve 
Tχ
max= 0.641J2 ≡ 0.641|J1|, well known from the
BETHE-ansatz based solution for the unfrustrated 
AFM spin-1/2 Heisenberg chain.
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compare d to the values derived in previous studies in the literature and shift the
frustratio n ratio α of linarite closer to the one-dimensional critical point at 0.25. Long-
range order is induced at temperatures TN = 2.8 K « J1, J2 as a result of a finite interchain
coupling Jic « |J1|, J2.
Essential to the understanding of the key fundamental properties of linarite is the
determinatio n of its ground state. Via neutron scattering experiments we find an incom-
mensurate propagation vector of k = (0, 0.186, 0.5) with the incommensurate vector
componen t ky = 0.186 along the b axis leading to a rotation angle between the spins at
neighboring Cu atoms (y = 0.5) along the b axis of 33.5° [13]. First, we carried out the
refinements by using a sine-wave modulated and a helical spin alignment. A consider-
ably better fit (RF = 0.070) was obtained by assuming an elliptical helix. In result, we have
parameterized the moment evolution by the expression 
μn = μxz cos(2πk·Rn)uxz + μy sin(2πk·Rn)vy.
Here, Rn represents a lattice point, and the unit vector uxz defines the rotating plane
in the ac plane and which is -27(2)° off the a axis, while vy is the unit vector along the
b axis. The magnetic moment component μy = 0.833(10) μB along the b axis is slightly
larger than the component μxz = 0.638(15)μB in the monoclinic ac plane. Thus, the
rotatin g plane of the magnetic moments is almost parallel to [1 0 1] and roughly
perpendicula r to the O4-O5 squares (Fig. 3). 
The zero-field helical ground state of linarite evolving along the b axis is the result of
magnetic frustration combined with exchange anisotropy. Hence, a complex magnetic
behavior in fields B || b can be expected as result of the near degeneracy of different spin
configurations. Experimentally, this is demonstrated in Fig. 4 with various transitions
being established from macroscopic and microscopic techniques. The phase diagram
contain s five different phases or regions. Phase I represents the ground state of the
elliptica l magnetic helix, extending up to 2.8 K and 2.6 T. In region II (up to 0.63 K in
fields of ∼ 2.5 – 3 T), a magnetization hysteresis is observed. For field-sweep up the
hysteresi s consists of two steps, while for down sweeps there is only one step. Thus, for
down sweeps there is a direct transition from phase IV to I, implying that region II is
not a distinct thermodynamic phase but a (possibly first-order) crossover from phase I
to IV. 
The magnetic phase III is wedged in between phases I and IV, with a multicritical point
at ∼ 1.25 K and 2.5 T. Phases I, III, and IV are long-range magnetically ordered states.
The complex behavior observed in susceptibility and magnetization for phases III and IV
possibly suggests that also these phases possess nontrivial ordering vectors. Indeed, via
Fig. 3: The magnetic structure of linarite in zero field. Only
the Cu2+ ions and the oxygen atoms O4 and O5 are shown.
The two differently colored arrows symbolize the spins on
the two copper sites: Cu1 (red) and Cu2 (green).
Fig. 4: The magnetic phase diagram of linarite for B || b. The phase
boundaries are determined by magnetization (M), specific heat (Cp),
magnetocaloric effect (MCE), magnetostriction (β), thermal expansion
(α) and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) investigations.
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neutron scattering investigations the magnetic structures of the field-induced phases
III and IV are extensively explored: The incommensurate propagation vector k = (0, 0.186,
0.5) is found from zero field up to 3 T. Remarkably, at 2.6 T an additional commensurate
propagation vector k = (0, 0, 0.5) is observed which means that there is a field regime
where two propagation vectors and therefore two spin structures coexist. This has neve r
been observed in other frustrated one-dimensional compounds underlying the compet-
ing FM-AFM couplings in the HEISENBERG model up to know. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
measurements clearly speak in favour of the intrinsic nature of the coexistence. For the
commensurate structure of phase IV and III the magnetic moments have a value of
0.79(1) μB and are lying in the ac plane where the spins have the same angle (-27°) to
the a axis as the rotating plane of the helix in the ground state. The magnetic moments
of the incommensurate structure in phase III form a circular helix with the rotating plane
lying in the bc plane. A magnetic moment of 0.64(2) μB is found for this structure. 
Aside from the long-range ordered phases I, III, and IV, we have noted the existence of
weak and broad anomalies in several measurements at even higher temperatures and
fields, which defines a region V. We first assumed that short-range order effects take
place here in view of a qualitative resemblance to the behavior of LiCuVO4, where ne -
matic high-field phases are proposed to exist [14]. However, weak magnetic BRAGG
peaks with an incommensurate spin structure were found in neutron scattering
experiment s. The refinement of the observed BRAGG peaks at 6 T and 1.9 K indicates a sine-
wave modulated structure which has only a b component with a maximum value of
0.44(1) μB (Fig. 5). The striking peculiarity of phase V is that the propagation vector
changes continuously with field from (0, 0.164, 0.5) at 1.6 T to (0, 0.06, 0.5) at 6 T. Con-
trary to other similar frustrated spin chain compounds, our results of linarite probably
imply the decisive role of anisotropy and/or specific (diagonal?) interchain couplings in
this material. If phase V is in line with spin-nematic, or higher-order polar processes,
needs to be investigated in more detail in the future. 
In conclusion, we have established the ground state as well as the rich magnetic phase
diagram of linarite. Our results are understood within the framework of a frustrated one-
dimensional spin S = 1/2 chain with ferromagnetic nearest-neighbor coupling J1 ∼ -100 K
and an antiferromagnetic next-nearest-neighbor interaction J2 ∼ 36 K, which are pre -
dicted to generate helical states for the present parameter range. Exchange anisotropy
as discussed in Ref. [5] might then induce the small anisotropy of the helical state as
exemplifie d by the elliptical modulation of the ordered magnetic moment. Altogether,
linarite emerges as an ideal model compound to study extraordinary phases due to the
combined effect of frustration and exchange anisotropy, thus, offering a more complex
behavior than the well-known sister compounds LiCuVO4 and LiCu2O2. 
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Fig. 5: The magnetic structure of PbCuSO4(OH)2
in phase V at T = 1.9 K. The two differently 
colored arrows symbolize the spins on the two
copper sites: Cu1 (red) and Cu2 (green).
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Spin-chiral 2D Dirac fermions drive new opportunities 
in mesoscopic physics 
J. Dufouleur, R. Giraud, S. Hampel, S. Neuhaus, C. Nowka, A. Teichgräber, L. Veyrat, 
S. M. Gorantla, M. Rümmeli, J. Schumann, B. Eichler, O. G. Schmidt, B. Büchner
3D topological insulators are metallic conductors at their interface with a conven-
tional insulator, sharing some electronic properties with graphene. These surface (or
interface) states are 2D Dirac fermions with a spin chirality of the Dirac cones, due to
a strong spin-orbit coupling. In high-quality nanostructures, as obtained by the Vapor-
Solid method, this leads to specific transport properties which can be evidenced by
quantum transport measurements, with an energy resolution of a few μeV. One of our
recent achievements is the first demonstration of the quasi-ballistic transport of
spin-chiral Dirac fermions in a Bi2Se3 nanowire, as evidenced by the study of decoher-
ence at very low temperatures. Such a finding shows the potent of spin-chiral 2D Dirac
fermions in a 3D topological insulator to investigate quantum coherent transport in
the weak-coupling limit to their environment, a situation otherwise only accessible
with edge states in the Integer Quantum Hall regime of a AlGaAs high-mobility 2D
electro n gas. 
Introduction 
Many known 3D topological insulators (3DTIs) are semiconductors that belong to a new
class of materials, in which the energy gap is finite in their bulk but vanishes at their
interfac e with a usual insulato r. This topological property results in the formation of a
new electronic state made of Dirac fermions, much like in graphene. However, due to both
strong spin-orbit coupling and time-reversal symmetry, these so-called ‘surface states’
have a specific spin symmetry, the spin of a quasi-particle being locked perpendicular
to its momentum, so that their band structure is made of 2D spin-chiral Dirac fermions.
Theory predicts that the dispersion curves are topologically protected by the time-rever-
sal symmetry, thus being robust against any kind of non-magnetic disorder, and that
backscattering is forbidden [1]. These new properties have a direct consequence on the
quantum transport properties of such Dirac fermions, and their very rich physics can be
revealed in simple geometries of mesoscopic conductors such as nanowires or nano -
ribbons [2-9]. 
To date, most 3DTIs, like Bi2Se3, are not intrinsic semiconductors, so that a residual
bulk-state carrier density can also contribute to their electrical conductivity. If not
dominan t, the intrinsic properties of spin-polarized Dirac fermions at the surface
canno t be investigated by electrical transport measurements. To reduce the parallel
conductio n through the bulk, ultra-thin layers of Bi2Se3 must be prepared, either using
an exfoliation technique [10] or by the direct growth of nanostructures (Molecular
Beam Epitaxy MBE [11], Vapor-Solid Deposition VSD [12]). When the thickness is
comparab le to the charge depletion length (∼10 nm for a residual doping of about
1019 cm-3), the bulk-state density becomes vanishingly small, and the conductance is
due to surface states only [12-14]. 
Synthesis of topological insulators at the nanoscale
In our work, Bi2Se3 nanostructures are grown by VSD directly onto a Si/SiOx substrate
which can be used to apply a back-gate voltage. This original bottom-up approach, based
on catalyst-free gas-phase transport, offers interesting advantages as compared to
the MBE growth or to the exfoliation of macroscopic crystals. High-quality and well-ori-
ented single-cristalline nanostructures with different shapes and cristalline orientations
can be obtained in a very reproducible way. These have atomic-flat surfaces which can
extend over tens of microns and some can be ultra thin (down to 2nm). As discussed in
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the third section, this gives a unique way to study quantum transport in different
geometries and in the weak-disorder regime. Furthermore, the bulk-state density and
the natural surface oxidation are reduced (lower Se-vacancy density). With a limited post-
growth processing to build a mesoscopic device, this allows us to get reproducible and
highly-transparent ohmic contacts to the nanostructures. Besides,the lower carrier
density favors the tuning of the Fermi energy in sub-30nm thin nanostructures (the
actio n of an electric field is enhanced due to a longer bulk-charge depletion length).
The growth of Bi2Se3 nanostructures was obtained by a sublimation/deposition process.
To do so, the starting material Bi2Se3 and the Si/SiOx-substrate were sealed under
vacuu m in a two-chamber quartz tube. The chamber containing the Bi2Se3 powder was
heated in an oven at 550°C and the other chamber with the substrate was held at 400°C
for 4h. To optimize the growth conditions, we performed some thermodynamic mo -
deling using the program Tragmin. By using this catalyst-free method, we obtained ran-
domly-distributed nanostructures on the amorphous SiOx surface, with three different
shapes : nanoflakes, nanoribbons and nanowires. Some typical dimensions of the length
(L), width (W) and thickness (d) of the nanostructures are as follow : for the nanoflakes
(L ∼ W∼ 1-30 μm; d∼ 2-200 nm), for the nanoribbons (L∼ 1-40 μm; W∼ 50-5000 nm;
d∼ 2-200 nm) and for nanowires (L ∼1-70 μm; W∼ d∼ 50-200 nm). The obtained crystals
were characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDX), atomic force microscopy (AFM), high resolution transmission elec-
tron microscopy (HRTEM) and selected area electron diffraction. The characteristic
crystals of Bi2Se3 deposited on a Si/SiO2-substrate are illustrated in fig. 1. EDX analysis
shows that the composition of the deposited crystal corresponds to a 2:3 ratio of Bi:Se.
The thickness of nanostructures was investigated by AFM measurements. TEM investiga-
tions confirmed the crystal structure to be that of Bi2Se3. As an exemple, HRTEM images
of a Bi2Se3 nanoflake are depicted in Fig. 2 with the corresponding diffraction pattern.
Importantly, HRTEM gave important informations on the cristal orientation of the
facets of a given type of nanostructures and on their high cristalline quality. The low
defec t density was further confirmed from Hall effect measurements in thick nano -
structures, showing a residual bulk density of about or less than 1019cm-3. 
Tuning the Fermi energy in thin nanostructures by a back-gate voltage
To evidence the control of surface states transport in Bi2Se3 nanostructures, we repro-
duced some important results obtained with exfoliated crystals [6]. From the study of
Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) oscillations at T = 4.2 K, the dominant contribution of 2D
Fig. 1: SEM images of characteristic thin 
single crystalline nanostructures of Bi2Se3: 
a) nanoflake, b) nanoribbon, c) nanowire.
Fig. 2: HRTEM images of a Bi2Se3 nanoflake 
(a, b) with the corresponding diffraction 
pattern (c).
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Dirac fermions, having a higher mobility than bulk carriers, is evidenced at rather low
magnetic fields. The field dependence of the Landau levels shows a typical behavior for
Dirac fermions, the effective index of which extrapolates to a half-integer value in the
1/B→ 0 limit. Furthermore, in sub-30 nm thin nanostructures, we achieved an efficient
electrical back-gate control of the Fermi energy at the lower interface. As seen in Fig.3,
some SdH oscillations evolve for a negative gate voltage (Vg), that is, when the Fermi
energy is shifted away from the bottom of the bulk-state conduction band. However,
only the bottom interfac e is affected by the electric field, whereas the top interface
remains inde pendent of Vg. This shows that charges at the bottom interface efficiently
screen the electrostati c potentia l, and that an additional top gate would be necessary
to tune simultaneousl y the chemical potential of all surface states. 
Contrary to previous studies, we could investigate the electrical properties of Bi2Se3
nanostructures in a Hall-bar geometry. This allows us to measure both the longitudinal
magneto-resistance and the Hall resistance, and therefore to separate the contributions
of the bulk and surface states to the conductance. Our data show the rather good
quantu m mobility of surface states (μQ > 10
3cm2 V -1s-1) and the low classical mobility of
residual bulk carriers (μC ∼ 10
2cm2 V -1s-1), which therefore have an even lower quantum
mobility (indeed, these states do not contribute to SdH oscillations, even up to 16 T).
Given the rather low bulk carrier density achieved in thin nanostructures, large gate
effect s are now routinely obtained in sub-30 nm thin flakes and nanoribbons.
Quantum transport in a Bi2Se3 nanowire: 
Quasi-ballistic transport of 2D Dirac fermions
At very low temperature, quantum corrections to the classical conductance like univer-
sal conductance fluctuations (UCF), weak anti-localisation (WAL) or, in a more specific
geometry, Aharonov-Bohm (AB) interferences can be observed in nanostructures, if the
phase coherence length of charge carriers is comparable to or larger than the dimensions
of a mesoscopic conductor. In nanostructures of Bi2Se3, quantum transport was already
used to prove the existence of surface states [2, 7] and their tunable coupling to re -
sidual bulk states [5], when they exist. Very interestingly, AB oscillations in nanowires
or narrow nanoribbons are due to surface states only, which thus gives a unique way to
directly study some specific properties of spin-chiral Dirac fermions. In particular, our
recent study of the quantum coherence of 2D spin-chiral Dirac fermions in a Bi2Se3
nanowire revealed an unusual weak coupling to their environment [9].
From the analysis of the UCF (dimensionality effect on the correlation field), we evi-
denced the quasi-1D nature of quantum coherent transport, the phase coherence length
Lϕ being longer than the transverse dimensions (W,d) of the nanowire. Besides, Lϕ is
so long at very low temperatures for Dirac fermions (about 2 μm at T = 50 mK), that many
Fig. 3: Back-gate voltage dependence of 
(a) Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations and 
(b) the longitudinal resistance, measured at 4K.
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harmonics in the AB oscillations are revealed by a Fourier transform analysis (up to six
harmonics). The fundamental and first harmonics are even both directly visible in the
magneto-conductance measurement (see [9] for details). 
Importantly, from the temperature dependence of the AB oscillations, we could study the
decoherence mechanism of Dirac fermions. We evidenced a departure at very low
temperature s from the previously reported 1/√T power law and demonstrates the intrin-
sic exponential behavior of AB oscillations below about 2 K, down to our 20 mK base
temperatur e, that is over two orders of magnitude. The exp(- αnT )∼ exp(-nLp /Lϕ)
dependenc e observed, where Lp is the nanowire perimeter, is directly related to an
unusua l temperature dependence of the phase coherence length, with Lϕ ∼ 1/T, which
reveals the quasi-ballistic transport (le ≥ W,d) of Dirac fermions weakly coupled to
their environment. This behavior is observed for the first time in a 3D TI nanowire. Such
a seldom situation was previously found only in the case of quasi-1D ballistic rings with
a limited number of transverse modes [15] and for edge states in the Integer Quantum
Hall regime [16].
Conclusion
Beyond the study of decoherence, our work shows that mesoscopic transport experiments
are a powerful tool to unveil some fundamental properties of 2D Dirac fermions in a 3D
topological insulator. Besides, high-quality single-crystalline nanostructures of a 3D
topological insulator offer an interesting playground to investigate the quantum coher-
ent transport of Dirac fermions in new regimes, which are not accessible with graphene.
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Fig. 4: (a) Fast Fourier transform of AB oscilla-
tions measured at 50 mK with the sample
shown in inset; (b) The exponential tempera-
ture dependence of the fundamental harmonic
is observed over more than two orders of
mag nitude (20 mK < T < 2,5 K). The 1/√T
dependence was previously reported from
measurements made in the high-temperature
regime (T > 2 K), when electron-phonon 
inelastic processes limit the phase coherence.
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Twinned microstructures in copper
A. Kauffmann, J. Freudenberger, H. Klauß, V. Klemm1, V. S. Sarma2, W. Schillinger3,
J. Eckert and L. Schultz
An effective wire drawing process of pure copper performed at 77 K including the
necessar y lubrication technology is presented in order to provide a maximum ultimate
tensile strength when compared to conventionally prepared wires. While the number
of process steps is reduced the ultimate tensile strength after a true strain of 2.4 is
maximised. By lowering the temperature down to 77 K deformation twinning is
activate d and a severe fragmentation of the initial microstructure is achieved. The
limite d thermal stability and mechanical ductility in combination with a considerably
altered electrical conductivity indicate the formation incoherent twin boundaries.
The formation of twin boundaries is commonly observed in a broad kind of materials and
it is a basis for several technically relevant effects in materials science, such as shape
memory effects or twinning induced plasticity. In metallic materials twinning can occur
during crystal and thin film growth, recovery and recrystallisation, deformation and
transformation. The research activities being reported on are mainly focused on those
twin boundaries observed under external load in materials with well-defined combina-
tions of structural and functional properties.
Prominent examples of materials where twin boundaries are not only inherent but
necessar y parts of the microstructure to allow a specific combination of principally
contradictor y properties are severely twinned microstructures in pure copper. In 2004,
Lu et al.  [1] establishe d a pulsed electrodeposition method for preparing ultrafine-
grained thin films with a high density of thin growth twins. They observed an outstand-
ing combination of high electrical conductivity and mechanical strength. Both are
usuall y opposing properties since defects which impede movement of dislocations and
lead to strength increas e act as scatter centres for the propagating electron wave.
Hence, the goal of defec t engineering is the formation of defects with maximum
hardenin g effect but reduce d electron scattering potential.
In this manner the most prominent example of twin boundaries in face-centred cubic
metals, e. g. Σ3-boundary, is a special boundary with respect to hardening and scatter-
ing. While the twin boundaries hinder dislocation movement across the border, electron
scattering is negligible affected for coherent twin boundaries. The electron scattering
potential by disorder which comes into play due to the orientation misfit of matrix and
twin is reduced since the twin boundary observes a coincidence site and thus, provides
a long range order. The unit cell of the coincidence site lattice which spans across the
boundary is shown in Fig. 1a. If the boundary is coherent, the perturbation of the
periodic potential by disorder of the short-range order is restricted to a stacking fault
since the twin plane is part of the matrix and the twinned lattice. The impact of the twin
boundary on the movement of dislocations is illustrated in Fig. 1b. In general, the bound-
ary acts as a barrier for the movement of dislocations and conventional grain boundary
hardening is observed. In specific cases when the Burgers vector of the line defect is lo-
cated within the twin plane the coherence of the boundary can provide the possibility
of cross slip due to the pure screw character of the dislocation segment which penetrates
the twin plane.
We established a deformation process at liquid nitrogen temperature in order to initi-
ate severe formation of deformation twins to emulate microstructures as observed by
pulsed electrodeposition but in a macroscopically scalable procedure. The state of stress
of wire drawing which is dominated by a superposition of uniaxial tensile stress along the
wire axis and biaxial compressive stresses within the radial plane in combination with the
texture evolution during the deformation process favours a homogeneous twinning
within the majority of the microstructure.
Fig. 1: Scheme of a 3 twin boundary in a face-
centred cubic metal: a) atomic arrangement and
b) octahedral slip systems.
a)
b)
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Fig. 2: Scheme of a pressure die/drawing die 
combination.
In the present investigation we increased the deformation per pass by adapting solid
lubricatio n provided by MoS2 bonded coatings in order to increase the efficiency of the
process. Since both the state of stress and the temperature well below room tempera-
ture are key features to establish a homogeneous twin formation are significantly
changed by a larger deformation per pass the latter one was investigated with respect
to twinning. In order to provide a true strain of 0.4 per pass we utilised a combination
of pressure and drawing dies. A scheme of such tools as shown in Fig. 2 highlights the
space between pressure die which is used for sealing the pressure chamber and the
drawin g die which is used for cold work. The space can act as a high-pressure reservoir
for MoS2 which improves the coating of the wire with MoS2 and the formation of a
continuou s lubricating film.
In order to reveal twin formation both local and global texture analysis were performed.
Fig. 3 summarises the orientation density observed by X-ray diffraction and subsequent
orientation density function calculation on the cross sections of drawn wires. Fig. 4a
indicate s the two major texture components observed in drawn face-centred cubic
metals : <001>- and <111>-fibre texture component. By lowering the temperature by
liqui d nitrogen cooling during deformation a third distinct <115>-fibre texture compo-
nent is observed which is a direct consequence of twin formation in grains with <111>
crystallographic axis parallel to the wire axis. The increase of deformation per pass leads
to a strongly improved strength of the texture components. In order to investigate the
local appearance of deformation twinning electron backscatter diffraction was per-
formed. Fig. 4 shows the centre of wire drawn at 77 K with a true strain of 0.4 per pass.
The fragmentation of <111>-fibre oriented grains (blue) by deformation twins (ma -
genta/red) is clearly observed. For comparison the cross section of a conventionally
prepare d copper wire is shown in Fig. 5. The minor <001>-fibre texture component does
not exhibit deformation twinning which is a direct consequence of the orientation
dependenc e of deformation twinning under tensile load. The image quality map in
Fig. 4: Orientation imaging microscopy on the center
of the cross section of a wire drawn at 77 K with 0.4
true strain per pass.
Fig. 3: Orientation density distribution of the drawn
wires shown on the inverse pole figure of the wire
axis: a) conventionally prepared wire, b) cryo-drawn
wire with increased deformation per pass, 
c) cryo-drawn wire with small deformation per pass.
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Fig. 4b reveals that the majority of deformation twins could be indexed correctly during
the scanning process which was performed with a step width of 50 nm. The homogene-
ity of the twin formation was tested by additional orientation imaging (not shown
here) at the rim of the wire.
The hardening during wire drawing of the investigated wires is shown in Fig. 6. Wires with
a fine-grained initial microstructure (35 μm) drawn at 77 K and with an increased de -
formation per pass of 0.4 reach the maximum ultimate tensile strength during the
whole process. In contrast to this, the hardening and strength of a wire drawn with a low
deformation per pass of 0.1 is comparable to a coarse-grained initial material with a mean
grain diameter above 150 μm. Especially at low strains the process with increased defor-
mation per pass provides a higher strength of the wire while the number of processing
steps is reduced.
The electrical resistivity of the wires is slightly altered by the deformation process. By a
conventional drawing process the electrical conductivity of copper is reduced by about
2.5% and by a drawing process at 77K by about 6%. During a complete recrystallisation
process the resistivity of well-annealed, coarse-grained copper can be restored. The
correspondin g change in resistivity during heating with 0.5 K/min is shown in Fig. 7. The
recrystallisation and thus thermal stability of the drawn wires is shifted from above
200°C down to 175°C.
In the present investigation an effective drawing process at liquid nitrogen temperature
was developed including the necessary lubrication technology. The processed wires
provid e a higher ultimate tensile strength when compared to the conventionally prepared
wires while the number of process steps is reduced. The limited thermal stability and
mechanica l ductility in combination with a considerably altered electrical conductivity
indicate the formation incoherent twin boundaries.
[1] L. Lu et al. Science 304 (2004) 422-426
Cooperation: 1 TU BA Freiberg, 2 IIT Madras, 3 Wieland-Werke AG
Funding: DFG FR 1714/5-1
Fig. 5: Orientation imaging microscopy
on the center of the cross section of a
wire drawn at 295 K with 0.4 true strain
per pass.
Fig. 6: Hardening of copper subjected to wire drawing at room temperature
and liquid nitrogen temperature.
Fig. 7: Change of resistivity of copper subjected to wire drawing at room
temperature and liquid nitrogen temperature during heating up to 750 °C.
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Fig. 1: XRD patterns of cast and water
quenched Ti-(14-45)Nb alloys, 
insets: unit cells of a) α’- b) α’’- and 
c) β-phase
Beta-type Ti-based alloys for biomedical applications
M. Bönisch, A. Helth, K. Zhuravleva, P. F. Gostin, M. Calin, A. Gebert, J. Eckert   
Titanium and its alloys constitute the most favoured non-degradable metallic implant
materials in the field of trauma and orthopaedic surgery. In comparison with other im-
plant materials (e.g. stainless steels, Co-Cr alloys), titanium is characterized by a high
biocompatibility and corrosion resistance combined with suitable mechanical properties.
But despite the high success rates of Ti-based materials, there still are serious problems
of safety and long-term durability in the human body.
One of the major problems is the stiffness mismatch between bone and implant corre-
sponding to large differences in Young’s modulus (E) values, i.e. E = 10-30 GPa for cor-
tical bone and E = 110-120 GPa for bulk (cp)-Ti and Ti–6Al–4V. Those mismatches cause
insufficient loading of bone adjacent to the implant resulting in stress-shielding effects
with consequences of tissue loss and implant failure. The implanted material must be
strong enough and durable to withstand the physiological loads placed upon it over the
years. A suitable balance between strength and stiffness has to be found to best match
the behaviour of bone. Another notable problem is the release of toxic metallic ions
and/or particles through corrosion and wear processes that lead to inflammatory
cascade s which reduce biocompatibility. These two critical functions of mechanical
matching and biological compatibility must therefore be addressed if the lifetime of
the bone implant is to be increased. Another important aspect for implant materials is
the establishment of a suitable surface state in terms of a tailored surface topography
and chemistry which stimulates or inhibits bone cell growth and enables an optimum
osseointegratio n depending on the specific application [1,2].
Therefore, much research effort is currently dedicated to the development of new
beta-(β)-type Ti-based alloy materials with low rigidity, improved biocompatibility and
osseointegration, and no harmful alloying additions in their composition.
The present study is focused on the Ti-Nb based alloy system which shows a promising
spectrum of properties which are suitable for biomedical applications [3]. The beta-
stabilizin g element niobium (Nb) is selected since it may lead to a significant reduction
of the Young’s modulus and it has an excellent biocompatibility. This work aims to un-
derstand the phase formation mechanisms in dependence of alloy composition and of
synthesis and processing conditions and to assess possibilities to adapt the mechanical
properties to that of human bone.
Due to the very low diffusion rates of Nb in Ti, various metastable phases can be formed
by fast cooling from the β-phase domain [4]. Fig. 1 shows XRD patterns of different cast
Ti-Nb alloys quenched from 1000°C into water. It demonstrates the gradual distortion
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of the hexagonal martensite α’ to the orthorhombic martensite α’’ at low Nb contents,
as well as the eventual stabilization of the bcc β-phase at high Nb contents. It is known
[5,6] that the mechanical properties in this system, i.e. Young’s modulus, yield strength
and microhardness typically follow a W-shaped curve as a function of the Nb content. The
two minima in Young’s modulus (Fig. 2) correspond to the stabilization of the aforemen-
tioned α’’-martensite at Nb contents between 14 and 16.5 wt.% and the β-Ti phase at
Nb contents above 40  wt.%, respectively. These distinct compositions are promising
points of origin for further increase of the strength-to-Young’s modulus ratio.
The first minimum at 16.5 wt.% Nb is effected by the presence of single phase α’’
withou t any additional phases such as the ω-phase. The Young’s modulus of this alloy
is 65 GPa. Further additon of Nb causes the Young’s modulus to increase to a maximum
value of 112 GPa at a Nb content of 24 wt.%. The second minimum can be attributed to
the stabilization of the β-phase and the suppression of any foreign phases at an Nb con-
tent of 40 wt.%. Ti-40Nb shows the lowest Young’s modulus of 60 GPa and a compression
strength up to 1200 MPa. In order to increase the strength while maintaining the low
Young’s modulus, thermo-mechanical treatments were performed. Besides a verifiable
refinement of the microstructure, the formation of nanometer-sized α-precipitates
was found to benefit the strength. Furthermore, a new casting technology was devel-
oped allowing the addition of indium (In) as ternary alloying element. Corresponding
to the linear rule of mixture, it turned out that already a small amount of In leads to
an evident decrease of the Young’s modulus below 50 GPa. The adaptation of thermo-
mechanica l post-treatments to the ternary alloy system is the subject of current
research .
The biocompatibility of an implant is mostly determined by the interactions at the bone
tissue/implant interface. Numerous approaches for tailoring Ti-based implant surfaces
at the micro- and nano-scale have been proposed. In case of Ti-Nb alloys the high Nb
conten t yields in (artificial) body fluids a spontaneous surface passivation with very
strong barrier effect against pitting corrosion. But such an excellent chemical stability
makes new demands on chemical surface treatments. We have shown that acid etching
procedures established for Ti and Ti6Al4V are not sufficient for Ti-(40-45)Nb and that
more severe conditions are needed. The effective applicability of a H2SO4/H2O2 treatment
for nano-roughening the alloy surface without altering the corrosion resistance was
reveale d [7]. The surface state sensitively determines the cell biological response, e.g.
nano-roughening accelerates the adhesion and spreading of human mesenchymal
stroma l cells (hMSC), increases the metabolic activity and the enzyme activity of tissue
non-specific alkaline phosphatase (TNAP). This effect is even more pronounced for
Ti-40Nb than for cp-Ti (Fig. 3).  
In the framework of this study first demonstrators of implant devices were produced from
cast low modulus Ti-40Nb material with support of the Research Technology Division of
the IFW. Figure 4 shows an osteosynthesis plate in original size (length 23 mm) as used
for fractured bone fixation in minimal invasive surgery.    
Porous metallic implant materials have several advantages over bulk ones. A porous
architectur e is beneficial for significantly reducing the stiffness of the implant corres -
ponding to a strong reduction of the Young’s modulus. In addition, a porous geometry
allows an enhanced ingrowth of bone tissue that ensures a better integration and
fixatio n of the implant [8].  
Porous Ti-40Nb samples were prepared by a powder metallurgical approach. Ti and Nb
commercial powders were ball-milled for 40 hours with traces of NaCl as milling agent
to obtain a homogenous Ti-40Nb alloy mostly composed of β-phase [9]. This alloy pow-
der was then mixed and compacted with space holder material, i.e. Mg or NaCl powder,
and thermally treated. The compacts were sintered under strict temperature and time
Fig. 4: Demonstrator – osteosynthesis plate
(l = 23 mm) produced from cast Ti-40Nb
Fig. 3: SEM image of human mesenchymal stromal
cells (hMSC) spreading on a chemically treated 
Ti-40Nb surface
Fig. 2: Composition dependence of the Young’s
modulus in the Ti-Nb alloy system (from compres-
sion tests) 
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control and subsequently quenched to preserve the β-phase. Mg spacers were evaporat-
ed during sintering at 1000°C. NaCl spacers were washed out in water after quenching.
This method allows having a good control of the degree of porosity as well as of the shape
and size of the pores via shape, size and fraction of spacer particles (Fig. 5). Samples with
a porosity of 60…80% were tested in compression to identify their mechanical proper-
ties. The Young s modulus reached very low values in the range of 1.5 – 2.5 GPa and the
strength decreased with increasing porosity from about 40 to 10 MPa. Porous samples
were electrochemically coated with hydroxyapatite Ca5(PO4)3(OH) (HAP) (Fig. 6). The
bone consists mostly of a mineral, which appears to be a kind of HAP. Therefore, such a
surface coating is beneficial for bone growth and better implant fixation.   
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Fig. 6: SEM image of electrodeposited hydroxyapatite on
porous Ti-40Nb
Fig. 5: SEM image of a porous Ti-40Nb sample produced by
compaction and sintering with space holder material 
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Processing of metallic glasses by selective laser melting
S. Pauly, L. Löber, R. Petters, M. Stoica, S. Scudino, U. Kühn, J. Eckert
Metallic glasses can be regarded as frozen liquids with a high resistance against crys-
tallisation. The lack of a conventional structure turns them into materials exhibiting
near-theoretical strength, low Young’s modulus and large elasticity. These unique
mechanical properties can be only obtained when the metallic melts are rapidly cooled
to bypass the nucleation and growth of crystals. Most of the commonly known and
applie d processing routes, like casting or melt spinning, have intrinsic limitations
regardin g the complexity and dimensions of the geometries that they can produce. Our
present work proves that selective laser melting (SLM), a layer-additive process, can
be applied to manufacture complex geometries and components from a Fe-based
metallic glass powder. This approach is viable for a large variety of metallic glass-
formin g alloys and paves the way for a novel synthesis of material and development
of parts with advanced functional and structural properties without limitations in size
and intricacy.
When a metallic melt is cooled under equilibrium conditions it adopts the state of the
lowest energy, which means it crystallises after a certain degree of undercooling. In
a schematic continuous cooling transformation (CCT) diagram (Fig. 1) crystallisation is
indicated by the intersection of the cooling rate curve, Rcryst, with the crystalline
“nose”. In order to prevent a metallic melt from crystallising and to ensure vitrification,
the melt has to be cooled at rates exceeding the critical value, Rc (Fig. 1). At the same
time, the alloy system has to obey several constraints: The alloy should have a low driv-
ing force for crystallisation [1] and/or structural relaxation should be slowed down in
order to hamper atomic rearrangements on cooling [2,3]. Depending on the exact alloy
composition and the preparation route, like melt-spinning [4] or casting [2], typical
critica l cooling rates are on the order of 102 to 106 K/s [2]. Hence, metallic glasses can
be obtained only when the liquid state is extraordinarily stable and the heat of the melt
is extracted rapidly. Under these conditions the structure of the liquid can be retained
in the solid state. One of the most prominent characteristics of metallic glasses hence
is the absence of conventional ordering: As opposed to the crystalline lattice with its
translational symmetry, metallic glasses lack any long-range ordering and only show a
weak ordering on short- and medium-range scales [5]. This disordered atomic arrange-
ment determines the mostly unusual structural and functional properties of (bulk)
metallic glasses, including high yield stresses of up to 5 GPa [6] and large elastic strain
of about 2% [7]. This unconventional behaviour to mechanical loading makes bulk
metallic glasses interesting candidates for structural applications like springs, hinges,
gears and micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) amongst others [8,9]. Fe-based
metallic glasses and related compositions additionally stand out because of their un-
matched soft-magnetic behaviour with a low coercivity and low remanence, rendering
them an ideal material for the cores of high-frequency transformers and magnetic
shielding components in microelectronics [10].
The full potential of amorphous alloys has yet to be exploited, however, because of
technologic al limitations: The requirement to rapidly extract the heat from the melt
impose s severe restrictions on the fabrication methods [3,11]. The most commonly
applie d process is casting. For casting, it is essential that the moulds, in which the melt
solidifies, consist of a material with high thermal conductivity and large heat capacity
and typically copper is used. When the mould cavity is large and the cooling rate is low,
the glass-forming ability of the given system has to be high for the production of a
metalli c glass [11]. There is a trade-off between the tendency of the alloy to vitrify and
Fig. 1: Schematic CCT diagram for a metallic glass
former. Vitrification occurs when the melt is cooled 
at rates higher than the critical cooling rate, Rc. At
lower cooling rates, Rcryst for example, the crystalline
“nose” is crossed and the melt partially or fully 
crystallises. This is generally avoided during SLM 
as it has high intrinsic cooling rates, RSLM.
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the size of the parts [11]. There are also limits to the shape of the parts and generally
only simple geometries – typically rods or plates – can be prepared [8,9]. When more
comple x shapes are desired the capabilities of the casting process are insufficient.
It is thus necessary to explore and develop novel processing routes for the synthesis of
complicated amorphous components. Additive manufacturing – such as selective laser
melting (SLM) [12] – would be highly advantageous for the manufacturing of complex
and large-scale glassy parts. Because of the layer-wise construction of the part, the
geometries obtainable are freestanding and do not rely on specific moulds. 
The operating mode of selective laser melting (SLM) is sketched in Fig. 2: A powder is
placed on top of a base plate (Fig. 2a), which is required as a support for the final part
and which is detached from it after completion of the manufacturing process. The
powde r is then melted locally after the illumination with a focussed high-power laser
(Fig. 2b). The melt freezes and bonds to the bottom plate when the laser moves on. In
the next step, a second powder layer is added and the laser again melts the material
in defined spots leading to fusion of the melt and the subjacent material (Fig. 2c).
Solidificatio n occurs relatively quickly during SLM, especially when the thermal conduc-
tivity of the material underneath is high and generally reaches values on the order of
103 – 104 K/s [13]. The local intrinsic cooling rate, RSLM, can be higher than the critical
cooling rate, Rc, required for glass formation (Fig. 1).
In our group, glass-forming Fe74Mo4P10C7.5B2.5Si2 powder was used to test the feasibili-
ty of producing an amorphous, complex 3-dimensional scaffold by SLM displayed in the
inset to Fig. 3. Fig. 3 itself shows the final component still being mostly embedded in the
powder. The results from X-ray diffraction of the powder and the corners of the scaffold
as well as of a reference melt-spun ribbon are summarised in Fig. 4. The ribbon was pre-
pared directly from the gas-atomised powder by single-roller melt spinning in order to
evaluate the influence of different cooling rates. The diffraction patterns of the powder
and the SLM-part are nearly identical and are all characterised by sharp reflections be-
ing superimposed on a broad maximum around 2θ = 51°. As indexed in Fig. 4 the main
reflections correspond to α-Fe, γ-Fe and Fe23B6. The Bragg peaks have low intensities and
are relatively broad, which indicates that the grain size is in the sub-micron regime and
that the crystalline volume fraction is not very high. Only the ribbon appears to be ful-
ly amorphous showing the broad diffraction maxima typical of disordered matter. This
might be related to the destruction of the crystals, which are already present in the
powder , when the powder is molten during the manufacturing of the ribbons.
What is more important here is the fact that the diffraction patterns do not markedly dif-
fer prior and after the SLM process. Neither can a significant change in the crystalline
volume fraction nor a substantial crystal growth be measured that – in principle –
could have been caused by the energy input of the laser. In other words, the structure
of the material appears to be stable during SLM. Subsequently, the thermal stability and
crystallisation behaviour of the different samples was assessed by DSC measurements and
the results are given in Fig. 5. All specimens exhibit a distinct glass transition followed
Fig. 2: Illustration of the SLM operating mode: 
(a) a layer of powder is placed on the base plate. 
(b) Then a high-power laser melts the powder in
spots previously defined by a 3D CAD model of the
structure. The melt solidifies quickly and fuses with
the structures below to form a solid piece. 
(c) Once the illumination process is finished the entire
bas plate is lowered, the next powder layer is added
and the process starts again at (a). 
Fig. 3: The inset depicts the 3D scaffold structure
generated in a CAD programme. The actual scaffold
is still partially embedded in the glass-forming Fe-
based powder. 
Fig. 4: X-ray diffraction patterns (Co-Kα, λ = 1.7903 Å)
of the ribbon produced from the gas-atomised powder,
of the powder itself and of a corner of the scaffold.
Only the ribbon exhibits the broad diffraction maxima
typical of glasses. In the other cases crystalline (Bragg)
reflections are superimposed pointing to a mixture of
glass and (nano)crystalline phases. 
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by a multi-stage crystallisation process (see arrows in inset to Fig. 5). The occurrence
of the glass transition is the definite proof that the scaffold contains an amorphous
phase. To additionally analyse the effect of the SLM process, the enthalpies of crystal -
lisation were calculated for the different specimens and found to be 35 ± 2 J/g for the
gas-atomised powder and 37 ± 2 J/g for the corner of the scaffold. The values are thus
consistent within the experimental error and corroborate the assumption from the X-ray
diffraction experiments: The crystalline volume fraction does not increase after the
meltin g and subsequent solidification during manufacturing. Hence, SLM is capable to
yield amorphous parts with complex shapes.
At present it is a great challenge to produce large-scale glassy alloys in sophisticated
geometries with the existing technologies. The layer-wise construction of a component
by local melting with a high-power laser (as in SLM) breaks down the cooling process
into manifold steps, each of which is sufficiently fast to guarantee glass-formation –pro-
vided the proper alloy powder is employed. The glass-forming Fe74Mo4P10C7.5B2.5Si2
powde r used in this work retains its amorphous structure after being processed in the
SLM device under the appropriate conditions. In other terms, SLM is a suitable tool for
producing amorphous metallic parts. The great advantage of selective laser melting is
that in theory even marginal glass formers can be used and that the dimensions and com-
plexity of the final part is basically limitless. These first results underpin the feasibility
of the current approach and disclose the potential of SLM as a technology to process bulk
metallic glasses. 
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Fig. 5: DSC traces recorded at a heating rate of 
20 K/min. All samples crystallise in multiple steps
marked by the arrows, Tx1 and Tx2 and the inset en-
larges the glass transition (Tg) regime as determined
in the DSC device at a heating rate of 40 K/min. 
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Printable Magnetoelectronics
D. Karnaushenko, D. Makarov, R. Streubel, C. Yan and O. G. Schmidt
The field of printable electronics is well developed; A large variety of electronic com-
ponents assembled as printable optoelectronic devices and communication modules
are already available. However, the element responding to a magnetic field, which is
highly demanded for the concept of printable electronics has been realized only very
recently. Printable magnetic sensing device was one of the remaining missing build-
ing blocks crucial to realize the concept of entirely printable electronics. Here, we
positio n the novel topic of printable magnetic sensorics in a family of printable
electronic s and highlight possible application directions of this technology.
Printed electronics are about to revolutionize the field of conventional electronics
offerin g low-cost, large-area, high-volume, high-throughput production in roll-to-roll
or sheet-feed processing techniques. Electronic components fabricated by printing are
light weight and small, thin and flexible, inexpensive and disposable. Already at the very
beginning of the development of this technological platform, various application direc-
tions for printed electronics aiming for transparent, bendable/flexible functional devices
have been proposed (Fig. 1): displays [1], including organic light-emitting diodes
(OLEDs), liquid crystal display (LCDs), various types of sensors [2, 3], radio frequency
identification (RFID) tags and organic solar cells (OSCs) [4]. Flexible displays based on
organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs), organic solar cells, printed batteries, glucose tests
sensors and electronic ink (e-Ink) are already available on the market. Printed data mem-
ories and RFID chips are currently making the transition to industrial production.
In order to realize the vision of printable electronics, it is necessary to replicate all
component s of conventional rigid electronics in a printable form. The field of modern
electronics is very general including interconnects, optoelectronics and magnetoelec-
tronics. Although, cost-efficient versatile electronic building blocks, such as transistors,
diodes and resistors, resulting in printable optoelectronics and printable communica-
tion modules are already available as printed counterparts of conventional semiconduc-
tor elements, printable magnetoelectronics and contactless magnetic field-driven
switches, which operate at ambient conditions, had been reported only very recently [3].
For this purpose, magnetic sensors with high sensitivity at room temperature have to be
developed as inks, pastes or paints. The fabrication of printable magnetoelectronics is
challenging, mainly due to the lack of appropriate sensing compounds at ambient con-
ditions. In order to be in line with the concept of printable electronics, magnetic sen-
sors should satisfy the following basic requirements: low-cost, high-volume production
on large areas of standard printing materials, disposability and processability.
Fig. 1: The family of printable electronic 
devices includes solar cells, printable displays
and communication modules. Recently, a new
member was added to the family – printable
magnetoresistive sensor elements.
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Only very recently, magneto-sensitive inks revealing a giant magnetoresistive (GMR)
effec t at room temperature were developed [3]. Fabrication in brief: GMR stacks consist-
ing of 50 [Co(1.0 nm)/Cu(1.2 nm)] bilayers are grown on top of a polymer buffer layer
prepared on a rigid wafer. It was previously demonstrated that the GMR performance does
not change for samples prepared on rigid Si wafers or on organic films covering Si wafers
[5, 6]. After deposition, the samples are rinsed in acetone to release the GMR stacks from
the substrates. The metallic film is filtered out, dried and then ball milled. The result-
ing powder is filtered through a grid that defines the maximum lateral size of a GMR
flake to about 150 μm. A magneto-sensitive ink is prepared by mixing 500 mg of the
GMR powder with 1 ml of a binder solution (Fig. 2(a)). An acrylic rubber based on poly
(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) that is dissolved in a methyl isobutyl ketone carrier was
used as a binder material. Using a brush the solution was painted on different surfaces,
i.e. paper, polymers and ceramic (Fig. 2(b)). Due to the relatively large size of the indi-
vidual GMR flakes, the painted GMR sensors are operational at ambient conditions. The
typical thickness of the sensor is in the range of 200 μm. 
In order to contact the fabricated magnetic sensors electrically, a regular silver paste is
used by direct brush painting on the sensor surface. The average conductivity is about
15 S/m for the painted sensors determined by the percolation of the GMR flakes and is
independent of the substrate material. The resistance of the sensor varies in the range
from 50 to 2000 Ohm (Figs. 2(c, d)), which is defined by the painting geometry and ink
thickness. This resistance value allows an easy evaluation of the sensor’s response
without complex amplification electronics. Figs. 2(c, d) show the GMR ratio measured
at room temperature for sensors painted on a rigid Si wafer and on a paper. The GMR
ratio is defined as the magnetic field-dependent change of the sample’s resistance,
R(Hext), normalized to the resistance value of the magnetically saturated sample,
Rsat: GMR(Hext) = [R(Hext) - Rsat] / Rsat. The GMR ratio is averaged within the compound
resulting in a linear response at fields of up to 0.7 T. Furthermore, the sensors show on-
ly a slight anisotropic response (Figs. 2(c, d)), which allows to perform measurements
in any direction of the applied magnetic field. The almost isotropic response of the paint-
ed sensors is caused by a random orientation of the GMR flakes in the binder solution.
This isotropy of the sensor is of great advantage, since no special alignment of the mag-
net is required, while conventional planar GMR sensors are highly anisotropic.
Fig. 2: (a) Preparation of a GMR paste: GMR
powder has to be mixed with a binder solution.
(b) GMR paste can be painted on various 
surfaces (curved and planar) of rigid as well as
flexible substrates. Magneto-electric characteri-
zation of the magnetic GMR sensors painted (c)
on a rigid SiOx/Si wafer and (d) on a paper.
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To demonstrate the functionality of a printable GMR sensor element on a proof-of-
concep t level, the sensor is integrated in an electronic circuit fabricated directly on the
paper of a postcard (Fig. 3). For demonstration, we chose a hybrid circuit consisting of
painted elements (interconnects and sensor) combined with conventional solid state
discret e transistors, capacitors, resistors and a light-emitting diode (LED). When the
postcard is closed, the LED is switched off (Fig. 3). Opening the postcard switches the
LED. The ON/OFF state of the LED is triggered by a small permanent magnet that modi-
fies the resistance of the printable magnetic sensor. This change of resistance, in turn,
alters the open/close state of the transistors in the amplification cascades (Fig. 3)
regulatin g the current flow through the LED. Note that all these discrete elements
(resistor s, transistors, diodes) used for electronic circuitry as well as the permanent mag-
nets are available for printable electronics. Therefore, the fabrication of a fully printable
circuit with an integrated magnetic sensor is possible.
By adding a magnetic sensor to well-established printable electronics platform, active
intelligent packaging, post cards, books or promotional materials that communicate with
the environment could be envisioned. The printable magnetic sensor would act as a con-
tactless switch in a complex electronic circuit consisting of e.g. transistors, capacitors
and batteries. Combined with RFID tag and printed antenna, integrated functions of the
printed electronic circuit like data exchange can be externally triggered by a magnetic
field. Our demonstrator with a magnetic switch printed on a postcard suggests that this
vision on interactive fully printable electronics can become reality. 
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Fig. 3: (left panel) The printable magnetic sensor is
integrated in a hybrid electronic circuit (amplifica-
tion cascade with a light emitting diode (LED)) 
fabricated on the paper of a postcard. The LED
ON/OFF state is triggered by a permanent magnet
that modifies the resistance of the printed magnetic
sensor. This change of resistance, in turn, alters the
open/close state of the transistors in the amplifica-
tion cascades (right panel) regulating the current
flow through the LED. Magnified view of the hy-
brid electronic circuit with the printed magnetic
sensor. Schematic view of the amplification circuit
containing current source Ibias to bias the sensor
three amplification cascades build on three transis-
tors T1-T3, resistors R1-R7 and capacitors C1-C3.
The last amplification cascade supplies LED. 
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Self-Propelled Nanotools drilling into cells and tissues
S. Sanchez, W. Xi, A. A. Solovev, A. N. Ananth, S. M. Harazim, C. Deneke, 
D. H. Gracias, O. G. Schmidt
We designed nanoscale tools in the form of autonomous and remotely guided catalyt-
ically and magnetically self-propelled micro- and nanotubes. Asymmetrically rolled-up
nanotools move in a corkscrew-like trajectory, allowing these tiny tubes to drill and
embe d themselves into biomaterials (fixed HeLa cells and tissues). First, we designed
the smallest self-propelled nanojet engine (InGaAs/GaAs/(Cr)Pt) with diameters in
the range of 280–600 nm, which move in hydrogen peroxide solutions with speeds as
high as 180 μms-1 and perform advanced tasks such as the transport of cellular cargo
and drilling into cancer cells. Also, we demonstrated that tubular fuel-free Ti/Cr/Fe
micro -drillers containing sharp tips can be applied for mechanical drilling operations
of porcine liver tissue ex vivo. An external rotational magnetic field is used to re -
motely locate and actuate the micro-drillers in a solution with a viscosity compa-
rable to that of bio logical fluids (e.g., blood). 
The mimicry of mechanized macroscale functions at the nanoscale is important for
nanomanufacturing and nanorobotics. However, even simple macroscopic tasks are ex-
tremely challenging at these small size scales, since it is hard to achieve and control
nanoscale actuation reproducibly, reversibly and especially in a wireless manner. 
The creation and implementation of dynamic micro- and nanoscale mechanized struc-
tures with advances in micro/nanotechnology are believed to revolutionize minimally
invasiv e surgery (MIS). The first step towards enabling this vision is to create small tools
that can mimic the functionality of larger tools utilized in surgery [1]. In addition, it is
necessary to develop methods so that these tools can be guided and implemented in a
tether-free manner. One class of tools in surgery is the sharp surgical instruments that
are widely utilized for making incisions. Some of these surgical instruments are enabled
by electromagnetic motors on the macroscale, but it can be very challenging to harness
the energy in a tether-free manner required to perform drilling at smaller size scales. 
One approach to power micro- and nanoscale tools involves the catalytic conversion of
chemical energy (energy-rich molecules in solution) into mechanical energy [2].
Catalyticall y constituted micro- and nano- structures can accelerate the decomposition
of hydroge n peroxide and enable the self-propulsion of micro- and nanomotors, pump-
ing of fluids, and transport of colloidal particles and cells. [2d-f]
Such miniaturized and remote-controlled microtools may have high potential for in vi-
vo applications in the near future in the circulatory, the urinary and the central nervous
systems. [3] However, to fabricate cost-effective and operative MIS devices, scientists
need to make use of fabrication techniques that enable mass production of non-trivial-
ly shaped three dimensional structures, often with multiple classes of materials. [4] In
this context, rolled-up nanotechnology –previously envisioned for nanodriller applica-
tions [5]– meets the above described requirements.
We fabricated catalytic tubes with diameters in the sub-micrometer range and investi-
gated control over their catalytic motion. By using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), thin
films of InGaAs/GaAs were deposited on sacrificial AlAs layers and bulk GaAs substrate,
and a thin catalytic Pt film sputtered on top. By rolling up those nanomembranes, we
fabricate d catalytic nanotubes with diameters approximately 20 times smaller than
previously reported rolled-up microjets [6] and half the size of the recently designed
nanojets (Fig. 1) [7]. Consequently, we reported the smallest man-made catalytic jet
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engine s. The catalytic nanojets are powered by the decomposition of H2O2 into mole -
cular oxygen which accumulates in the small cavity and eventually gets released from one
end of the nanotube as visible bubbles (Fig. 1). Figures 1 illustrate the motion and
trajectorie s of InGaAs/GaAs/Cr/Pt (3/3/1/1 nm) nanojets immersed in different con -
centrations of peroxide fuel. These results demonstrate that bubble driven catalytic
nanojet s can indeed overcome Brownian diffusion as well as the high viscous forces of
the fluid at low Reynolds numbers. Many of the fabricated nanotubes present a sharp tip
clearly seen in Fig. 2C and Fig. 3A. The release of bubbles from these rolled-up structures
is asymmetric in nature, thus the catalytic nanojets move either in curved trajectorie s
(Figs. 1B, C and D) or in a corkscrew fashion (Fig. 2A).
We exploited the corkscrew propulsion (Fig. 2A) of the nanojets to drill into biomateri-
als such as those constituting Hela cells, which are an immortal cell line derived from
cervica l cancer. It should be noted that we utilized paraformaldehyde to fix the cells
prior to the drilling experiments for two reasons; (a) we wanted to remove the influence
of any chemically induced deformation of the cell during drilling in the H2O2 fuel, (b)
These fixed cells represent a cross-linked version of a realistic cellular biomaterial, so we
rationalized that if the nanotools could generate enough force to drill into fixed cells,
they would likely have more than enough force to drill into un-cross-linked cells. The type
of motion needed for drilling is clearly shown in Figure 2 by optical microscope sequences
of an individual nanojet which self-propels in a screw-like motion during 200 ms at a
rotationa l frequency of 10 Hz (fuel composition: 20 % v/v H2O2, 10 % v/v surfactant).
Straight arrows in the images indicate the linear displacement of the nanojet during the
studied time. The inset of Fig. 2A depicts a schematic of the rotation of the nanojet dur-
ing translation. The schematic image in Fig. 2B displays nanotools which self-propel and
embeds itself into a fixed Hela cells. Once the cellular boundary is reached, the nanotools
stick to it and start drilling into the cellular biomaterial over several minutes (Fig. 2C).
Fig. 1: Left panel. Scalability of the diameter
of rolled-up nanotubes consisting of hybrid
heteroepitaxial catalytic InGaAs (3nm)/GaAs
(3nm)/Pt thin films. Bottom inset shows the
rolled up fabrication process by selective 
underetching of the sacrificial AlAs (20nm)
layer. Top inset depicts a SEM image con-
taining a focused-ion-beam (FIB) cut of an
individual tube composed of InGaAs/GaAs/
Pt (0.5nm). 
Right panels: A) SEM image of an InGaAs/
GaAs/Cr/Pt (3/3/1/1 nm) nanotube with
average diameter 600 nm. (B-D) Motion
and speed of cylindrical catalytic rolled-up
nanotubes (nanojets) in different concentra-
tions of fuel solution. Scale bar in (B) and (C)
is 15 μm and in (D) is 30 μm.
Fig. 2: (A) Corkscrew-like motion of a rolled-up
microjet. Schematic (B) and SEM images (C) of a
rolled-up microjet embedded into cells.
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Although the fuel employed for self-propulsion is still toxic to sustain viable mammalian
cellular functions, alternative mechanisms of powered motion and working conditions
foresee the use of this concept in diverse applications such as biomedical engineering,
biosensing and biophysics. While hydrogen peroxide may be acceptable for applications
in nanomanufacturing and nanorobotics, biocompatible fuels need to be developed for
live-cell applications. Nonetheless, due to the reduced dimensions but yet the high
propulsion power, our results suggest strategies of using shape, size and asymmetry of
catalytic nanostructures as tools to realize mechanized functions at the nanoscale.
To circumvent the limited applications of toxic fuel in vivo, an attractive approach
relie s on the fabrication of “fuel-free”, e.g. those powered by external magnetic fields.
Recently, the enzymatically-triggered and tetherless thermobiochemical actuation of
miniaturized grippers and tools, magnetically guided into liver tissues, was demon -
strated.[1a,b]
With the same rolled-up technology, we fabricated tubular Ti/Cr/Fe micro-drillers
containin g sharp tips (Fig. 3A) that can be applied for mechanical drilling operations of
porcine liver tissue ex vivo (Fig. 3B). An external rotational magnetic field is used to
remote ly locate and actuate the micro-drillers in a solution with a viscosity comparable
to that of biological fluids (e.g., blood). Changes in the frequency of the rotating mag-
netic field results in the switching of the rotational orientation of the micro-driller from
a horizontal to a vertical one, which lifts the tubes and makes them suitable for drilling
purposes. When microtools are place on hard planar surfaces (e.g. glass or silicon) and
re-orient to the upright rotation, they are able to “walk” towards the center of the
rotationa l magnetic field.
To demonstrate the drilling operation (Fig. 3B), a pig liver section was placed at the
centr e of the magnetic field in a petri dish containing microtools in the working solu-
tion (soap-water, 50 % (v/v)). The angular frequency was increased to 1150 rpm at which
the microtools switched their orientation from horizontal into vertical one. Thereafter,
the microtools were guided to the desired locations and start the drilling operation from
tens of minutes to few hours. It was observed that the microtools retain upright orien-
tation and the initial rotation frequency (∼1150 rpm) immediately after reaching the
Fig. 3: Magnetic microdrillers. A) SEM images of a sharp microtube. B) Schematic of the motion
and drilling of microtubes into tissues ex-vivo using rotating magnetic field. C) (upper panel) SEM
image of a microdriller embedded into the pig liver section after drilling; (lower panel) SEM im-
age showing the drilled hole in the pig liver section after extracting the microdriller by a strong
permanent magnet (500 mT). Scale bar: 1μm in (A), 5 μm in (B) and (C).
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tissue , but significantly slowed down in rotation frequency to few hundreds rpm
(∼ 400 rpm) after several minutes standing on the tissue. However, that is not the case
for microtools rotating on rigid glass surface, where they rotate at frequencies similar
to the applied external rotation field (∼1150 rpm).
Using these micro-drillers, we show that magnetic rolled-up microtubes can be used
for directed drilling holes in soft matter using porcine liver tissue as a model system
(Fig. 3C).
We demonstrated the fabrication of 3D ferromagnetic microdrillers with sharp tips for
drilling operation of soft biomaterials. The rolled–up microtools were formed from 2D
nanomembranes of trapezia geometry. It is possible to dynamically switch the orien-
tation of the microtool from a horizontal to a vertical position by changing the fre -
quency of the external processing magnetic field and the viscosity of the solution. We
presented magnetic control, drilling and guidance of fuel free microtools toward tissue
samples ex-vivo. We also demonstrated that such incision can be performed in a fluid with
viscosity similar to blood, which is ideal for future use in the field of microrobotics for
minimally invasive surgery. The surface friction between the sharp ends and the tissue
is believed to facilitate the drilling operation. The advantage of the tubular structure of
the microtools is that the hollow structure might be utilized in the future for filling up
with drug carrying gels for site directed drill and delivery systems, e.g., cholesterol
degradin g enzymes for clearing the arterial blockages and plaque removal nanorobots
for minimal invasive surgery.
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Self - Elongating Nanowires 
J. J. Zhang, G. Katsaros, F. Montalenti, D. Scopece, R. O. Rezaev, C. Mickel, 
B. Rellinghaus, L. Miglio, S. De Franceschi, A. Rastelli, O. G. Schmidt
We developed a catalyst-free way to make nanowires on a flat surface. Self-assembled
Ge wires with a height of only 3 unit cells and a length of up to 2 micrometers were ob-
tained on Si(001) by means of molecular beam epitaxy. The wires grow horizontally
along either the [100] or the [010] direction. On atomically flat surfaces, they exhibi t
a highly uniform, triangular cross section. Despite the absence of intentional doping,
first transistor-type devices made from single wires show low-resistive electrical
contact s and single hole transport at sub-Kelvin temperatures. In view of their excep-
tionally small and self-defined cross section, these Ge wires hold promise for the
realizatio n of hole systems with exotic properties and provide a new development route
for silicon-based nanoelectronics. 
As miniaturization in complementary metal oxide semiconductor transistors proceeds
and approaches the atomic scale, the reliability and reproducibility of transistors become
increasingly difficult because of random fluctuations in the number of dopants. Further-
more, as dimensions shrink, surface defects present in top-down etched structures be-
come more and more detrimental. In this context, Ge-based semiconducting nanowires
(NWs) are attracting great interest [1, 2]. Doping-free Ge/Si core/shell NWs with
diameter s of 20 nm were used to fabricate field effect transistors that showed perform-
ances comparable to state-of-the-art devices fabricated by conventional top-down
processes [2]. Outstanding electrical properties, such as ballistic conduction up to
length scales of several hundred nanometers, were reported in such core/shell NWs [3].
While miniaturization poses problems for applications, it opens up many possibilities for
investigating fundamental physics [4, 5]. 
Ge NWs are commonly obtained by vapour-liquid-solid growth, in which a metallic cat-
alyst nanoparticle initiates and sustains the growth of a wire out of the substrate plane
[1]. The use of metallic catalysts, however, introduces metal contamination [6], mak-
ing the integration with microelectronics technology rather problematic. It is also a
formidab le challenge to transfer and arrange these vertically grown NWs to an adequate
substrate for device fabrication. Here, we show that Ge wires can be obtained by a self-
assembled process implemented in a molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) growth setup [7].
The self-assembly of the Ge NWs is achieved through a surprisingly simple procedure
consistin g of the epitaxial deposition of a Ge layer on a Si(001) substrate followed by
thermal annealing at appropriate temperatures. Compared to NWs grown by catalytic
methods [1, 2], the catalyst-free Ge NWs presented here exhibit an outstanding
uniformit y in their lateral size, they lie horizontally along well-defined crystallographi c
directions (either [100] or [010]), and they are monolithically integrated into the
silico n substrate. 
Fig. 1: Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images of 
Ge wires forming on Si(001) substrates after 12 h 
annealing. Atomic terraces are parallel to the (001)
plane and atomic steps on the WL are well visible.
(a) High and (b) low density of Ge wires on Si(001)
with a nominal miscut angle of less than 0.05º. (c)
Tapered Ge wires on Si(001) with a nominal miscut
angle of less than 0.5º. The wires grow laterally along
either of the two <100> directions as indicated by
the arrows and their surface is composed of four
{105} facets. Scale bar: 200 nm. (d) 3D AFM image
of an individual Ge wire. The inset is a cross-sectional
TEM image of the Ge wire capped with Si at 300°C,
showing a sharp Si/Ge interface. Scale bar: 5 nm.
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We initially deposit 4.4 monolayers (ML) of Ge to form a pseudomorphically-strained two-
dimensional layer, known as the wetting layer (WL), at a substrate temperature of
570°C. After Ge deposition, the substrate temperature is kept at nominal 560°C for
differen t time durations. During this in-situ annealing, 3D islands appear and evolve
into long wires via anisotropic growth along either the [001] or the [010] direction, as
shown in Fig. 1(a). The length of the wires is typically already a few hundreds of nano -
meters after 1 h annealing and reaches the micrometer scale in 3 h. Further annealing
produces only a limited increase in their length, as shown in Fig. 2(a). As seen from
Fig.1(a) the wires are highly uniform in height and width. A statistical analysis performed
on NWs longer than 80 nm shows an average height h of 1.86 nm (about three unit cells)
with a remarkably low standard deviation (0.14 nm). The NWs have the triangular cross-
section characteristic of hut clusters (Fig. 1(d)), with {105} side facets forming an
angl e Θ = 11.3° with the substrate plane and resulting in an average base width
b = 2h/tanΘ = 18.6 nm. This is confirmed by cross-sectional transmission electron
microscop y (TEM) as shown in the inset of Fig. 1(d). Figure 2(b) shows the histograms
of height distribution of all nanostructures including short hut clusters and pyramids
(as seen in Fig. 1(a)) after 1, 3, and 12 h annealing. 
The wire density can be controlled simply by the amount of the initially deposited Ge. By
decreasing it, the amount of metastable Ge is correspondingly decreased, resulting in
a reduced island nucleation rate. Under these conditions the wire density drops
(Fig.1(b)), but the maximum wire length increases up to L ∼ 2 μm, which corresponds
to a length L to height h ratio as large as ∼1000. By increasing the initial Ge amount, a
larger density of comparatively shorter wires is obtained.
We find that the Ge wires have a constant height (width) as long as they grow on the same
atomic terrace. When their length extends over several terraces, we observe the top ridge
of the wires to remain parallel to the (001) plane. In other words, as a wire crosses an
atomic step on the underlying substrate its height will increase or decrease by 0.14 nm
(i.e. the height of an atomic step). This implies that by choosing the morphology of the
Si surface prior to growth, the size of the wires can be tuned at the atomic scale. On
substrate s with smaller terraces, tapered wires are observed (Fig. 1(c)). 
Let us now show that there exists a strong thermodynamic driving force stabilizing long
{105}-faceted wires. Fig. 3 demonstrates that: (i) There exists a “magic” base width, min-
imizing the energy of a wire at fixed volume, and (ii) Wire formation is energetically
favourable vs. WL thickening, as indicated by the corresponding negative value of ΔE.
These results are a direct consequence of the very low surface energy of Ge{105} under
compressive strain, implying that the driving force for wire formation is the reduction
of surface energy, rather than strain relaxation. This energy gain is however counterbal-
anced by the edge energy, dominating at small base width values, and resulting in a
favoured width. 
Fig. 2: Histograms showing the
length distribution (a) and the height
distribution (b) of Ge nanostructures
(including wires, pyramids and hut
clusters) for different annealing times
at a substrate temperature of 560°C.
Fig. 3: The energy difference (divided by volume) 
between a wire and a 2D configuration of equal V, 
is plotted vs. base width b. The inset illustrates the
structures used in the model: truncated wires with
only two {105} facets. Points along the curve in the
plot represent wires of different length but same 
volume, as sketched in the inset. The black filled 
circle indicates the base width bmin, corresponding 
to the minimum-energy configuration. bmin is 
volume independent.
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In view of their extremely small and uniform cross section, the Ge NWs reported here are
excellent candidates for the realization of novel electronic devices. Three-terminal,
field-effect devices were fabricated out of individually contacted core-shell wires
(Fig. 4(b)). Figure 4(c) shows a representative measurement of the source-drain current
(I) as a function of the top-gate voltage (VTG) at 260 mK. The device can be tuned from
a fully pinched-off state for VTG > 0, to a relatively low-resistance state (40 kΩ) for VTG < 0.
Remarkably, I as high as a few μA, corresponding to current densities of 107A/cm2, could
be driven through the Ge NW. At small source-drain voltage (VSD), the I(VTG) character-
istic exhibits a sequence of narrow peaks as shown in the inset of Fig. 4(c). From a 2D
plot of |I | as a function of VTG and VSD, shown in Fig. 4(d), we ascribe these peaks to sin-
gle-hole transport occurring at the degeneracy between the consecutive charge states
of a single quantum dot. In each of the diamond-shape regions, transport is blocked
by a Coulomb energy barrier and the quantum dot holds a well-defined, integer number
of holes. 
The above results lay the ground for a range of fundamental studies and device applica-
tions at low temperature. The operation of Ge-NW devices may be further extended to
room temperature by replacing the Si substrate with silicon on insulator (SOI) substrates
with a very thin Si surface layer. In this perspective we have successfully grown Ge NWs
on SOI substrates with a 35-nm-thick Si surface layer, paving thus the way towards the
realization of devices operating at room temperature.
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Fig. 4: (a) Schematic of a Ge wire capped with a
2 nm-thick Si cap. The in-plane (left) and out-of-
plane (right) components of the strain distribution
are shown. (b) Schematic of a device. The top left
scheme shows a cross-section along the wire. 
(c) I vs. VTG at VSD = 75 mV. The device can be
switched off at about 600 mV while currents higher
than 1 μA can flow through the wire at high nega-
tive gate voltages. For VSD = 0.25 mV (inset), charac-
teristic peaks originating from Coulomb blockade
can be observed. (d) |I| vs. VTG and VSD, revealing
Coulomb diamonds and charging energies as high 
as 25 meV. 
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Flux Based Control of AMBs Using Integrated 
Ultra-Thin Flexible Bismuth Hall Sensors
M. Melzer, D. Karnaushenko, D. Makarov, D. D. Karnaushenko, 
J. I. Mönch and O. G. Schmidt
To increase stiffness and precise rotor positioning of active magnetic bearings (AMB),
flux based control algorithms were suggested. However, the typical thickness of air gaps
in AMBs is too small to apply conventional magnetic field sensors with a typical thick-
ness of more than 500 μm. Furthermore, the curved surfaces of the stator poles require
a mechanically flexible sensor design. Here, we propose a flexible Bismuth based Hall
sensor with a total thickness of only 80 μm including encapsulation. After wiring the
sensors have a maximum height of 280 μm and could be mounted onto curved surfaces.
On a proof-of-concept level we demonstrated the performance of the flexible mag -
netic field sensors to control an one-axis AMB with a levitating ball. 
Precise positioning of the rotor in AMBs is limited by the frequency dependent low
stiffnes s. We focus on the increase of dynamic stiffness and precision using flux based
control algorithms. In this respect, integration of a magnetic field sensor in a small air
gap (< 500 μm) is the main challenge regarding the sensor design, manufacturing and
assembly. For this purpose, ultra-thin and flexible sensors detecting out-of-plane mag-
netic fields up to 2.2 T with high precision and reliability need to be developed. 
In recent years various technologies to achieve flexible electronics have been suggest-
ed and some were already brought to the stage of market-ready commercial products.
Inorganic semiconductor and metal based electronic components can be fabricated on-
to compliant polymeric substrates by means of thin film technology. Even flexible [1] and
stretchable [2] magnetoelectronic elements have recently been realized. However,
these magnetoresistive elements are typically applied only for in-plane magnetic field
measurements and reveal a maximum sensitivity in a low field regime of several mT, which
is not suitable for AMB applications.
For the required field range of about 2 T Hall effect based sensors are the favorable
choice, as they provide a linear voltage response up to high magnetic fields. In order
to fabricate intrinsically flexible Hall probes, in this work we realized thin Bismuth (Bi)
films on plastic foil structured into a cross geometry. After fabrication, the sensitivity
of the Bismuth probes was optimized with respect to cross size and characterized in
dependenc e of different parameters like temperature and bending radius.
We deposited 2 μm thick Bi films on 25 μm thin, flexible and transparent sheets of Poly-
ether ether ketone (PEEK) by magnetron sputter deposition at room temperature. After
deposition, the Bi films were structured into a Hall cross geometry (Fig. 1). Thin Bismuth
films are known to be mechanically damageable, which demands a sufficient protective
encapsulation during the experimental investigations. In this work, we used adhesive
tape for protection. Before encapsulation, the tape was perforated in a squared arrange-
ment (3x3 mm2) with a 1mm biopsy punch to determine the van der Pauw contact
geometry . For equal thicknesses and comparable mechanical parameters of the substrate
and cover material, a thin Hall element can be operated in the neutral mechanical
plane of a flexible plastic sheet. This minimizes mechanical stresses on the functional
parts and allows for an improved flexibility of the final device as smaller bending radii
can be achieved.
The electrical contacts were realized with thin (62 μm) isolated copper wires and con-
ductive silver paste through the perforated holes in the cover tape. In order to reduce
disturbances from Eddy currents during operation, the wires were twisted until above the
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Hall cross and then led to the four contact points along the four branches (Fig. 1b). A
conceptual cross section of the final Hall probe including one contact site is shown in
Fig. 1c. A photograph of the final Bi sensor device attached to a curved surface of a
sampl e holder (bending radius: 22 mm) is provided in Fig. 1a. The prepared sensors have
a maximum thickness of 280  μm including the contact wires, however the largest
contributio n (about 150 μm) is due to the twisted cables. The encapsulated sensor cross
before contacting, as shown in Fig. 1d, has a total thickness of only 80 μm. For opera-
tion, a constant current of 50  mA was passed along two opposing branches of the
structure d cross and the voltage was recorded along the remaining two contacts while
the out-of-plane magnetic field was swept with an electromagnet. After optimization
of the sensor size, Hall crosses with an active area of 1x1 mm2 were used throughout
the investigations.
The usage of Hall probes in narrow air gaps of magnetic bearings requires a reliable flux
measurement at operation temperatures between 60 – 80°C, as well as during a warm
up from ambient temperatures. In order to quantify the temperature dependence, an as
prepared Hall sensor was mounted on a Peltier element equipped with an active heat
exchange r inside the Hall characterization setup. The Peltier element generated temper-
atures of -20 to 80°C on the Hall sensor controlled by a surface contact thermocouple.
The recorded Hall data in this temperature range is plotted in Fig. 2. As expected, the
slope of the Hall characteristic decreases with increasing temperature. As shown in the
inset, the Hall sensitivity decreases in a linear fashion. The slope of the linear fit shown
Fig. 1: Ultra-thin and flexible Hall sensor device
(a) Photograph of the final device mounted to
the curved surface of a sample holder. 
(b) Microscopic close-up of the sensor with
contact wires above the encapsulated Bismuth
cross. (c) Conceptual cross section of the sensor
device showing one contact site. 
(d) Optical micrograph of the active sensor area
(1 x 1 mm²) underneath the capping before
contacting. On the right side of the image one
of the contact perforations with the exposed
Bismuth film is visible. 
(e) AFM image of the sputter deposited 2 μm
thick Bi surface (20 x 20 μm2). 
(f) AFM line profile showing several hillocks in
the Bi film.
Fig. 2: Hall characteristics for different tempera-
tures at 50 mA supply current. The inset shows
the Hall sensitivity in dependence of the tempera-
ture and a linear fit of the experimental data.
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in the inset gives a value of about -1 mV/ATK. The temperatures in this investigation rep-
resent a realistic operation range for magnetic bearings. Hence, the flexible magnetic
field sensors presented here would require an additional temperature compensation for
magnetic bearings applications.
In flux controlled AMBs the magnetic field sensor should be placed onto the concave
surfac e of the stator pole shoes for a quantitative and reliable flux measurement. Thus,
different sizes of magnetic bearings require the sensors to operate at different bending
radii. The performance of the presented Bi Hall sensors upon bending is subject of this
investigation. A prepared sensor was successively mounted and characterized on three
sample holders with different concave curvatures simulating typical sizes of magnetic
bearings. The results are plotted in Fig. 3. For different bending radii of the prepared flex-
ible sensor the data shows only very small variations of the Hall sensitivity (inset in
Fig. 3). These deviations are ascribed to small random misalignments during the fixture
of the sensor to the different sample holders. This investigation clearly shows the func-
tionality of the prepared Hall sensor with different bending radii, which qualifies them
for the usage in magnetic bearings and on curved surfaces of other electrical machines.
The results of the performed characterizations and key parameters of the fabricated
flexibl e Hall probes are summarized in the table below:
Parameter Value Unit
Sensor Total cross size (distance of contact points) 3 mm
dimensions Active area 1x1 mm2
Bismuth film thickness ≈ 2 μm
Total height (before contacting) 80 μm
Total height (after contacting) ≈ 280 μm
Electrical Supply current (for characterizations) 50 mA
parameters Supply current (for experiments) 10 mA
Supply side internal resistance ≈ 15 Ω
Hall side internal resistance ≈ 15 Ω
Hall sensitivity (before amplification) ≈ 200 mV/AT
Sensor resolution 0.88 mT
Signal-to-noise ratio SNRnoise and disturbance (PCB Signal Conditioning) 47.4 dB
Signal-to-noise ratio SNRnoise only (PCB Signal Conditioning) 67.5 dB
Other Operating temperature range (tested) -20 to 80 °C
parameters Temperature coefficient of sensitivity ≈ 1 mV/ATK
Maximum operating curvature (tested) 0.2 mm-1
Fig. 3: Hall characteristics for different
sensor bending radii of the sensor at
50 mA supply current. The inset shows
the Hall sensitivity in dependence of
the sensor curvature.
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For the first experimental analysis of the flexible Bismuth Hall sensor we used the set-
up of a levitating ball, which resembles a 1-axis AMB (Fig. 4). In this setup, the sensor
is mounted inside the large air gap of up to 12 mm without risking a damage caused by
mechanical collision. According to the ball geometry, the flexible Bi Hall sensor is fit-
ted on a curved adapter (Fig. 1a, Fig. 4) being installed beneath the electromagnet core.
This curved surface with a bending radius of 22 mm, resembles a typical concave shaped
pole surface of AMBs. As a reference for flux density measurements we integrated an
additiona l commercial Gallium-Arsenide Hall sensor above the adapter. Due to the large
air gap, maximum flux density of the setup is Bmax = 200 mT. 
Figure 4 shows that the ball is levitating in a magnetic field of the electromagnet when
controlled using a feedback from the flexible Hall sensor. Flux based control with Bi Hall
sensor achieves a positioning accuracy of Δx ≈ 40 μm, whereas with the conventional
curren t based control positioning is within the range of Δx ≈ 60 μm. Using the Bismuth
based Hall sensor the accuracy even exceeds the value of the commercial reference sen-
sor. Step responses for upward as well as downward motion show that flux based control
gains with reduced deviation on positioning of up to 30 % and smaller response times
(Fig. 4).
In conclusion, ultra-thin and flexible Bi Hall sensors were fabricated and characterized.
On a proof-of-concept level the integration into a flux density controlling loop of AMBs
was demonstrated. The experimental investigations have shown that flux based control
gains with higher performance compared to the conventional current based contro l strat-
egy. Experimental results on dynamic performance of AMBs using flexible sensors were
discussed together with the signal-to-noise ratio, response to disturbances as well as
thermal and mechanical sensor characteristics. Compared to current based control,
the linear flux density control using the flexible Bismuth Hall sensor showed reduced
overshooting (up to 30 %) and smaller response times. 
[1] Y.-F. Chen et al., Adv. Mater. 20 (2008) 3224.
[2] M. Melzer et al., Nano Lett. 11 (2011) 2522.
Cooperation: F. Bahr, D. Malane, and W. Hofmann (Elektrotechnisches Institut, 
TU Dresden, Germany)
Funding: This work is financed in part via the BMBF project Nanett (federal research
funding of Germany FKZ: 03IS2011F).
Fig. 4: (left panel) Levitating ball setup: a Ping-
Pong ball is levitating in a magnetic field of an
electromagnet being controlled by the feedback
signal provided by a flexible Hall sensor. 
(right panel) Response characteristics of the setup:
Relaxation of the ball position when displaced for
1 mm from the previous position (FBC: Flux based
control, CC: Current based control). Stiffness and
damping are indicated in panels.
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The 13 machine: method and capabilities
D. V. Evtushinsky, V. B. Zabolotnyy, T. K. Kim, A. A. Kordyuk, S. Thirupathaiah, J. Maletz,
S. Aswartham, I. Morozov, S. Wurmehl, H. Berger, B. Büchner, S. V. Borisenko
The age of simple matter fizzles out, present day puts forward demands for new mate-
rials with extraordinary properties. Often complex mechanisms are responsible for such
properties, requiring very fine and accurate tools for investigation of prospective
material s. Current progress in our understanding of condensed matter physics is to a
very considerable degree indebted to the recent advances in instrumentation. Spec -
troscopic experimental techniques offer an insight into different aspects of material
structure separately and consequently are used increasingly frequently for investigation
of convolved solids. 
Photoemission spectroscopy takes its origin in the discovery and consequent explana-
tion of the photoelectric effect. For the last few decades the method made a leap for-
ward, which resulted in the development of angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
(ARPES). ARPES has strongly benefitted from the development of angle-multiplexing
analyzer s at the end of the last century [1], which virtually turned the technique from
a band-mapping tool into a sophisticated probe of many-body interactions. It was soon
realized that in order to deliver detailed and undistorted information about the spec-
tral function—the ultimate output of ARPES—one needs to thoroughly explore the
paramete r space of the experiment. The major parameters of an ARPES experiment
would be the energy and polarization of the light beam, falling at the sample surface.
For a modern ARPES experiment it is therefore desired to have a full control over the
photo n energy and polarization, which inevitably implies necessity of synchrotron
radiatio n. 
Another demand of the condensed matter physics community is determination of the
spectral function with high level of detailization. Many of the intriguing quantum
phenomen a are governed by the electron dynamics on a meV scale. In an attempt to
meet these requirements, a project which utilized the latest developments in the fields
of cryogenics, synchrotron radiation, and surface science instrumentation has been
initiate d: He-3 cryostats were able to reach temperatures lower than 300 mK; plane
gratin g monochromator beamlines achieved record resolving power of 104-105; electron
energy analyzers crossed the borders of 1 meV in energy and 0.1° in momentum resolu-
tions. The basic idea of the project was to couple all three achievements together to
create an ARPES user facility, universally beneficial for the investigation of a wide range
of materials at low temperatures and with ultra-high resolution. Since the aim was to
reach temperatures below 1 K, necessary for resolving fine spectral features, and keep
the contributions to the total resolution from the beamline and analyzer on the level of
1 meV, the name “1-cubed ARPES” has been coined.
In Figure 1 we show a photo of the setup built at beamline UE112-PGM at BESSY II. The
end-station consists of a load-lock, two connected ultra high vacuum (UHV) chambers
(4,5), Janis He-3 cryomanipulator (2), Scienta R4000 electron energy analyzer (3), and
a usual pumping system. Because of the considerable weight (550 kg, without cryogens)
of the He-3 cryostat (2), a two-level adjustable frame (6) with platforms has been
speciall y designed and constructed in IFW-Dresden to support all components of the
system . It is possible to adjust the position of the system as a whole with respect to the
beamline (1), as well as to adjust the position of the cryostat (2) with respect to the main
chamber (4). A preparation chamber (5) is equipped with the standard tools necessary
to prepare atomically clean surfaces.
Fig.1: (a) A 3D prototype model of the 13
ARPES setup installed at the UE112-PGM
beamline at BESSY II: 1 is the beamline,
2—He-3 cryostat, 3—Scienta R4000
electron analyzer, 4—main chamber, 
5—preparation chamber, and 6 is the
two-level frame with platforms. 
(b) Photo of the real system.
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Figure 2 shows examples of ARPES spectra recorded with 13 setup. An energy-momen-
tum cut, recorded from an iron-arsenide superconductor LiFeAs at 1K [Fig. 2(a)] reveals
a back-bending band dispersion occurring below the temperature of the superconduct-
ing transition (red dots indicate maxima in momentum distribution curves). In gen-
eral the momentum dependence of the superconducting gap in LiFeAs has been thor-
oughly mapped with the help of the 13 setup [3, 4]. A momentum integrated spectrum
recorded from a freshly evaporated indium film at 1K is shown in Fig. 2(b). The overall
width of the Fermi step, which includes all contributions to the spectra broadening: res-
olution of the electron analyzer, resolution of the beamline, and temperature smearing,
is about 2 meV. Fig. 2(c) shows an energy-momentum cut recorded from ZrTe3, and
correspondin g momentum distribution curve illustrates overall angular resolution of
0.25° [Fig. 2(d)].
Photoemission signal from solids strongly depends on the photon energy, especially in
the range from vacuum ultraviolet to soft X-ray, the range actually used for ARPES
measurements. Therefore the possibility to switch photon energy, keeping all other
parameter s of the experiment perfectly fixed, is necessary. Figure 3 illustrates perform-
ance of the UE112-PGM beamline at photon energies from 7 to 200 eV. Fig. 3(a) presents
Fig. 2: (a) Energy-momentum cut recorded from LiFeAs in the superconducting state at T = 1 K.
(b) Momentum integrated spectrum, recorded from a freshly evaporated indium film at 1 K. The
overall width of the Fermi edge is about 2 meV. (c) Energy-momentum cut, recorded from ZrTe3,
and corresponding (d) momentum distribution curve, revealing overall angular resolution of 0.25°.
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the photon yield from the beamline with two interchangeable gratings, 600 and 1200
lines per millimeter as a function of the target photon energy. Fig. 3(b) shows the
dependenc e of the energy resolution of the beam line for various photon energies. A
spectrum of X-ray absorption by gaseous neon is shown in Fig. 3(c), revealing full width
at half maximum (FWHM) of the peak of only 165 μeV. The following three panels of
the Fig. 3 contain spectra recorded with 13 setup upon studies of scientifically appeal-
ing compounds: (d) topological insulator Bi2Se3 at 10 eV, (e) electron-doped BaFe2As2
in the range 20–190 eV, (f) cuprate high temperature superconductor BSCCO at 200 eV.
Thus, it is not only that UE112-PGM beamline delivers high-intensity light with narrow
bandwidth nominally, but it is also possible to record useful data in the whole range of
photon energies between 10 and 200 eV. The aforementioned capability to perform ARPES
measurements with high resolution in the wide range of photon energies appeared
decisiv e for studies of the superconducting gap in iron-based superconductors. As has
been established already in early studies of iron superconductors on the example
of Ba1-xKxFe2As2, the superconducting gap is highly non-uniform, varying from ∼ 3.5 to
∼ 10.5 meV for different parts of the Fermi surface [5–7]. Later on it became clear that
the electronic structure of these quasi two-dimensional layered materials exhibits no-
ticeable three-dimensionality [8]. Figure 4 illustrates studies of the high temperature
Fig.3: (a) Calculated (lines and symbols) and measured (lines) photon flux for normal incidence
monochromator (green), 1200 l/mm (red), and 600 l/mm (blue) gratings as a function of pho-
ton energy. (b) Calculated (lines) and measured (lines and symbols) energy resolution as a func-
tion of photon energy. (c) Energy resolution of the beamline determined by X-ray absorption of
gaseous neon [2]. (d) Energy-momentum cut recorded from Bi2Se3 at photon energy of 10 eV.
(e) Photon-energy-dependence of the spectral weight at the Fermi level for electron-doped
BaFe2As2 in the range 20–190 eV. (f) Fermi surface map of the cuprate high temperature super-
conductor BSCCO recorded at 200 eV photon energy.
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superconductivity in iron arsenides with the help of the 13 setup. Panel (a) shows en-
ergy-momentum cut, recorded from the optimally doped BaFe2As2 at various photon
energie s at 1 K. Panels (b,c,d) present the complete three-dimensional momentum de-
pendence of the superconducting gap along with indication of the orbital composition
of the electronic states. The found momentum dependence of the superconducting gap
is not predicted in simple models, where the pairing strength is determined by
conventiona l Fermi surface nesting or dimensionality of Fermi surface sheets, while the
correlation of the gap magnitude with the orbital composition of the electronic states
takes place; in particular, the largest gap values were observed for iron 3dxz/yz states [9],
which in turn suggest importance of orbital physics in iron-based high temperature
superconducto rs.
We gratefully acknowledge the help of R. Hübel, K. Möhler, D. Inosov, J. Fink, A. Koitzsch,
R. Follath, A. Varykhalov, E. Rienks, O. Rader, D. Vyalikh, S. Molodtsov, C. Laubschat, R.
Weber, H. Dürr, W. Eberhardt, C. Jung, T. Blume, G. Reichardt, D. Batchelor, K. Godehusen,
M. Knupfer, S. Leßny, D. Lindackers, S. Leger, R. Voigtländer, and R. Schönfelder, who
contributed to the project. We also acknowledge fruitful cooperation with Z. Zhao and
M. Madden from “Janis” and with B. Wannberg and S. Södergren from “Scienta”.
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Fig.4: (a) Energy-momentum cut recorded from an optimally hole-doped BaFe2As2 as a function
of photon energy. Measurements, carried all over the Brillouin zone with various photon energies
and polarizations allow for determination of the complete three-dimensional momentum de -
pendence of the superconducting gap and electronic states origin. (b) Distribution of the super-
conducting gap (plotted as height) and distribution of the orbital composition for the states at the
Fermi level (shown in color: dxz,yz —red, dxy —green, dxz,yz with admixture of other orbitals—
orang e) as a function of kx and ky at constant kz = 0; (c) the same, only for kz = π; (d) same
distribution s as function of in-plane momentum, directed along Brillouin zone diagonal, and kz.
Note unambiguous correlation between the orbital composition and superconducting gap
magnitud e.
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Research Area 1
Superconductivity and superconductors
Plasmon evolution and charge-density wave suppression in 
potassium intercalated 2H-TaSe2
A. König, K. Koepernik, R. Schuster, R. Kraus, M. Knupfer, B. Büchner
The lowered dimensionality of the layered transition-metal dichalcogenides often
manifest s itself in the occurrence of a charge-density wave (CDW) phase transition
within the ab-plane of the crystal. For the case of 2H-TaSe2, this CDW superstructure is
incommensurate below 120 K and becomes commensurate going below 90 K.
We have investigated the influence of potassium intercalation with a rather high maxi-
mum doping level of around 80 % on the formation of the CDW instability in 2H-TaSe2
by means of electron energy-loss spectroscopy and density functional theory. Our ob -
servations are consistent with a filling of the conduction band as indicated by a
substantia l decrease of the plasma frequency in experiment and theory. In addition,
elasti c scattering clearly points to a destruction of the CDW upon intercalation as can be
seen by a vanishing of the corresponding superstructures. This is accompanied by a new
superstructure, which can be attributed to the intercalated potassium. Based on the
behavio r of the c-axis upon intercalation we argue in favor of interlayer sites for the
alkali metal and that the lattice remains in the 2H modification.
Cooperartion: Institut de Physique de la Matière Condensée, EPFL, Lausanne, 
Switzerland
Funding: DFG
Defect analysis in BaHfO3 doped YBa2Cu3O7-x thin films
E. Reich, T. Thersleff, J. Hänisch, M. Sparing, M. Erbe, 
T. Freudenberg, R. Hühne, L. Schultz, B. Holzapfel
During the last years strong effort has been made to find different materials which act
as flux pinning centers in high temperature superconductors in order to increase the
superconductin g critical current density Jc in magnetic fields substantially. Simple
perovskite s, like BaTMO3 (TM = transition metal), which are introduced into the super -
conducting YBa2Cu3O7-x (YBCO) matrix, are very good candidates due to the small lattice
mismatch to YBCO. Although the choice of the material is very important, it is equally
important to investigate the influence of different physical as well as chemical film
depositio n techniques on the nanoparticle incorporation and the resulting defect land-
scape in the superconductor. 
We investigated one material system: BaHfO3 - doped superconducting YBCO films,
deposite d by on- and off-axis pulsed laser deposition (PLD) as well as chemical solution
deposition (CSD) and found significant differences in the defect landscape of these films.
In PLD films BaHfO3 precipitates grow epitaxially in the YBCO matrix and arrange them-
selves along the c-direction. In samples deposited by on-axis PLD longer and more
regula r nanocolumns are formed (Fig. a). Samples fabricated by off-axis PLD show a com-
bination of nanocolumns and nanoparticles (Fig. b). In films deposited by CSD the
BaHfO3 precipitates show a random distribution within the YBCO matrix. Although the
investigated material system is the same in all cases, the resulting defect landscape
differ s significantly resulting in entirely altered superconducting properties of the
films.
Funding: EU 
Fig.: Elastic scattering measurements of the ab-plane
for zero as well as 64 % doping of KxTaSe2 at low
temperatures. CDW superstructures are observable 
in the upper panel as well as emerging dopant 
superstructures for increasing K contents in the 
lower panel.
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Fig.: Color coded representation of the photoemis-
sion intensity along the ΓM high symmetry direc-
tion of CeCoIn5 taken at T = 1.7 K compared to
bandstructure calculations. Red lines correspond 
to calculations treating the f-electrons as being 
itinerant, blue lines as local. (b) Momentum inte -
gration of (a). Note the flat, heavily renormalized
bands near EF in (a) highlighted by the dashed
white rectangle.
Surface Adatom Conductance Filtering in Scanning Tunneling 
Spectroscopy of Co-doped BaFe2As2 Iron Pnictide Superconductors
K. Koepernik, S. Johnston, E. van Heumen, Y. Huang, J. Kaas, J. B. Goedkoop, 
M. S. Golden and J. van den Brink
Using experiment and density functional theory on Co-doped Ba-122 iron pnictide su-
perconductors, we established a strong adatom filtering of the differential conductance
in scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy of the near-Fermi level Fe-3d states
originating from the topmost subsurface Fe layer of the crystal. The calculations reveal
the dominance of a surface Ba-related tunneling pathway, which obscures the signal
from the physically interesting Fe layers, buried deeper in the crystal. These findings are
best illustrated by the strong correlation between the surface-Ba weight and the size of
the tip-sample tunneling matrix element in the calculated weighted band structure of
a slab (Fig. a). A similar correlation is seen in  the Ba/tip-matrix-element character of
the Fermi surface (Fig. c/d). Hybridization of subsurface Fe character in the “visible”
Ferm i surface sheets (Fig. b) allows for residual superconducting gap information in the
measured dI/dV signals. The experimentally observed large particle-hole asymmetry
of the dI/dV curves with respect to bias voltage can directly be traced back to this
filterin g mechanism.
[1] K. Koepernik et al.Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 127001 (2012)
Cooperation: Van der Waals-Zeeman Institute, Univ. of Amsterdam, Netherlands
Band dependent emergence of heavy quasiparticles in CeCoIn5
A. Koitzsch, T. K. Kim, U. Treske, M. Knupfer, B. Büchner, M. Richter, 
I. Opahle, R. Follath1, E. D. Bauer2, and J. L. Sarrao2
Occupied atomic f-shells in solids often give rise to effective electron masses orders of
magnitude larger than in conventional materials. This behavior is caused by a complex
reorganization of the low-energy bandstructure below a characteristic temperature.
Understandin g this reorganization process forms the basis for a correct description of
the heavy electron state itself but also for even more exotic phenomena frequently
found in the realm of such transitions: unconventional superconductivity and quantum
criticality. 
Fig: (a) Weighted band structure of a Ba-122 slab.
Orange: Surface Ba character. Blue: tip-sample 
tunneling matrix element. (b) The character of the
closest-to-surface Fe and (c) surface Ba orbitals, 
respectively, projected onto the Fermi surface. 
(d) Fermi surface projection of the tip-sample 
tunneling matrix element.
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In this study we concentrated on the prototypical heavy fermion superconductor CeCoIn5
(Tc = 2.3 K) and directly monitored the hybridization between conduction electrons and
f-electrons, which ultimately leads to the emergence of heavy quasiparticles, by angle-
resolved photoemission. The hybridization is shown to be strongly band dependent. In
particular, the most two-dimensional band is the least hybridized one. A simplified
multiban d version of the Periodic Anderson Model is used to describe the data, resulting
in semi-quantitative agreement with previous bulk sensitive results from de-Haas-van-
Alphen measurements.
These findings form the basis for an improved understanding of the subtle interplay of
f-hybridization, dimensionality and superconductivity.
Cooperation: 1Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin; 2Los Alamos National Laboratory, USA
Funding: DFG, DOE
Determination of the local structural distortions in 
La1.93Sr0.07CuO4 by NMR
S.-H. Baek, A. Erb1, B. Büchner, and H.-J. Grafe 
Although the structural distortions in La2-xSrxCuO4 have a large influence on the mag-
netic and superconducting properties, there have been some unsettled issues regarding
the local structure. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) as a local probe is suitable to
investigat e the local structure, but it is also extremely sensitive to inhomogeneities in
the sample which often complicate the NMR spectra, leading to an erroneous analysis
of the results. Our 139La NMR results in an extremely clean La1.93Sr0.07CuO4 single crys-
tal show that the local tilting pattern of the CuO6 octahedra in the low temperature
orthorhombi c (LTO) structure is accompanied by a tilting of the electric field gradient
(EFG) at the nuclei, resulting in a splitting of the otherwise single resonance line (see
Figure). A strong temperature dependence was found in the splitting of the 139La spec-
trum, which measures the tilt angle of the CuO6 octahedra which disappears abruptly
above a structural phase transition to the high temperature tetragonal phase (HTT). Our
NMR data thus provide evidence that the macroscopic average structure parameters are
sufficient to account for the local lattice distortions and their temperature dependence.
Our data also rule out the possibility of an inhomogeneous mixture of the two phases in
the whole temperature range measured in this study. Although the high temperature
superconductin g cuprates are known already for more than 25 years, improvements in
the sample quality can still lead to new findings in these intriguing systems.
[1] S.-H. Baek et al., Phys. Rev. B 85, 184508 (2012).
Cooperation: 1Walther-Meißner-Institut, D-85748 Garching
Funding: DFG FOR 538 (Grants No. BU887/4 and No. ER342/1-3) and SPP1458 
(Grant No. GR3330/2)
Fig.: Angle dependent 139La NMR spectra of La1.93Sr0.07CuO4 at 300 K and 10.7 T. Solid (dotted)
lines are theoretical calculations assuming 8° (- 8°) tilting of the principal axis of the EFG from
the c axis. The upper panel shows the tilt of the CuO6 octahedra by 4° and an additional, oppo-
site tilt of La-La along the c-axis.
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Probing the Unconventional Superconducting State of LiFeAs by 
Quasiparticle Interference
T. Hänke, S. Sykora, R. Schlegel, D. Baumann, L. Harnagea, S. Wurmehl,  
M. Daghofer, B. Büchner, J. v. d. Brink, and C. Hess
The usual starting point to reveal the nature of the pairing mechanism in unconven-
tional superconductors is to investigate the symmetry of the superconducting order
paramete r. Scanning tunneling spectroscopy is a powerful technique to probe this sym-
metry by measuring the quasiparticle interference (QPI) which depends sensitively on
the superconducting pairing mechanism. We applied this technique to the stoichiomet-
ric superconductor LiFeAs exhibiting clean and charge neutral cleaved surfaces without
surface states and a relatively high critical temperature. In contrast to other pnictide
superconductor s where nesting is crucial for both scattering and pairing it could be
shown that in LiFeAs the quasiparticle scattering is dominated by a high density of states
region close to the center of the Brillouin zone. Within a minimal model and using the
most elementary order parameters we performed calculations of the QPI and we could
show that a quasiparticle scattering within the hole-like bands is responsible for the
dominan t QPI features found in experiment. Our theoretical findings did not support the
elementary singlet pairing symmetries s+ +, s± , and d wave. Instead, optimal agreement
between the experimental data and QPI simulations had been found for an elementary
triplet superconductor with a chiral p wave order parameter. From this comparison be-
tween theory and experiment we proposed that the superconducting pairing in LiFeAs
is either based on an unusual pairing symmetry associated with the formation of a triplet
state or a more complex order parameter with singlet pairing and time reversal symme-
try breaking. For further details see T. Hänke et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 108, 127001 (2012).
Funding: DFG
Superconducting MgB2 –wires
W. Häßler, C. Mix, C. Rodig, J. Scheiter, K. Schröder, M. Schubert, K. Nenkov, 
D. Seifert, H.-P. Trinks, S. Neumann, T. Wolf, H. Klauß, B. Holzapfel, L. Schultz
MgB2 wires are suited for future MRI-coils working at around 5 T. In this field range
undope d nanocrystalline MgB2 is the material of choice. In the last year our work was
focused amongst others on the preparation of wires with enhanced filling factor FF
(superconductin g part of the composite) to increase the engineering critical current
densit y. Wires with 20% FF have shown a 40% enhancement of the critical current in
compariso n to wires with 11% FF. To realize good deformation properties the milling
energ y of the powder has to be adjusted. Undoped mechanically alloyed in-situ MgB2
powder is used as precursor.
The annealing conditions were investigated in detail. Annealing takes place in Ar between
550 and 700°C. As higher the milling energy of the powder as lower the optimal anneal-
ing temperature.
The mechanical properties of the composite material were characterized by stress-
strain measurements. Below the following mechanical load the critical current is not
degrade d: a critical tensile strain of 0.5% and a critical strain of about 350 MPa. 
High energy milled ex-situ powder can be used alternatively: but a good deformability
faces a tendency to decomposition of the superconducting phase at high annealing
temperatures . At tapes with low anisotropy in magnetic field we have measured a jc of
3.5×104A/cm2 at 9T and 4.2K. For details see Häßler et al., Supercond. Sci. Technol. 26
(2013) 025005
Cooperation: Bruker EAS GmbH, KIT ITeP Karlsruhe, SAS IEE Bratislava
Funding: Bruker EAS GmbH
Fig.: Wire with 20% filling factor of superconducting
material (Sheath material Monel/ODS-Cu/Nb)
Fig.: Comparison of the measured quasiparticle 
interference pattern (left) at energy E = -11.7 meV
with our numerical simulation based on potential
scattering and a chiral p wave superconducting 
order parameter (right). A remarkable number of
well-resolved structures marked by red, green and
yellow lines are consistent with the experimental
result only for the case of triplet pairing.
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Research Area 2
Magnetism and magnetic materials
Structural study of monolayer cobalt phthalocyanine adsorbed on graphite
M. Scheffler, D. Baumann, R. Schlegel, T. Hänke, B. Büchner, and C. Hess
Organic materials possess intriguing properties, which make them outstanding from
othe r functional materials used for spintronic applications, such as weak spin-orbit
interactio n and thereby implied slow spin relaxation times. For understanding the
mole cule-electrode interface in potential device applications, knowledge about the
interpla y of single organic molecules on a substrate and their self-assembly properties
is crucial. Metallophthalocyanines are at the focus of current research because the
spin of the central metal ion may convey important properties for the application in spin-
tronic devices. We have investigated cobalt-phthalocyanine (CoPc) molecules on a hi ghly-
ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) substrate in the low coverage regime using scanning
tunneling microscopy (STM). In the sub-monolayer regime, we observed that single
molecule s orient along the substrate lattice directions and lie flat on the surface. A ten-
dency to form short chain-like agglomerates is found. At higher coverages, the molecules
form highly ordered stripe-like structures (see Fig.). For further details see M. Scheffler
et al., Surface Science 608, 55 (2013).
Cooperation: TU Chemnitz
Funding: DFG, Research Unit FOR1154 
Magnetostrictive Fe-Ga alloys by electrodeposition: 
from thin films to nanowires
H. Schlörb, D. Iselt, A. Funk, K. Tschulik, S. Oswald, C. Mickel, 
D. Pohl, S. Neitsch, S. Fähler, V. Hähnel, L. Schultz
The mechanism of Fe-Ga alloy electrodeposition was investigated by means of electro-
chemical quartz crystal microbalance. Alloy formation occurs at potentials more posi-
tive than single gallium deposition indicating induced co-deposition. In a simple
aqueous electrolyte alloy formation, however, is accompanied by the incorporation of
large amounts of hydroxides due to pH rise caused by strong hydrogen evolution. These
hydroxides are re-dissolved chemically when the pH is partially restored (see fig. 1a) [1].
Thus, dense and homogeneous alloy films containing almost no oxygen are obtained if
an alternating potential mode is applied. 
In the confined geometry of a nanoporous template the pH compensation failed due to
restricted mass transport along the narrow, high aspect ratio pores. The resulting
Fig.: Topographic STM image of CoPc molecules on
graphite substrate at the crossover from the sub-
monolayer regime (region at left and bottom) to a
highly ordered 1ML coverage (region at right and top).
Tunneling conditions: U = 2.5 V, I = 0.07nA, T = 21K.
Fig.: (a) current-potential curve
(black) and mass change rate (red)
of Fe-Ga deposition from the sim-
ple aqueous electrolyte; HR-SEM
cross sections of Fe-Ga nanowires
obtained by pulsed electrodeposi-
tion in ordered nanoporous alu-
minum oxide templates from the
simple electrolyte (b) and the
modified electrolyte (c).
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nanowires appear segmented, non-compact and show both high oxygen content and
a gradient in composition (fig. 1b). Recently, it has been shown that a suitable modi -
fication of the electrolyte by complexing the metal ions, therefore suppressing the
hydroxid e formation, allowed fabricating smooth, homogeneous nanowires [2]. XRD, TEM
and magnetic investigations confirm the formation of the highly magnetostrictive dis-
ordered Fe80Ga20 alloy with low oxygen content and a negligible composition gradient
over nanowire length (fig. 1c). 
[1] D. Iselt et al., J. Electrochem. Soc. 159(7) H633-H637 (2012)
[2] D. Iselt et al., ECS Electrochem. Lett., 2 (3) D1-D3 (2013)
Double Exchange Ferromagnetism in the Peierls Insulator State
S. Nishimoto
In the hollandite system K2Cr8O16, an uncommon ferromagnetic insulating state is
realize d: At ambient pressure, the double exchange mechanism induces 3D full spin
polarizatio n, and then the metal-insulator transition follows in its spin-polarlized
quasi-1D conduction band by the Peierls distortion around T = 95K, without affecting its
3D ferromagnetism. Besides, a recent experiment suggests that, by applying high
pressure s of > 2 GPa, the ferromagnetism is suppressed very rapidly, while the metal-
 insulator transition remains almost unchanged.
To explain this series of phenomena theoretically, we study the effects of opening the
band gap on the double exchange ferromagnetism. Applying the density-matrix renor-
malization group method and an analytical expansion from the dimer limit to the 1D
doubl e exchange model, we demonstrate for a relevant region of the exchange coupling
that, in the weak dimerization regime, the Peierls gap opens in the fully spin-polarized
conduction band without affecting its ferromagnetism, whereas in the strong dimeriza-
tion regime, the ferromagnetism is destroyed, and the Mott gap opens instead, leading
the system to the antiferromagnetic quasi-long-range order (see Fig.). An insulator ver-
sion of double exchange ferromagnetism is thus established. Moreover, if the applied
pressure decreases the value of the double exchange coupling, this might correspond
to the suppression of ferromagnetism as in our phase diagram. For further details see
Nishimoto and Ohta., Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 076401 (2012).
Cooperation: Y. Ohta, Department of Physics, Chiba Univ., Japan
Funding: Kakenhi Grant of Japan
Microscopic origin of large negative magnetoelectric coupling 
in Sr1/2Ba1/2MnO3
C. Ortix and J. van den Brink 
The scarcity of magnetic ferroelectric materials is usually related to the competition
betwee n the conventional mechanism of ferroelectric cation off-centering, requiring
empty d-orbitals and the formation of magnetic moments which requires instead par -
tially filled d-orbitals. The recently synthesized manganite Sr1/2Ba1/2MnO3 defeats this
generic incompatibility of a cation both having a magnetic moment and being ferroelec-
trically displaced. It represents a classical example of a material in which charge, spin,
lattice and orbital degrees of freedom are strongly coupled producing a strong magne-
toelectric (ME) effect. With a combination of first-principle computations and model
Hamiltonian analysis, it was possible to establish [1] that the ferroelectric polarization
Fig.: Ground-state phase diagram of 1D double 
exchange model at quarter filling with lattice dimer-
ization. We find the FI (ferromagnetic insulating), 
PI (paramagnetic insulating), FM (ferromagnetic
metallic), and PM (paramagnetic metallic) phases.
The FI-PI phase boundary at the dimer limit is deter-
mined by the analytical expansion (open diamond
and dashed line).
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mainly arises from a polar distorsion of Mn and O ions caused by an enhanced in-plane
Mn-O hybridization. Since the magnetic superexchange interaction strongly depends on
this distorsion, a strong and novel type of ME coupling arises. It is negative in the sense
that the ferroelectric polarization is not promoted by magnetism but rather reduced by
it , which renders antiferromagnetic ordering and ferroelectricity strongly coupled. From
a phenomenological point of view, the suppression of ferroelectric polarization at the
onset of antiferromagnetic order implies the existence of a free energy positive term
involvin g the product of the square of the antiferromagnetic order parameter and the
square of the polarization. The appearance of a multiferroic phase then implies close
proximity to a tetracritical point as indeed it is found in the experimental phase diagram
of Sr1 - x BaxMnO3. These special features open new avenues for the quest of materials
with strong ME effect. 
[1] G. Giovannetti et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 107601 (2012)
Cooperation: CNR-IOM-Democritos National Simulation Center and International
School for Advanced Studies (SISSA), Trieste, Italy; Indian Institute of Science 
Education and Research (IISER) Mohali, India. 
Co(Cu)/Cu nanowires with high GMR effect
F. Fedorov, I. Mönch, M. Uhlemann, C. Mickel, K. Tschulik, A. Gebert, J. Eckert 
Electrochemical deposition in alumina templates (AAO) is a promising method for
productio n of Co(Cu)/Cu nanowires showing high giant magnetoresistance (GMR). It
was found that the limiting current of the diffusion-controlled Cu deposition in AAO is
enhanced twice with respect to deposition on a flat surface due to the high impact of
spherical diffusion component. This results in a higher deposition rate of Cu and an in-
creased amount of co-deposited Cu in the magnetic Co layer. To overcome this behavior
the deposition potential for Co(Cu) layers was shifted to more negative potentials than
commonly used for Co deposition. Structural investigations performed by TEM revealed
that well separated multilayers of Co(Cu)/Cu with a diameter of 65 nm were obtained at
deposition potentials of E = -900mV for Cu and E = -1800mV for Co. Lithographic struc-
turing of the template surface was carried out to allow a 4-point measurement of the
resistance . A high GMR of about 12% was obtained for [Co(Cu) (9nm)/Cu (11nm)]380
multilayere d nanowires with in-plane applied magnetic field at room temperature
with high accuracy and reproducibility. The results show that electrochemical deposition
in highly ordered AAO templates is a suitable and effective way of forming multilayered
nanowires for GMR sensor applications. For details see F.S. Fedorov et al., J. of The
Electrochemic al Society 160 (2013) D13-D19
Structure – property relations in particulate FePt-X films 
for data storage applications
S. Wicht, V. Neu, L. Schultz, O. Mosendz, G. Parker, D. Weller, B. Rellinghaus
Due to their high magneto crystalline anisotropy FePt-nanoparticles are a promising
material s candidate for recording media aiming at storage densities beyond 1 Tbit/ in2.
High-resolution electron microscopy (HRTEM) and vibrating sample magnetometry
(VSM) are used to study correlations between the structural and the magnetic proper-
ties of highly textured particulate films of matrix-isolated L10 ordered FePt-X (X: Cu/Ag).
By analyzing planview and cross-sectional HRTEM images the particle size distributions
Fig.: Schematic view of Sr1/2Ba1/2MnO3 unit cell and
displacements of Mn and O sites in the antiferromag-
netic structure. Arrows indicate the relative atomic
ferroelectric displacements. 
Fig.: Giant magnetoresistance curves of electro-
deposited [Co(Cu) (9 nm)/Cu (11nm)]380 multilayers
at T = 293K with in-plane magnetic field orientation.
Measurement direction: -μ0Hmax➞ +μ0Hmax (red), 
+μ0Hmax➞ -μ0Hmax (blue); Insert: TEM image
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and the orientations of the particles’ magnetic easy axes with respect to their MgO seed
crystals as well as to the substrate plane are determined. As a result of these analyses
the particle sizes are found to be bimodally distributed with average particle diameters
in the range of 4 to 6 nm. The orientations of the [001] axes of the L10-FePt-X particles
exhibit Gaussian distributions relative to the substrate normal with texture spreads of
roughly 3°. This structural texture width is, however, clearly larger than the misalign-
ment of the MgO crystals. Atomically resolved characterization of FePt-X/MgO interfaces
reveals that this discrepancy is due to the nucleation of the FePt-X growth at MgO step
edges. In accordance with the structural data, remanence measurements reveal only a
week dipolar coupling between the matrix-separated FePt-X nanomagnets. In-plane and
out-of-plane magnetization measurements reveal coercivities of 3-5T and anisotropy
fields in the range 8 - 9 T and prove the expected perpendicular magnetic texture.
Surprisingl y, detailed analyses of the hard axis loops show that the magnetic texture
spread is roughly one order of magnitude larger than the (structural) texture spread
of the [001] axes.
Cooperation: HGST – A Western Digital Company, San Jose, CA, USA.
Coercivity Mechanisms in Permanent Magnets for 
Clean Energy Technology
T. G. Woodcock, M. Moore, J. Thielsch, S. Pal, T. Mix, I. Dirba, 
K.-H. Müller and L. Schultz
The necessity to reduce carbon dioxide emissions has led to a large and increasing
deman d for hybrid electric vehicles and wind turbines for electricity generation. High
performanc e Nd-Fe-B magnets are critical to such clean energy technologies, but
projecte d demand for these materials exceeds the supply of rare earth elements. It is
therefore vital to develop high performance Nd-Fe-B magnets with lower rare earth
conten t and also to consider rare earth free alternative materials. In order to achieve
these goals, a thorough understanding of the coercivity mechanism in Nd-Fe-B materi-
als is critical [1]. Coercivity is strongly dependent on microstructural features ranging
in size from the atomic scale to several microns. A hybrid approach combining multiscale
characterisation and modelling yields new insight [1]. Aberration-corrected transmis-
sion electron microscopy (Fig.) combined with atomistic simulations is being used to
study interfaces at the atomic scale [1]. At the micron scale, the behaviour of ensembles
of grains is being investigated using electron backscatter diffraction combined with
finite element models which utilise parameters from the atomic scale work. In hot
deforme d nanocrystalline materials new magnetic domain structures (Fig.), based on co-
operative phenomena, are being investigated using novel magnetic force microscopy
measurements in an applied field. Better understanding of the behaviour of such domains
is important not only for the development of permanent magnet materials but may
also have relevance to the computer data storage industry.
[1] T.G. Woodcock et al. Scripta Materialia 67 (2012) 536-541
Cooperation: Institut Neél, Grenoble, France; Univ. of Exeter, UK; TU Darmstadt; 
ESRF, Grenoble, France; SuperSTEM Laboratory, UK; National Institute of Materials
Science (NIMS), Tsukuba, Japan; Tohoku Gakuin Univ. Sendai, Japan; Univ. of Latvia,
Riga, Latvia.
Funding: Toyota, Hans L. Merkle Stiftung, Forschungsvereinigung Antriebstechnik
(FVA), EU (ROMEO), DAAD, Siemens AG, Deutsche Bundesstiftung Umwelt MOE-
Austauschstipendienprogramm.
Fig.: (top) Aberration-corrected HR-TEM
showing an interface between Nd2Fe14B and
Nd2O3 in a Nd-Fe-B sintered magnet. 
(bottom) magneto-optical Kerr image showing
interaction domains in a hot deformed Nd-Fe-B
magnet. One domain has been highlighted in
red to emphasise its large lateral extent (many
μm) compared to the grain size (~ 200 nm).
Fig.: Exemplary cross-sectional HRTEM image of a
particulate FePt-X sample. The spatially separated
nanomagnets grow on MgO seed crystals. In-plane
and out-of-plane magnetization measurements of 
the sample (shown as an overlay) indicate the high
magnetic anisotropy and the perpendicular magnetic
texture of the particulate film.
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Fig.: a) Electronic band structure of both the gapless
graphene-like state (in red) showing Dirac points, 
and the topological insulating state (dashed lines).
b) Path in the Brillouin zone for which band structure
(a) is shown.
c) - e) Band structure of the graphene-like flux phase
for a system with edges (c), and energy bands for 
the canted states (d - e), which show the chiral edge
channels traversing the bulk energy gap. (d) and (e)
correspond to opposite chiralities and demonstrate
that when the chirality is reversed, so is the direction
of propagation along the edges.
Switchable Quantum Anomalous Hall state 
in a Strongly Frustrated Lattice Magnet
J. W. F. Venderbos, M. Daghofer, J. van den Brink, S. Kumar.
Frustrated magnets are fascinating objects of study, both from the quantum and clas-
sical perspective. They have intrigueing properties like large thermopower due to the
presenc e of many nearly degenerate states and emergent electromagnetism with mag-
netic monopoles in three-dimensional spin ice systems. An interesting question is how
the physics of these magnets changes when they are doped with electrons. 
We considered a two-dimensional (2D) highly frustrated classical spin-ice magnet
interactin g with itinerant charge carriers. The 2D version of the typical spin-ice is the
checkerboard lattice, a square lattice where half of the square plaquettes have crossed
bonds. The magnetic superexchange interaction only constrains the orientation of the
spins locally, an energetic constraint known as “ice rule”, leading to a macroscopically
degenerate manifold of ground states. Interestingly, the itinerant electrons coupled to
the localized spins lift this degeneracy completely and single out a coplanar magnetic
ground state. This spin state is called “flux”-phase since the electrons pick up Berry
phase s as if they were subject to a magnetic field. The electronic band structure in the
“flux”-phase exhibits 2D Dirac points precisely like graphene. In fact, there is a very deep
connection with the electronic properties of graphene. 
The most captivating aspect of this connection is revealed when the superexchange
interactio n between the spins is weak - too weak to enforce the ice-rule on the ferromag-
netic interaction mediated by the electrons. The spins uniformly cant out of plane,
breakin g electronic time-reversal symmetry and inducing a spectral gap. The resulting
insulating state is topological, which means that the system carries 1D chiral transport
channels at the edges. These offer exciting possibilities for dissipationsless transport.
Funding: Emmy Noether Program of the DPG (M. Daghofer), Interphase program of
the Dutch Science Foundation NWO/FOM (J.W.F. Venderbos and J. van den Brink)
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Research Area 3
Molecular nanostructures and molecular solids
An Endohedral Single-Molecule Magnet with 
Long Relaxation Times: DySc2N@C80
R. Westerström,1,2 J. Dreiser,2 C. Piamonteze,2 M. Muntwiler,2 S. Weyeneth,
1 H. Brune,3 S. Rusponi,3 F. Nolting,2 A. Popov, S. Yang,4 L. Dunsch, T. Greber1
The magnetism of DySc2N@C80 endofullerene was studied with X-ray magnetic circular
dichroism (XMCD) and a magnetometer with a superconducting quantum interference
devic e (SQUID) down to temperatures of 2K and in fields up to 7T. XMCD shows hys -
teresis of the 4f spin and orbital moment in DyIII ions. SQUID magnetometry indicates
hysteresis below 6K, while thermal and non-thermal relaxation is observed. Dilution of
DySc2N@C80 samples with C60 increases the zero- field 4f electron relaxation time at 2K
to several hours. This is the first time when an endohedral metallofullerene exhibits a
single molecular magnet behaviour.
For details see Westerström et al., J. Am. Chem. Soc. 134, 9840–9843 (2012)
Cooperation: Univ. Zürich,1 Swiss Light Source (Paul Scherrer Institut),
2 Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne,3 Heifei Univ. of Science and 
Technology of China4
Funding: DFG
Charge and spin-transfer at a phthalocyanine heterojunction
S. Lindner, M. Knupfer
Using photoelectron spectroscopy we demonstrate charge transfer at an interface
betwee n two well known transition metal phthalocyanines, MnPc and F16CoPc, resulting
in charged MnPcδ+ and F16CoPc
δ - species. Moreover, the transferred charge is substan-
tially confined to the two transition metal centers. Density functional theory calculations
reveal that a hybrid state is formed between the two types of phthalocyanines, which
causes this charge transfer. For the hybrid state the Mn 3dxz interacts with the Co 3dz2
orbital leading to a two-level system. As only the lower of the two hybrid states is
occupied , the charge is directly transferred to the Co 3d orbital. Since the transfer of
charge is also connected to a transfer of spin and the hybrid system has a net spin of
S = 2, such compounds could also be termed spin-transfer materials with future
application s in the area of spintronics.
For details see Lindner et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 027601 (2012). 
Cooperartion: TU Bergakademie Freiberg
Funding: DFG
Fig.: Interaction of the MnPc and F16CoPc states in
the charge- and spin-transfer dimer.
Fig.: (a) Temperature-dependent magnetization
curves for DySc2N@C80 recorded using SQUID 
magnetometry at 2-5 K; (b) Relaxation of the mag-
netization for undiluted DySc2N@C80 (1) and diluted
with C60 (2) at T = 2 K. The lines correspond to the
best fit by double-exponential decay.
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SiC filling in permalloy-grown carbon nanotubes
A. Kießling, D. Pohl, C. Täschner, M. H. Rümmeli, R. Erni1, L. Schultz, B. Rellinghaus
Plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PE-CVD) is used to synthesize carbon
nano tubes (CNT) filled with SiC. Hereto, thin permalloy (Fe20Ni80) films which were
sputtere d onto silicon substrates were used as catalysts for the subsequent CNT growth.
Upon applying a high hydrogen flow during the CNT growth, etching of the silicon is
observe d to set in. This etching process provides the silicon required for the reaction
with carbon to form the SiC filling. The figure shows a representative high-resolution
transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) image of likewise grown CNT structures
(image s were obtained at reduced acceleration voltages of 80 kV in a FEI Titan3 80 -300
microscope to minimize knock-on damage). The SiC filling of the CNT is clearly visible in
the micrograph. The chemical composition of the filling is proven from measurements
of the fine structures of characteristic Si and C absorption edges in electron energy loss
spectra (EELS). The HRTEM images show that the concentric graphene layers of the CNT
bend towards the SiC core which is indicative of a strong chemical affinity between the
CNT shell and the SiC core. Local EEL measurements reveal that silicon also resides in
the catalyst particle. It is thus to be deduced that according to commonly accepted
growth models, not only carbon but also silicon diffuses through the catalyst particle.
This silicon content in the catalyst is found to lead to significant distortions of the
particle’ s otherwise cubic lattice. It is furthermore shown that by pyrolytical stripping
of the graphene layers the here described method also allows for the preparation of
(bare) SiC nanowires.
Cooperation: 1Empa, Dübendorf, Switzerland
Repeated magnetization reversal in oscillating magnetic nanowires
T. Mühl, S. Philippi, H. Schlörb, A. Leonhardt, B. Büchner
The interplay of mechanical and magnetic dynamics at the nanoscale and its potential
for fundamental studies and novel applications still need to be fully explored. Here we
present an experimental method to repeatedly reverse the magnetization of a single
domai n ferromagnetic nanowire with no dynamic external fields involved. The magne-
tization reversal is self-induced by a flexural vibration of a single-side clamped nanowire
in a static perpendicular field. The vibration varies the applied field angle with respect
to the nanowire axis, and causes the magnetization to reverse whenever the switching
condition according to the nanowire’s angular dependence of the switching field is
fulfilled . Upon magnetization reversal the vibration amplitude is reduced due to the
dissipatio n of energy associated with the magnetization reversal. The periodic driving
force leads to an increase of the vibration amplitude until the following switching event
occurs. This results in non-trivial sequences of transient vibrational states associated with
ever-changing phase relations between the excitation force and the flexural oscillation.
In our experiments, individual, freestanding Ni nanowires are used. The presence of the
repeated magnetization reversal state is observable in the scanning electron microscope
(SEM), as the envelope micrograph of the vibrating nanowire undergoes significant
changes as compared to a steady state oscillation (see figure). The time scale between
individual reversals has been estimated to several milliseconds both by calculation and
SEM-based measurements. 
Cooperation: The Ohio State Univ.
Funding: DFG
Fig.: HRTEM image of a SiC-filled CNT. The CNT is
attached to an amorphous carbon support (on a
commercially available TEM grid). Both, the SiC filling
and the bending of the graphene layers towards the
SiC core are clearly visible.
Fig.: A Ni nanowire (a) in the idle state, (b) in a
steady flexural vibration state in zero applied field at
279 kHz driving frequency, and (c) vibrating with the
same driving frequency in a constant applied field
leading to recurring magnetization reversals. The 
reversals cause amplitude drops.
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Enhancing electron emission from patterned CNTs
R. Ummethala, C. Täschner, L. Han, D. Makarov, A. Leonhardt, B. Büchner, J. Eckert
X-ray computed tomography (CT) has emerged as a powerful medical tool in scanning
the cross section of human body in the form of slices and then generating a 3D image of
the scanned area. This technique offers a great insight of the interiors of the scanned
area. Unlike the conventional x-ray CT devices, the future CT devices aim to use high
aspec t ratio – Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) as electron field emitters that generate x-rays.
Thin (∼ 10 nm in diameter) and vertically aligned CNTs (VACNTs) are shown to be excel-
lent electron emitters and are thermally stable at low pressures. However, in a large
array of VACNTs, each individual CNT acts as a field emitter and the electric field at the
tip of one CNT interferes with that of the neighbouring CNTs and this lowers the overall
efficiency of the electron emission. This process is named as filed screening effect. We
have extensively patterned the growth of thin VACNTs on Silicon substrates using plas-
ma enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) by varying the dimensions of each CNT
bundle (island) and the distance between each bundle. By optimizing the distance
betwee n each CNT bundle on a given surface area of the substrate, we are able to
suppres s the field screening effect by a large extent and the current density (of elec-
tron emission) improved drastically from ∼ 0.3Acm-2 (uniformly grown CNT array) to
∼ 5.7Acm-2 (patterned growth).
Cooperation: Siemens AG, Erlangen.
Funding: Siemens AG, Erlangen
Universal Recovery of the Energy-Level Degeneracy of Bright Excitons 
in InGaAs Quantum Dots without a Structure Symmetry
R. Trotta, E. Zallo, C. Ortix, J. D. Plumhof, J. van den Brink, 
A. Rastelli and O. G. Schmidt
An enormous obstacle towards the exploitation of quantum dots (QDs) in quantum tech-
nologies - where a precise control over the QDs emission properties is a fundamental
requiremen t - is represented by the difficulty of growing QDs with specific symmetry
propertie s. In particular, the absence of structural symmetry usually occurring in
actua l QDs induces a coherent coupling of the two bright excitonic states which leads
to an energetic separation among them, the so-called fine structure splitting. When this
fine structure splitting is larger than the radiative linewidth of the transition, the fi-
delity of the entangled photon pairs emitted during the decay biexcition-exciton-
ground state is strongly reduced. In this work [1], it was demonstrated experimentally
and theoretically that the coupling between the bright excitons can be universally con-
trolled and erased by the simultaneous application of large strain and electric fields. This
is achieved by using one external perturbation to align the polarization of the exciton
emission along the axis of the second perturbation, which then erases completely the
energy splitting of the states. These results highlight the potential of combining com-
plementary external fields to create artificial atoms meeting the stringent requirements
posed by scalable semiconductor-based quantum-information technologies. 
[1] R.Trotta et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 147401 (2012)
Cooperation: Instituut des NanoSciences des Paris, UPMC CNRS Paris, France;  
Institute of Semiconductor and Solid State Physics, Johannes Kepler University Linz,
Austria 
Fig.: Patterned growth of VACNTs on Si substrate.
Bundle dimensions: 10 μm×10 μm×10 μm; 
Separation between each bundle: 20 μm
Fig.: Behavior of the fine structure splitting as a
function of the externally applied electric field for
different values of the external strain field. Circles
correspond to experimental data whereas the solid
lines are the corresponding theoretical curves. 
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A redox-active scandium-oxide cluster inside a fullerene cage 
as shown by ESR spectroelectrochemistry
A. A. Popov, Ning Chen,1 J. R. Pinzón,1 S. Stevenson,2 L. A. Echegoyen,1 L. Dunsch
The clusterfullerene Sc4O2@C80 with mixed redox state of scandium was found to be an
exciting molecule for endohedral electrochemistry as demonstrated by means of in situ
ESR spectroelectrochemical study of the spin density distribution in its electrochemi -
cally generated cation- and anion-radicals. The compound exhibits two reversible
reductio n and oxidation steps with the relatively small electrochemical gap of 1.10 V. The
ESR spectra of the ion-radicals have a rich hyperfine structure caused by two pairs of
equivalent Sc atoms. The Sc-based hyperfine structure with large hfc constants shows
that both oxidation and reduction of Sc4O2@C80 are in cavea redox processes being the
subject of endohedral electrochemistry. The assignment of the experimentally deter-
mined a(45Sc) values to the two types of Sc atoms in the Sc4O2 cluster was accomplished
by extended DFT and molecular dynamics simulations. Sc atoms adopting a divalent state
in the neutral Sc4O2@C80 exhibited an especially large coupling constant of 150.4 G in
the cation radical, which is the record high a(45Sc) value for Sc-based endohedral
metallofulleren es. Such a high value is explained by the nature of the HOMO localized
on the six-atomic Sc4O2 cluster. This HOMO is a Sc–Sc bonding MO and hence has large
contributions from 4s atomic orbitals of ScII. ESR spectroelectrochemistry is shown to
be an invaluable experimental tool in the studies of the metal-metal bonding in EMFs
and in endohedral electrochemistry.
For details see Popov et al., J. Am. Chem. Soc. 134, 19607–19618 (2012)
Cooperation: Univ. of Texas at El Paso,1 Indiana-Purdue Univ. at Fort Wayne2
Funding: DFG, NSF
Chemically stable Heusler nanoparticles synthesized by 
filling carbon nanotubes
M. Gellesch, M. Dimitrakopoulou, D. Maier, C. G. F. Blum, M. Schulze, 
J. van den Brink, S. Hampel, S. Wurmehl, and B. Büchner
Research on nanoscale materials is motivated by the observation that properties of
material s may completely change, when scaling a bulk-material down to its smallest
size. However, the synthesis of nanoscale materials brings along several challenges, e.g.
oxidation due a large relative surface area. This hurdle has so far obstructed the full
exploratio n of the behavior of interesting metallic alloys and especially of Heusler com-
pounds on the nanoscale. We have filled carbon nanotubes with the Heusler compound
Co2FeGa in the form of crystalline nanoparticles via a wet chemical approach. We observe
that carbon nanotubes offer a convenient way to synthesize Heusler materials as
chemicall y stable spherical nanoparticles with a well-defined diameter distribution
and further provide a way to suppress oxidation. The ferromagnetic Co2FeGa nano -
particles show a pronounced enhancement of the coercive field compared to the bulk
material , while the saturation magnetic moment and the high Curie temperature known
from the bulk are preserved at the nanoscale.
Funding: DFG, Emmy Noether Program, grant number WU595/3-1
Fig.: The Sc4O2@C80 molecule overlapped with its
cyclic voltammetry curve (middle), and its HOMO
(bottom) and LUMO (top) combined with the ESR
spectra of the radical anion (top) and cation (bottom).
(Taken from the cover figure of J. Am. Chem. Soc. 
issue 48, 2012)
Fig.: Bright field transmission electron image and selected area electron diffraction pattern of a
Co2FeGa particle inside a carbon nanotube observed from a [110] zone axis. The diffraction pat-
tern and in particular the presence of the 111 and 200 superstructure reflections are evidence for
the single crystalline character of the filling particles.
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Insulating potassium doped picene layers: 
evidence for electronic correlations
B. Mahns, F. Roth, M. Knupfer
Recently, it has been discovered that some molecular crystals consisting of polycyclic
aromati c hydrocarbons demonstrate superconductivity upon alkali metal addition.
These compounds represent a new class of organic superconductors with high transition
temperatures up to 33 K into the superconducting state. In this context the occupied
electronic states of potassium and sodium intercalated thin films of picene have been
studied using photoemission spectroscopy. Upon alkali metal addition, core level as well
as valence band photoemission data signal a filling of previously unoccupied states due
to charge transfer from potassium. In contrast to the observation of superconductivity
in Kxpicene (x ∼ 3), none of the films studied shows emission from the Fermi level, i.e.
we find no indication for a metallic ground state. This evidences the presence of strong
electronic correlations, which suppress states close to the Fermi level. For further
detail s see Mahns et al., J. Chem. Phys. 136, 134503 (2012).
Funding: DFG
Fig.: Photoemission valence band spectra of
K3.3picene and Na3.1picene on SiO2, which
show no emission from the Fermi level.
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Research Area 4
Metastable alloys
Deformation mechanisms of an AZ31 alloy being co-deformed 
in a composite
E. Knauer, T. Marr, A. Kauffmann, D. Seifert, J. Freudenberger, L. Schultz
Due to the growing energy demand, the saving of energy and also resources becomes
more and more important. Lightweight construction in mobile applications is one pos-
sibility to save a reasonable amount of energy during an applications life time cycle. The
present work deals with a new processing route for composite rods and wires with a high
specific strength (strength with respect to the mass density). In particular, a com posite
consisting of a Ti shell and a Mg AZ31 core has been severely plastically deformed by
rotar y swaging to harden the material by dislocation strengthening as well as in terms
of the Hall-Petch relationship of grain refinement. Despite of the brittleness of the AZ31
alloy co-deformation within the composite is feasible up to a logarithmic deformation
strain of η = 2.98 at room temperature. This is noteworthy, since the AZ31 alloy can onl y
be deformed up to η = 0.4 by applying the same deformation technique.
The AZ31 core was investigated respecting its grain size distribution, grain boundary
misorientatio n and texture utilising EBSD analysis. It is observed, that the evolution of
the microstructure is strongly influenced by twinning. Possible twinning planes are
schematically shown in Fig. a. At low strains, twinning on {1011} and {1012} causes an
initial fragmentation of former grains (shown in Fig. b). Within the primary twins,
grain refinement takes place by dynamic recrystallisation, dynamic recovery and
twinning . Consequently the microstructure becomes ultrafine grained and the strength
of the material is enhanced significantly. However, there are still some challenges con-
cerning the processing that need to be handled. This work illustrates that the technique
of swaging is quite promising for developing Ti-AZ31 wires with a high specific strength,
which can be used in lightweight applications.
Ti-Cu-Ni shape memory bulk metallic glass composites
P. Gargarella, S. Pauly, K. K. Song, J. Hu, N. S. Barekar, M. Samadi Khoshkhoo, 
A. Teresiak, H. Wendrock, U. Kühn, C. Ruffing, E. Kerscher and J. Eckert
Shape memory bulk metallic glass composites (SMBMGCs) are promising in structural and
functional applications and their formation is limited to CuZr-based alloys so far.
Tremendous efforts have been made in order to develop new composites in other alloy
systems with better mechanical properties and shape memory behaviour. In this work,
new Ti-Cu-Ni SMBMGCs were obtained by carefully controlling the cooling rate upon
quenching. This allows for the formation of a metastable microstructur e consisting
mainly of ductile, spherical martensitic Ti(Ni,Cu) precipitates embedded in an amorphous
matrix (Fig. a). A reversible martensitic transformation occurs around 320 K, with dif-
ferent transformation temperatures observed for martensitic precipitates depending
on whether they are completely or partially embedded in the amorphous matrix. These
composites exhibit large ductility and high strength combined with a strong work-
hardening behaviour. Experimental and simulation results demonstrate that stress
Fig. a
Fig. b
Fig.: a) Optical microscopy image of the longitudinal section of a 1 mm Ti50Cu43Ni7 rod. The
crystallin e and amorphous regions are indicated. The inset shows details of the spherical precip-
itates formed by B19 Ti(Cu,Ni) martensitic phase. b) Finite element simulation of a rod with 1 mm
diameter and 2 mm length consisting of a glass matrix and two martensitic crystals with 200 μm
in diameter disposed in the center of the rod, equally spaced from bottom to top. The von Misse s
stress distributions analysed under uniaxial compressive loading is shown for 1.5% strain.
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concentration s occur around the precipitates during deformation (Fig. b), which
promote s a heterogeneous stress distribution and the formation of multiple shear
bands. The interaction between shear bands, the heterogeneous stress distribution
generate d during loading, the blocking effect of the precipitates and the work-harden-
ing effect of the martensitic phase were revealed as the main reasons for the enhanced
mechanical properties of these alloys. For further information see P. Gargarella et al.,
Acta Materialia 61, 151-162 (2013). 
Cooperation: School of Material and Mechanical Engineering, Beijing Technology and
Business Univ., China; Technische Univ. Kaiserslautern, Germany; The EPSRC Centre
for Innovative Manufacturing in Liquid Metal Engineering, BCAST, Brunel Univ.,
Uxbridge, UK.
Funding: CNPq (Brazil) and DAAD (Germany). 
Designed Iron (hydr)oxide - Carbon Nanocomposites for 
Supercapacitor Applications
K. Pinkert, L. Giebeler, M. Herklotz, S. Oswald, J. Thomas, A. Meier, 
L. Borchardt, H. Ehrenberg, S. Kaskel, J. Eckert
Nanostructured composite materials based on porous carbon networks and transition
metal oxide particles have been studied intensively for energy storage applications. To
increase the energy and power density of nanocomposites, well-defined interface
structure s are key requisite. Therefore nanoscale characterization tools are essential in
order to reveal structure-property relationships in functional nanocomposites. Porous
iron (hydr)oxide CMK-3 nanocomposites are synthesized and characterized towards a
designe d structure for supercapacitor application. Iron (hydr)oxide nanoparticles were
homogeneously embedded into the walls of the three dimensional carbon network of
mesoporous carbon CMK-3 via a mild one-step redox functionalization. Depth profile
Auger electron spectroscopy (DP-) and energy filtered transmission electron microscopy
(EF-) was applied to analyze elemental distribution and location of the active com -
ponents. The combination of the two analytical techniques provides a highly resolved
spatia l distribution of transition metal (hydr)oxide nanoparticles inside the carbon
network . Functionalized 3D-carbon nanocomposites were tested for supercapacitor
application s and the highest specific capacitance of an iron oxide carbon composite is
demonstrated to the best of our knowledge. The iron (hydr)oxide contributes with an
pseudocapacitance of 357 F/g to the porous nanocomposite for a two electrode testcell. 
Cooperation: TU Dresden, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
Funding: European Union (ERDF) and the Free State of Saxony (SAB) in the framework
of the European Centre for Emerging Materials and Processes (ECEMP)
Fig.: A combined DP-AES/EF-TEM approach is used
to quantify the 3D nanocomposite material in case 
of localization and homogeneous distribution of the
nanoparticular transition metal oxide. The cyclic
voltammogram of the pristine CMK-3 and the iron
(hydr)oxide CMK-3 nanocomposite at a potential
scan rate of 2 mVs-1 is shown to exemplify the 
enhanced energy storage performance.
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Locally fluctuating cooling rate as possible reason for 
non-crystalline plasticity in metallic glasses
H. Hermann, V. Kokotin, J. Eckert
The preparation process of a CuZrAl metallic glass was simulated by molecular dynam-
ics. Different temperatures of the initial liquid state (1200 K and 2000 K) and variation
of the cooling rate over five decades (109 to 1014 K/s) were considered. The isotropic elas-
tic moduli, the mass density and the frequency of icosahedral clusters were calculated
for all simulated preparation conditions. It was shown that all these characteristics
follow a power-law scaling with the cooling rate 
f/fref = R/Rref
–c
.
The cooling rate exponent c characterizes the sensitivity of property f to changes of
the cooling rate R. The quantity Rref denotes a reference cooling rate at which the
propert y f takes the value fref. The choice of Rref is arbitrary. Choosing Rref = 1K/s one
obtains c = 0.002 and 0.022 for bulk and shear modulus, respectively. This means that
the ratio of shear to bulk modulus is most sensitive to changes of the cooling rate.
Extrapolatio n of the above expression to realistic cooling rates of 100 to 1000K/s for bulk
metallic glasses reveal good quantitative agreement with experimental data for moduli
and mass density. Assuming local fluctuations of the cooling rate occurring during the
preparation process, regions characterized by comparably low values of shear modulus,
mass density and frequency of icosahedral clusters can be proposed as atomistic
realization s of flow defects, at which non-crystalline plastic deformation is initiated. For
details see: HH et al Europhys. Lett. 98 (2012) 16003.
Cooperation: ACCESS Aachen
Superior mechanical properties of Fe84.3Cr4.3Mo4.6V2.2C4.6 by a 
tailored manufacturing process
J. Hufenbach, U. Kühn, L. Giebeler, T. Gemming, S. Oswald, H. Wendrock, 
M. Hoffmann, and J. Eckert
The strong industrial demand for tools with excellent durability under extreme loading
promotes the development of innovative steels possessing high strength, hardness, wear
resistance and fracture toughness. However, the manufacturing of conventional high-
performance steels often requires a complex and expensive production process. To
shorten this, while obtaining excellent mechanical properties, a new synthesis route
for an Fe84.3Cr4.3Mo4.6V2.2C4.6 (at.%) alloy was developed. The examined material was
prepare d by a special casting process implying relatively high cooling rates and pure con-
ditions, which promotes the formation of non-equilibrium phases such as martensite,
retained austenite and a complex network of carbides already in the as-cast state. Due
to an additional short one- or two-stage tempering process it is possible to increase the
tensile and compressive strength as well as the hardness and ductility of the material
Fig.1: Temperature dependence of the fraction of
atoms with regular and distorted icosahedral short-
range order for samples quenched from 1200K (circles)
and 2000K (points) with cooling rates R = 109 K/s and
1014 K/s. Tg and Tl denote the experimental values of
glass and liquidus temperature, respectively.
Fig.: a) SEM image of nano-precipitates in the matrix;
b) derivative Auger spectra of a nano-carbide (i) in
comparison with the matrix (ii).
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even further. Thus, an extremely high compression strength of almost 4500 MPa com-
bined with a compressive fracture strain of about 22% and a tensile strength of about
1600 MPa can be achieved [1]. The reason for the increased strength can be explained
by the transformation of retained austenite into martensite and the associated elastic
distortion as well as the formation of nano-carbides (see Fig.), whereas the ductility
is enhanced due to residual stress relaxation and the diffusion of carbon atoms as well
as substitutional alloying elements out of the martensite. These mechanisms lead to out-
standing properties, which can be load-adapted adjusted by the novel fast and energy
efficient manufacturing process. This opens up new possibilities to replace currently used
high-duty tool steels for various applications.
[1] J. Hufenbach et al., Acta Materialia 60, 4468 (2012)
Cooperation: TU Bergakademie Freiberg, WIWeB 
Short-range atomic order and magnetic properties of 
Fe-Nb-B metallic glasses
I. Kaban, P. Jóvári, A. Waske, M. Stoica, J. Bednarcˇ ik, B. Beuneu, N. Mattern, J. Eckert
Relations between the structure and magnetic properties of Fe-Nb-B metallic glasses,
which can be changed by variation of the Fe:B ratio and/or Nb concentration, have been
investigated [1]. The local atomic ordering in the Fe-Nb-B glasses on the level of pair
distributio n functions, coordination numbers and mean bond lengths is determined by
X-ray diffraction, neutron diffraction, X-ray absorption spectroscopy, and reverse Monte-
Carlo simulation. The composition dependence for the Curie temperature of Fe-Nb-B
metallic glasses is discussed in the frame of the coordination-bond model. At constant
niobium content, the Curie temperature increases upon substituting iron by boron up to
about 35-40 at.% boron. In this composition range, the increasing Fe-Fe interatomic
distance , and consequently the interatomic exchange integral, is suggested to prevail
over the decreasing Fe-Fe coordination number. In contrast, the Curie temperature
decrease s if iron is replaced by niobium at constant boron concentration. This effect
is attributed to the decreasing both Fe-Fe distance and coordination number.
[1] I. Kaban et al., Alloys Compd., http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jallcom.2012.09.008
Cooperation: HASYLAB, DESY Hamburg, Germany; Wigner Research Centre for Physics,
Institute for Solid State Physics and Optics, Budapest, Hungary; Laboratoire Léon
Brillouin, CEA-Saclay, France
Funding: DFG, Pakt für Forschung 2010
Improving the capacity of Transition Metal Boron Oxide (TMBO) composites
G. Parzych, S. Oswald, D. Mikhailova, L. Giebeler, H. Ehrenberg, J. Eckert 
Rechargeable (secondary) lithium ion (Li-ion) batteries are widely used as energy
source for mobile devices due to their balance of high energy density with high power
density compared to other energy storage systems. The present batteries operate
based on intercalation processes, which require an electrode material with open crys-
tal structure. The available Li sites limit the capacity. To overcome this limitation, a re-
placement (conversion) reaction can be used, which relies on an access of all oxidation
states during the redox reaction, down to the metallic state and therewith increase the
capacity. The aim of this work is to reveal the reaction mechanism of TMBOs during
Fig.: Variation of the Curie temperature (symbols),
mean coordination number N and bond length r with
composition of Fe-Nb-B metallic glasses; full symbols
– this study, open symbols – literature data.
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electrochemical reduction by Li-uptake. For this, in situ synchrotron powder diffraction,
XPS and AES, XRD, SEM and TEM investigations were applied. The evaluated TMBOs
suffe r from poor cycling performance. The major reason for this is the poor electronic
transport in the converted state. To overcom e this effect, TMBOs are optimized towards
an improvement of the electronic properties. For most TMBOs the electrochemical
reactio n with Li is mainly reversible when an appropriate modification of the electrode
material guarantees sufficient electronic conductivity in the converted state.
[1] G. Parzych et al., J. Electrochem. Soc., 158, (8), A898-A904 (2011)
Cooperation: KIT Karlsruhe, MPI Dresden, TU Dresden, TU Darmstadt 
Funding: ECEMP  
Morphology control via surface energy engineering in Au nanoparticles
D. Pohl, A. Surrey, L. Schultz, and B. Rellinghaus
Surface-energy considerations are crucial in understanding and predicting the mor -
phology of noble metal nanoparticles. The surface energy is defined as the excess free
energy per unit area when cutting an infinite crystal along a particular crystallo -
graphic facet. For isotropic liquids and amorphous particles the lowest energy config-
uration will lead to spherical morphologies due to their minimized surface areas. In the
case of face-centered cubic (fcc) metals, different surface energies exist for different
crystal planes. Here, as a consequence of the variation of the atomic coordination on
differen t surfaces, the low index surface energies follow the general trend that
σ111 < σ100 < σ110 [1]. Especially small particles of metals with low twinning energies
frequentl y form multiply twinned structures like icosahedra and decahedra to further
minimize their surface energy. Accordingly, nanoparticles prepared in an inert gas
atmospher e of argon using DC sputtering show mainly the icosahedral morphology. 
We have applied an easy procedure to promote the synthesis of single crystalline gold
nanoparticles using an argon-oxygen gas mixture. Upon increasing the amount of
oxyge n from 0 vol.% to 5 vol.% in the process gas, the particles are found to undergo a
structural transition from predominantly icosahedral to single crystalline particles (see
figure). Aberration-corrected HRTEM investigations prove that likewise prepared single
crystalline Au nanoparticles are defect and oxygen free. The observed transformation is
attributed to a modification of the surface energies through the presence of oxygen [2].
[1] M. Methfessel et al., Phys. Rev. B 46 (1992) 4816.
[2] D. Pohl et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 101 (2012) 263105.
Fig.: Specific capacity vs. cycle number - electro-
chemical performances of selected modified
Cu3B2O6 electrode materials
Fig.: Aberration-corrected HRTEM images of Au
nanoparticles (insets show structure models).
(a) Icosahedral particle along its 2-fold symmetry
axis prepared in pure argon. (b) Single crystalline
particle along the [100] zone axis prepared with
the addition of 5 vol.% oxygen.
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Electrochemical micro-machining (ECMM) of bulk metallic glasses
R. Sueptitz, K. Tschulik, C. Becker, M. Stoica, M. Uhlemann, J. Eckert, A. Gebert
Due to their excellent mechanical and magnetic properties, Fe-based bulk metallic
glasses (BMG) are very prospective materials for the production of micro electro-mechan-
ical devices. 
However, forming micro-parts from Fe-based BMGs is still challenging. A recent devel-
opment for forming crystalline metal surfaces is pulsed electrochemical micromachin-
ing (ECMM), a method allowing a sub-micrometer precision. A micro-sized tool electrode
is brought in close distance to the work piece surface in order to control a localized
materia l removal in an anodic dissolution process.
The bulk glassy Fe65.5Cr4Mo4Ga4P12C5B5.5 alloy exhibits spontaneous passivity, i.e. the
allo y surface is covered by an oxide layer. Nevertheless, machining succeeds when a
methanolic H2SO4 solution is used as electrolyte. Comparing the machined structures of
the glassy alloy with the results obtained on conventional stainless steel reveals that the
amorphous microstructure is beneficial for the machining process. The multi-component
nature of the alloy with a high metalloid content does not influence the local dissolu-
tion process. Very smooth surfaces with a high aspect ratio can be obtained [1]. Thus,
pulsed electrochemical micromachining is a promising method for micro-structuring of
Fe-based bulk metallic glass surfaces. 
[1] R. Sueptitz et al. Journal of Materials Research 27 (2012) 3033-3040
Cooperation: Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Funding: DFG 
In-situ EELS studies on the dehydrogenation of nanocrystalline MgH2
A. Surrey, I. Lindemann, C. Bonatto Minella, L. Schultz, B. Rellinghaus 
In the field of hydrogen storage there is a still ongoing search for a material that
provide s both high hydrogen storage density and good hydrogen sorption properties.
Here, nanosized or nanoconfined hydrides promise improved thermodynamics and
kinetic s. As for the structural characterization utilizing TEM, however, most materials
degrad e fast upon the irradiation with the imaging electron beam due to radiolysis. MgH2
is one of the best studied binary hydrides due to its relatively high storage capacity of
7.6 wt.% H2. Therefore, ball milled MgH2 was used as a reference material for in-situ TEM
experiments on submicron particles. Hereto, EELS measurements were conducted in a
monochromated FEI Titan3 80-300 microscope. From the observation of the plasmonic
absorptions it is found that the nanocrystalline MgH2 successively converts into Mg up-
on electron irradiation (see Fig.). The temporal evolution of the spectra is analyzed quan-
titatively to determine the fractions of pure and hydrogenated Mg at different stages of
the reaction. The decomposition of MgH2 is found to follow an exponential decay from
which the characteristic electron doses for this decomposition can be determined. From
a comparison of these characteristic doses the dehydrogenation kinetics of individual
particles can be investigated. A thorough understanding of these kinetics is crucial
also for TEM studies on other hydrides such as AlH3.
Funding: Reiner Lemoine Stiftung
Fig.: Exemplary EEL spectra obtained from a sub-
micron Mg(H2) particle at three different stages
of irradiation. 
Fig. 1: SEM image of a machined line structure. 
The tool electrode was moved 1μm every 10 s as
indi cated by the arrow. The pulse amplitude of each
line segment is noted in the figure. Inset: magnifica-
tion of the marked area.  
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Research Area 5
Stress-driven architectures and phenomena
Electron localization in inhomogeneous Möbius rings 
V. M. Fomin, S. Kiravittaya and O. G. Schmidt
Nanostructure fabrication techniques can be exploited to generate non-trivially shaped
objects with energy spectra determined by man-designed topological space metrics. We
analyze theoretically a Möbius ring with an inhomogeneous twist, which is spread over
a part of its circumference. We predict a “delocalization-to-localization” transition for
the electron ground state as the Möbius ring is made more inhomogeneous. The wave
function is expelled from the twisted region (Fig. a). The magnitude of this expulsion
increase s when increasing the ratio of the length of the untwisted part of the ring Lx1
to the whole circumference Lx : η = Lx1 /Lx . An electronic state changes from delocali-
zed at η = 0 to effectively localized in the vicinity of the untwisted region at η > 0. The
inhomogeneity of the twist allows us to quantify the space-dependent metric in the
Möbius ring threaded by a magnetic flux Φ using the Aharonov-Bohm quantum-
interferenc e effect. When increasing the relative length of the untwisted part η, the
expulsio n of the electron wave function from the twisted region leads to a flattening of
the ground-state energy as a function of the magnetic flux because of an enhanced trend
to localization (Fig. b). The delocalized states (at lower values of η) reveal a slow (qua-
dratic) decay of the persistent current with increasing η. The effectively localized states
(at higher values of η) are characterized by a fast (exponential) decay of the persistent
current as a function of η. The value ηcr ≈ 12 indicates a position of a conventional
boundary between the delocalized and effectively localized states. (Fig. c). Our
theoretica l considerations are of relevance in view of the emerging experimental
realization s of topologically nontrivial manifolds at the micro- and nanoscale.
[1] V. M. Fomin et al. Phys. Rev. B 86, 195421 (2012).
Cooperation: the Naresuan Univ., Thailand
Dynamic axial mode tuning in a rolled-up optical microcavity
S. Li, L. Ma, H. Zhen, M. R. Jorgensen, S. Kiravittaya, and O. G. Schmidt
For many applications of optical microcavities, matching a resonant mode to a narrow
frequency range is required. While the position of resonant modes can, in principle, be
preselected through the design of the microcavity, fabrication limitations prevent
precis e control over mode peak position. Tuning of the modes post-synthesis is there-
fore critical. 
Fig.: (a) Squared modulus of the ground-state wave
function of an electron confined to a Möbius ring
with an inhomogeneous twist. Three isosurfaces of
the squared modulus of the wave function at 0.7, 
0.5 and 0.3 of its maximal value are shown with 
reducing colour intensity. The structural parameters
taken for the finite-difference calculation are:
R = Lx/2π = 10nm, Ly = 8nm, Lz =2nm. 
(b) Eigenenergies of the ground state of an electron
in a Möbius ring as a function of the relative mag-
netic flux. (c) Persistent current as a function of 
relative length of the untwisted part. The values 
of the persistent current are taken at Φ/Φ0 = 0.25.
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Previously, we reported a static tuning of optical modes in rolled-up optical micro -
cavities via post-synthesized atomic layer deposition coating. Now, we proposed and
experimental ly demonstrated a spatially selective tuning method by means of near-
field probe in a rolled-up optical microcavity. The lateral probing process reveals a po-
sitional sensing mechanism by monitoring the amplitudes of redshifts of axial modes in
a rolled-up optical microcavity. The transversal probing process reveals a tuning ability
over a large energy range. A series of perturbation calculations were carried out based
on the axial confinement model. Good agreement between experiment and calculation
provides confidence in our theoretical model and a deeper understanding of experi-
mental results. 
[1] S. Li et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 101, 231106 (2012).
Rolled-up nanomembranes for lithium ion batteries
C. Yan, W. Xi, W. Si, J. Deng, and O. G. Schmidt 
We report about highly conductive and hybridized microtubes relying on strain released
ultrathin Ti/Ge bilayer nanomembranes (see Fig.). Transport measurements on single
microtube s show that the conductivity of the hybrid Ge/Ti microtube (2.38×10–2 Scm–1)
is increased by more than two orders of magnitude over that of the pure Ge microtube
(1.28×10–4 Scm–1). These hybrid multilayer microtubes thus show a remarkably enhanced
reversible capacity up to 1495 mAh/g with a high fist-cycle Coulombic efficiency of
85%, and demonstrate an excellent capacity of ∼ 930mAh/g after 100 cycles. A novel and
elegant way towards fabricating single microtube battery devices, allowing us to in-situ
probe the direct correlation of electrical transport and electrochemistry properties at a
single tube level, is also presented. The much improved capacity benefits from the
unique structural features of the as-prepared hybrid multiplayer Ge/Ti microtubes. The
spatial confinement of the Ge microtubes by the surrounding Ti multilayers as a rigid
frame/backbone stabilizes the electrode structure and limits the volume expansion
upon lithium insertion/extraction, therefore preventing the pulverization of the active
materials. The ease of fabrication of single rolled-up microtubes on semiconductor
substrates makes them more suitable for lab-on-chip microbattery applications as well
as micro-integration with other electronic devices. We demonstrate that our bottom-up
approach overcomes existing challenges and provides a new avenue for rational design
of high-capacity hybrid nanomembranes to attain functionality currently unavailable in
individual components for high performance energy storage devices.  
[1] Yan C et al. Adv. Mater., 2012, DOI: 10.1002/adma.201203458.
Funding: International Research Training Group (IRTG) project, Volkswagen Foundation
(86 362), Pakt für Forschung und Innovation
Fig.: (a) Schematic of the lateral probing process. 
(b) Measured details of azimuthal mode with and
without the probe at two lateral positions separated
by 600 nm. (c) Calculated axial confinement profile,
showing the first five axial modes as a function of lat-
eral position, z. (d) Predicted axial mode shift as a
function of lateral position. Dashed lines indicate the
predicted mode position in the absence of the probe.
Solid lines indicate the calculated mode position in
the presence of the probe. Solid squares are the ex-
perimental peak positions for the data shown in (b). 
Ti nanomembrane
Ge nanomembrane
Sacrificial layer
Substrate
Fig.: Schematic illustration of the rolled-up process of
the hybrid Ge/Ti multilayer microtubes by the strain 
released method. The middle Ti multilayer will provide
electron „superhighways“ for charge storage and 
delivery because of its high electrical conductivity.
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Fig.: (top) Non-magnetic semiconductor tube
(250 nm diameter) capped with 20 nm thick
Permalloy film. The tube is cut by focused ion
beam etching. (middle) Magnetic equilibrium
states measured using XMCD-PEEM. 
(bottom) Calculated magentic patterns in 
cylindrical segments.
Magnetically capped rolled-up nanomembranes
R. Streubel, D. J. Thurmer, D. Makarov, T. Kosub, F. Kronast1, V. P. Kravchuk2, 
Y. Gaididel2, D. D. Sheka3, R. Schafer, and O. G. Schmidt
We address curvature-driven modifications of magnetic properties in confined cylindri-
cally curved magnetic nanomembranes [1]. We applied a strain engineering approach
in order to fabricate on-chip integrable tubular architectures with cylindrical cross-
section . The curved magnetic cap structures are prepared by coating non-magnetic
rolled-up nanomembranes with a soft-magnetic 20 nm thick Permalloy film. For an in-
depth understanding of the magnetization process, micromagnetic simulations and
characterizatio n using X-ray magnetic circular dichroism photoemission electron
microscop y (XMCD-PEEM) were carried out. Due to the curvature-driven thickness gra-
dient in magnetic nanostructures, magnetic stray field merely exists at the longitudinal
edges of the cap. The corresponding anisotropy of magnetostatic interaction (along
with respect to across the cylindrical cap) results in a reduced interaction between neigh-
boring magnetic nanostructures still preserving vortex state, which is a bottleneck of
planar stripes. Thus, a much higher areal density of magnetic wires compared to planar
stripes might be achieved, which is beneficial to increase storage density of racetrack
memory devices [2].
The work introduces a novel approach to tailor magnetism at the nanoscale. Such
magneti c nanoarchitectures are fundamentally appealing, as curvature substantially
alter s magnetic properties like equilibrium magnetic domain patterns, magnetization
reversa l and magnetic coupling between neighboring magnetic segments. The letter,
in turn, potentially allows one to overcome fundamental limitations imposed on the
plana r magnetic nanostructures.
[1] R. Streubel et al., Nano Lett. 12, 3961 (2012).
[2] S. P. P. Parkin et al., Science 320, 190 (2008).
Cooperation: 1Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin fur Materialien und Energie GmbH, Berlin,
Germany; 2Bogolubov Institute for Theoretical Physics, Kyiv, Ukraine; 
3 Taras Shevchenko National Univ. of Kyiv, Ukraine
Funding: German Science Foundation (DFG) grants MA 5144/1-1, MA 5144/2-1, 
SCHM 1298/14-1 and DFG Research Unit 1713 „Sensoric Micro- and Nanosystems“.
106 Patents 
Patents 2012
Issues of Patents
DE 10 2009 023 479 Bauelement aus einem ferromagnetischen Formgedächtnismaterial und dessen Verwendung
Inventors: Fähler, S.; Mc Cord, J.; Buschbeck, J.; Heczko, O.; Thomas, M.
JP 2000-609620 Metallischer Werkstoff auf Nickelbasis und Verfahren zu dessen Herstellung
Inventors: Eickemeyer, J.; Holzapfel, B.; Opitz, R.; Selbmann, D.
KR 10 2006 7004924 Halbzeug auf Nickelbasis mit einer Rekristallisationswürfeltextur und Verfahren zu dessen Herstellung
Inventors: Eickemeyer, J.; Holzapfel, B.; Opitz, R.; Selbmann, D.
KR 1115625 Verfahren zur Herstellung von Metallbändern mit Würfeltextur
Inventors: Holzapfel, B.; Wendrock, H.; Opitz, R.; Selbmann, D.  
US 11/815.081 Magnetschwebevorrichtung
Inventors: Schultz, L.; de Haas, O.; Riederich, T.
DE 10 2011 084 775 Massive wasserstoffhaltige vakuumdichte Proben, Verfahren zu ihrer Herstellung und Verwendung
Inventor: Hoffmann, V.
DE 10 2010 063 061 Verwendung eines seltenerdmetallfreien Stoffes als magnetokalorisch aktives Material
Inventors: Richter, M.; Kuzmin, M.
DE 10 2006 024 358 Hochfeste, bei Raumtemperatur plastisch verformbare Formkörper aus Eisenlegierungen
Inventors: Kühn, U.; Schultz, L.; Werniewicz, K.
EP 2304818 Thermoelektrisches Bauelement und Verfahren zu seiner Herstellung
Inventors: Dienel, T.; Schmidt, O.G.; Rastelli, A.; Schumann, J.
Patent applications
11117 DE Verwendung eines Polymernetzwerkes als Kathodenmaterial für wiederaufladbare Batterien
Inventors: Sakaushi, K.; Eckert, J.; Nickel, G.; Kaskel, S.
11201 DE Verfahren zur Herstellung von Graphenplättchen
Inventors: Hermann, H.; Leonhardt, A.; Ritschel, M.; Büchner, B.; Eckert, J.
11202 DE Verfahren für die Positionierung  von Mikrostrukturelementen
Inventors: Harazim, S.; Sanchez, S.; Schmidt, O. G.
11203 DE Verfahren zur Herstellung von Mikrofluidsystemen
Inventors: Harazim, S.; Sanchez, S.; Schmidt, O. G.
11205 DE Akustisches Oberflächenbauelement
Inventors: Martin, G.; Steiner, B.
11206 DE Verbundbauteil und Verfahren zu seiner Herstellung
Inventors: Leonhardt, A.; Hutsch, T.; Weißgärber, T.; Meinert, J.; Kieback, B.
11207 DE Akustisches Oberflächenbauelement
Inventors: Martin, G.; Steiner, B.
11208 DE Zonenschmelz-Vorrichtung und Verfahren zur Modifikation
Inventors: Fischer, F.; Lindackers, D.
11209 DE Verfahren zur kontrollierten Bewegung von Objekten in flüssigen Medien
Inventors: Streubel, R.; Makarov, D.; Schmidt, O.G.; Baraban, L.; Cuniberti, G.
11210 DE Verfahren zur Herstellung von wasserfreiem Ammoniumtrivanadat und wasserfreies Ammoniumtrivanadat
Inventors: Zakharova, G.; Täschner, C.; Leonhardt, A.
11212 DE Multikristallanalysatordetektorsystem für 60 keV
Inventors: Horst, A.; Berghäuser, A.; Hinterstein, M.; Knapp, M.
11213 DE Verfahren zur kontrollierten Bewegung von motilen Zellen in flüssigen oder gasförmigen Medien
Inventors: Magdanz, V.; Sanchez Ordonez, S.; Schmidt, O.G.
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11214 DE Trägermaterial zur Bewegung von Atomen, Ionen und Molekülen, dessen Herstellung und Verwendung
Inventors: Baumgart, C.; Skorupa, I.; Schmidt, O.G.; Schmidt, H.
11217 DE Seltenerdfreie und korrosionsbeständige Permanent- oder Weichmagnete
Inventors: Hampel, S.; Wurmehl, S.; Büchner, B.
11224 DE Aufgerollte, dreidimensionale Feldeffekttransistoren und ihre Verwendung in der Elektronik, 
Sensorik und Mikrofluidik
Inventors: Grimm, D.; Schmidt,  O.G.; Bof Bufon, C.C.
11225 DE TEM Sputterquelle
Inventors: Hoffmann,  V.; Efimova, V.; Thomas, J.; Gemming, T.; Grasemann, S.; Horst, A.; Grundkowski, 
S.; Voigtländer, R.; Marke, S.; Analytis, M.
11226 DE Akustische Oberflächenwellenbauelemente mit interdigitalwandlern und verfahren zu ihrer Herstellung
Inventors: Menzel, S.; Eckert, J.; Turnow, H.
11227 DE Vorrichtung zur Qualitätssicherung von mittels Laserstrahlbearbeitung hergestellten Produkten
Inventors: Hoffmann; V., Wallendorf, T.
108 PhD and diploma theses
PhD and diploma/master theses
PhD theses 
Claudia Nacke Kristallzüchtung eisenbasierter Pniktidverbindungen
Saicharan Aswartham Crystal growth and physical properties of Ferro-pnictides
Mahmoud Rabie Abdel-Hafez Mohamed       Physical Properties of Iron-based Superconductors Probed by Low Temperature Specific 
Heat Measurements
Felix Börrnert Engineering Carbon Nanostructures with Electrons
Danny Haberer-Gehrmann Electronic Properties of Functionalized Graphene Studied with Photoemission Spectroscopy
Steffen Schmitz Phasenseparation und Einfluss von Mikrolegierungselementen in Systemen mit metalischer Glasbildung
Sandeep Gorantla Investigation of electron beam irradiation effect at the interfaces in carbon nanotubefullerene hybrid 
structures by aberration-corrected TEM at 80 kV
Fahad Ali Mechanical milling of Al-Cu-Fe-quasicrystals and their reinforcement in aluminium matrix composites
TU Dresden, 29.03.2012
Mario Spindler Cu-basierte Metallisierungen für leistungsbeständige SAW-Filter im GHz-Bereich
TU Dresden, 30.05.2012
Antje Schlieter Korrelation mikrostruktureller und mechanischer Eigenschaften von Ti-Fe-Legierungen
TU Dresden, 04.07.2012
Sandeep Gorantla Investigation of electron beam irradiation effect at the interfaces in carbon nanotube-fullerene hybrid 
structures by aberration-corrected TEM at 80 kV
TU Dresden, 23.10.2012
David Geissler Plastizität, deformationsinduzierte Phänomene und Élinvareigenschaften in antiferromagnetischen 
austenitischen FeMnNiCr-Basislegierungen
Andreas Herklotz Einfluss reversibler epitaktischer Dehnung auf die ferroische Ordnung dünner Schichten
Claudia Hürrich Mechanische und magnetische Eigenschaften einer texturierten polykristallinen Ni-Mn-Ga Form-
gedächtnislegierung
Martin Kidszun Herstellung und Charakterisierung oxidischer Eisen-Pniktid-Supraleiter
Elias Mohn Optische Kurzzeit-Wärmebehandlung von FePt-Nanopartikeln im Flug: Einfluss auf Struktur und 
Magnetismus
Marietta Seifert Spin-Reorientierung in epitaktischen NdCo5-Schichten
Kristina Tschulik Electrochemical Deposition of Metallic Layers and Structures in Magnetic Gradient Fields
Johannes D. Plumhof Strain-tuning of single semiconductor quantum dots
Alex A. Solovev Catalytic tubular micro-jet engines
Hyeyeon Ryu Integrated Circuits Based on Idividual Single-Walled Carbon Nanotube Field-Effect Transitors
Stefan M. Harazim Rolled-up microtubes as components for Lab-on-a-chip devices
Andriy Leonov Twisted, localized, and modulated states described in the phenomenological theory of chiral and 
nanoscale ferromagnets
Marcel Höwler Präparation und Charakterisierung von TMR-Nanosäulen
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Diploma theses 
Frank Kirtschig Preemptive nematic order and quantum (tri-)criticality in the iron pnictides
Hannes Stummer Experimentelle Untersuchungen der Eigenschaften von Mn (3-d)Ga für potentielle hartmagnetische 
Anwendungen
Yannic Utz NMR-Messungen an der Nickel- und Magnesium-dotierten S=1/2 Heisenbergkette SrCuO2
Frank Steckel Transporteigenschaften thermoelektrischer und magnetischer Heuslerverbindungen
Rico Pohle Rastertunnelmikroskopie- und spektroskopie an LiFeAs
Uwe Gräfe Kernspinresonanz-Messungen an LaO1-xFxFeAs-Supraleitern
Tino Gottschall Untersuchung des magnetokalorischen Effektes in NiMn basierten Heusler-Legierungen
Enrico Knauer Gefügeentwicklung und Verformungsmechanismen der hochverformten Magnesiumlegierung AZ31 im 
Leichtmetallverbund
Martin Kopte Austauschgekoppelte Sm-Co/Fe Multilagen: Präparation, Charakterisierung und mikromagnetische 
Modellierung
Dagmar Meier Nano-Polieren dünner Schichten für oberflächensensitive Untersuchungsmethoden
Alexei Richter Phasenbildung, Struktur und magnetische Eigenschaften mittels PLD hergestellter epitaktischer 
Y-Co-Dünnschichten
Sebastian Wicht Einfluss der lokalen atomaren Struktur auf die magnetischen Eigenschaften in partikulären 
FePt-X Schichten
Yin Song Optimierung der Warmumformung von CuAgZr-Legierungen
Stephan Zimmermann Magnetokristalline Anisotropie und Domänenstruktur in epitaktischen Nd1-xPrxCo5-Schichten als 
Funktion der Temperatur
Master theses
Qurat Ul Ain Tariq Electronic properties of phthalocyanin-metal interfaces studied using photoemission spectroscopy, 
TU München
Johannes Phieler CVD Synthesis of grapheme on oxide supports via remote Cu catalysts, HTW Dresden
Christian Nowka Synthese und Charakterisierung von undotierten und dotierten Bi2Se3-Schichten, HTW Dresden
Marcel Haft Füllung von Kohlenstoffnanoröhren mit intermetallischen Verbindungen, HTW Dresden
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Calls and Awards
Calls on Professorships
Prof. Dr. Armando Rastelli Univ. Linz
Appointments as Guest and Honorary professorships
Prof. Dr. Rudolf Schäfer TU Dresden (Honorary Professorship)
Prof. Dr. Dirk Lindackers HTW Dresden (Honorary Professorship)
Prof. Dr. Bernhard Holzapfel TU Bergakademie Freiberg (Honorary Professorship)
Awards
Prof. Dr. Jürgen Eckert ISMANAM Senior Scientist Award, 19 Int. Symposia for metastable, mechanically alloyed and 
nanostructured materials 18.-22.6.2012 in Moscow
Prof. Dr. Jürgen Eckert Honorary doctorate at the TU Bratislava.
Dr. Kristina Tschulik Förderpreis 2012 auf dem Gebiet der Angewandten Elektrochemie gestiftet durch die BASF SE 
für die hervorragende Dissertation
Dr. Daniil V. Yevtushinsky Georg Helm Prize 2012 of TU Dresden for outstanding graduation 
Dr. Daniil V. Yevtushinsky Ernst-Eckhard-Koch-Preis 2012 des Freundeskreises Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin e.V.
IFW Awards
Dr. Denys Makarov IFW Research Award 2012
Dr. Kristina Tschulik Deutsche Bank Junior Award 2012 for the best PhD thesis
Dr. Sabine Wurmehl IFF Research Award 2012
Dr. Kazumasa Iida IMW Research Award 2012
Dr. Jürgen Thomas IKM Research Award 2012
Dr. Denys Makarov IIN Research Award 2012
Tschirnhaus-Medal of the IFW for excellent PhD theses
Dr. Kristina Tschulik
Dr. David Geißler
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Scientific conferences and IFW colloquia
Conferences
LOTHERM Summer School: Dynamics and transport in quantum magnets
June 4-6, 2012, Ljubljana, Slovenia
7th workshop „Focused Ion Beams in Research, Science and Technology
June 25-27, 2012, Dresden
BioTiNet Summer School: Titanium in medicine
June 3-8, 2012, Caldes d’Estrac - Barcelona
DFT and beyond
Symposium dedicated to the memory of Helmut Eschrig, July 4-7, 2012, Dresden
International Conference on Superlattices, nanostructures and nanodevices
July 22-27, Dresden
Spectroelectrochemistry 2012
August 26 - 29, 2012
Micro and Nanomotors - Challenges and Perspectives
Sept. 10-12, 2012 Dresden
IEEE International Ultrasonics Symposium
Oct. 7 - 10, 2012, Dresden, 1200 participants
20 years of fulleren research at IFW Dresden
Nov. 20. 2012, Dresden
IFW Colloquium 
Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Bleck, 10.05.2012, Stahl ab initio – Neue Methoden zum Design hochfester kalt umformbarer Stähle
Prof. Dr. Matthias Wuttig, 19.01.2012, Phase Change Materials: Employing fundamental concepts of solid state physics to tailor 
novel electronic memories 
Prof. Dr. Roderich Moessner, 02.02.2012, Disorder in spin liquids
Prof. Massimiliano di Ventra, 26.04.2012, Fast DNA sequencing: a physicist’s perspective
Prof. Dr. Armin Gölzhäuser, 03.05.2012 1 nm thick functional carbon nanomembranes (CNMs): New opportunities for nanotechnology
Prof. Dr. Stefan Bornholdt, 21.06.2012 Börse, Chaos und Lawinen: Finanzmärkte aus Sicht der Vielteilchenphysik
Prof. Dr. Massimo Pasquale, 28.06.2012,Microwave behavior of Co nanowire arrays
Opening of the winter term with award ceremony with talks of the prize winners 25.10.2012 
Prof. Dr. Sang-Wook Cheong, 19.12.2012, Multiferroic vortices: materials science, particle physics, and cosmology 
IFF Seminar
Dr. Michael Sing, 09.01.2012 Probing interface states in oxide heterostructures by high-energy spectroscopy  
Prof. Karl-Heinz van Pée, 24.01.2012 Enzymatic halogenation: the taming of the bleach  
Prof. Paul C. Canfield, 01.02.2012 Cooking, Fishing and Jogging through Phase Space: A Practical Guide to Discovery 
and Understanding New Materials
Prof. Paul C. Canfield, 03.02.2012 The 17 position knob: Tuning interactions with rare earths  
Prof. Hitoshi Ohta, 22.02.2012 Multi extreme THz ESR and its applications to honeycomb lattice antiferromagnets 
Prof. Hiroshi Yasuoka, 19.03.2012 NMR/NQR Study on the superconductivity and magnetism of Pu compounds 
Dr. Christian Kramberger-Kaplan, 14.05.2012 Diameter control in forests of vertically aligned SWNT - Nitrogen does the trick 
Dave Gohlke, 16.05.2012 Tuning Magnetic Interactions in Semiconductors by STM 
Dr. Klim Kugel, 21.05.2012 Orbital structure and lattice distortions in Jahn-Teller systems: an absence of one-to-one correspondence 
Prof. Michael Spencer, 11.06.2012 Catalyst free CVD growth of epitaxial graphene on sapphire substrates 
Dr. Martin Valldor, 25.06.2012Crystal growth of Swedenborgites and their physical properties 
Dr. Simon J. Clarke, 02.07.2012 Magnetism, superconductivity and chemistry of layered oxide and non-oxide solids 
Prof. Dirk Morr, 09.07.2012 Current Eigenmodes, Imaging and Correlation Effects in Nanoscopic Quantum Networks 
Dr. Fulvio Parmigiani, 18.07.2012 1Demonstrating superconductivity induced modifications of distinctive interband transitions in 
copper-based superconductors  
Prof. Xenophon Zotos, 23.07.2012 Open issuses on the transport of quasi-one dimensional quantum magnets 
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Prof. Fengyuan Yang, 30.07.2012 Highly-Ordered Epitaxial Films of Magnetic Complex Materials: Double Perovskites and Heusler 
Compounds  
Prof. Matthias Eschrig, 08.08.2012 Superconductivity meets Magnetism  
Prof. Peter Rapta, 17.08.2012 ESR/UV-vis-NIR Spectroelectrochemistry of Galactose Oxidase Models Based on 
Metal S-Methylisothiosemicarbazonates  
Prof. Daniel Scherson, 24.08.2012 Spatially-Resolved Interfacial Electrochemistry: Ohmic Microscopy 
Prof. Steven Strauss, 03.09.2012 Fine Tuning Buckyballs and Buckybowls with RF Groups: How Long, How Close and How Many? 
Dr. Federico Paolucci, 06.09.2012 High carrier densities in graphene induced by Electrolyte Gating 
Prof. Steven Strauss, 10.09.2012 What is a Pure Compound? An Impure Chemist Responds 
Prof. Candida Milone, 24.09.2012 CNT growth with mixed oxide based catalysts: an insight on the catalytic sites 
Dr. Vladimir Strocov, 15.10.2012 Soft-X-Ray ARPES at SLS: Electronic Structure of 3-Dimensional Systems and Buried Heterostructures
Prof. Biprajit Sarkar, 22.10.2012 Using combined spectroelectrochemical and DFT techniques to investigate redox-active 
metal complexes: Advances and limitations  
Dr. Rustem Khasanov, 26.11.2012 Interplay between magnetism and superconductivity in some iron-based Chalcogenides and 
pnictides as revealed by Mikro-SR studies 
Prof. Kev M. Salikhov, 10.12.2012 Current state and some perspectives of quantum computing with electron spins 
Dr. Samuele Sanna, 13.12.2012 Effect of spinless and magnetic impurities on the interplay between magnetism and superconductivity 
in optimally electron-doped 1111 oxypnictides 
Prof. Andrey Zheludev, 14.12.2012 The end of the quantum spin ladder problem (almost).
IMW Seminar
Prof. Aldo R. Boccaccini, 12.01.2012 Innovations in bioceramics, glasses and composites for tissue engineering and 
drug delivery applications 
Prof. Jürgen Fassbender, 19.01.2012 Ion Beam Modification of Magnetic Materia
Prof. Florian Banhart, 02.02.2012 New Carbon Nanomaterials in the Electron Microscope: Imaging and In-situ Experimentation  
Prof. Hans-Josef Hug, 06.03.2012 Quantitative Magnetic Force Microscopy, Exchange Bias and Domain Evolution at 10nm Scales  
Dr. Carolin Antoniak, 26.04.2012 Correlation of magnetism, local structure and surface modifications in FePt nanoparticles 
Prof. Thomas Fischer, 03.05.2012 Dynamics of paramagnetic colloids 
Dr. Heinz Werner Höppel, 24.05.2012 Tailoring Materials Properties by Accumulative Roll Bonding  
Prof. Alexander Wanner, 07.06.2012 Interpenetrierende Metall-Keramik-Verbundwerkstoffe
Prof. Martina Zimmermann, 17.07.2012 Experimental Challenges of High Frequency Fatigue Testing and Diversity of Damage 
Mechanisms in the Very High Cycle Fatigue Regime  
Prof. Masahiro Yamaguchi, 19.09.2012 Soft Magnetic Thin Film Applications at Radio Frequencies 
Prof. Werner Gruber, 20.12.2012 Der naturwissenschaftliche Adventkalender - 24 Effekte rund um Weihnachten
IKM Seminar  
Dr. Sven Kiele, 24.01.2012 Qualitätsmanagement und Qualitätssicherung im Bereich Entwicklung am Beispiel der Automobil- 
und Raumfahrtindustrie
Prof. Riccardo Mazzarello, 14.02.2012 Structural and magnetic properties of phase-change materials doped with magnetic impurities 
Prof. Alexander Bakai, 11.05.2012 On the role of short-range order at phase transformations of amorphous matter 
Prof. Dr. Kristina Edström, 29.10.2012Materials and batteries - development of in situ techniques 
Prof. Dr. Gunnar Svensson, 29.10.2012 Materials chemistry related research at the department of Materials and Environmental 
Chemistry  
Prof. Zhaoping Lu, 09.11.2012 Bulk metallic glasses with work-hardening and ductility: Formation, deformation and optimization 
Zipan Chen, 09.11.2012 Al-based bulk metallic glass composites 
Dr. Uwe Dieckmann, 14.11.2012 Berechnen von Werkstoffeigenschaften am Beispiel Stahl - die praktische Ergänzung zu 
Werkstoffdatenbanken 
Prof. Dragos Axinte, 06.12.2012 On the effect of conventional/non-conventional machining upon workpiece surface integrity of 
difficult-to-cut materials 
Dr.-Ing. Gunther Wiehl, 19.12.2012 Modern methods of alloy development for brazing alloys
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IIN seminar
Prof. Federico Rosei, 10.01.2012 Strategies for controlled assembly at the nanoscale 
Prof. Alexander Chaplik, 20.01.2012 Screening and Friedel Oscillations in Nanostructures 
Dr. Hartmut Leipner, 10.02.2012 Thermoelectric characterization of Si-Ge superlattices
Dr. Vassilios Kaplakis, 24.02.2012 Thermal ordering in artificial spin ice 
Dr. Robert Johne, 16.03.2012 Dynamic control of the light-matter interaction in a quantum dot-cavity system 
Rerngchai Arayanarakool, 23.03.2012 A multiphase droplet-based microfluidic system for single-molecular analysis 
Dr. Marco Abbarchi, 30.03.2012 Spectroscopy of droplet epitaxial GaAs nanoemitters 
Dr. Hubert J. Krenner, 13.04.2012 High frequency electro-mechanical control of optically active nanostructures using 
surface acoustic waves
Dr. Xinliang Feng, 27.04.2012 Assembly of Graphene-Based Two-Dimensional Nanosheets 
Dr. Pablo R.F. Siles, 11.05.2012 SPM techniques: tools for local studies and applications in nanodevices 
Dr. Thomas Fuhrmann-Lieker, 25.05.2012 Selforganization in organic-inorganic hybrid layer systems 
Dr. Christian Müller, 01.06.2012 Magnetism in Ce-O-nanostructures and investigation of GMR effect in rolled-up magnetic 
nanomembranes 
Dr. Matthew R. Jorgensen, 06.06.2012 Strong Modification of Density of Optical States in Biotemplated Photonic Crystals 
Dr. Martin Hanczyk, 08.06.2012 Creating artificial biosystems 
Dr. Christine Schmidt, 29.06.2012 Mammalian cell division inside rolled-up microtubes: how to sense for space 
Dr. Heidemarie Schmidt, 05.10.2012 13Wavelength dependent, magneto-optical coupling constant of ferromagnetic materials 
Dr. Florian Kronast, 19.10.2012 Imaging magnetic responses of three-dimensional nanomagnets by XPEEM 
Dr. Riccardo Hertel, 29.10.2012 Ultrafast domain Walls in Magnetic Nanotubes and the Spin-Cherenkov Effect 
Dr. Mihail Croitoru, 02.11.2012 Resonance in-plane magnetic field effect in FFLO state in layered superconductors  
Prof. Dr. Heinrich Lang, 16.11.2012 New Materials and Chemistry: Small Molecules - Great Progress  
Dr. Carmine Ortix, 30.11.2012 Toroidal moments in curved magnetic nanomembranes 
Prof. Dr. Femius Koenderink, 14.12.2012 Subwavelength plasmonic and magnetic resonators to control photons and emitters
ITF seminar
Dr. Titus Neupert, 14.11.2012 Fractional Chern Insulators 
Wojtek Brzezicki, 28.11.2012 Exotic magnetic orders driven by orbital fluctuations in the spin-orbital model of the d9 electrons 
Dr. Lars Fritz, 03.12.2012 Topological insulators: effects of a magnetic field and inducing instabilities on the surface by modifying 
bulk properties  
Cho, Dai-Ning 06.12.2012 Lie Algebra Contraction and Relativity Symmetries 
Prof. Dr. G. Baskaran, 10.12.2012 Superradiant Superconductivity
Dr. Mikhail Kiselev, 13.12.2012 Mobile Quantum Impurity: Dynamical Probe for a Kondo Cloud 
Bruno Campanelli, 14.12.2012 Random Field Ising Model on Social Complex Networks
Joint seminars
Prof. Daniel Khomskii, 12.03.2012 Spontaneous currents, monopoles and dipoles in frustrated Mott insulators, ITF/IFF Seminar  
Prof. Andrew Millis, 27.06.2012 Oxide Heterostructures: Challenge and Opportunity for Many-Body Physics , ITF/IFF Seminar  
Dr. Avadh Saxena, 03.09.2012 Phase Transitions in Ferroic and Multiferroic Materials IMW / ITF Seminar  
Prof. Hrvoje Buljan, 10.07.2012 Part 1: Plasmons in graphene: Fundamental properties and potential applications Part 2: 
Exact studies of nonequilibrium dynamics in 1D Bose gases, ITF/IFFSeminar  
Dr. Ivan J. Vera Marun, 26.10.2012 Graphene, an ideal material for spintronics, ITF/IIN Seminar  
Shun Chi, 05.11.2012 STM study of LiFeAs, ITF/IFF Seminar 
Prof. Dr. John A. Mydosh, 19.11.2012 Spin Glasses and Spin Density Waves – Redux, ITF/IFF Seminar  
114 Guests and Scholarships
Guests and Scholarships
Guest scientists (stay of 4 weeks and more)
Name Home Institute Home country
Fahad Ali PIEAS Islamabad Pakistan
Dr.Mircea-Odin Apostu Cuza Univ. Tazi Romania
Dr. Alexander Darinskiy Institute for Crystallography Moscow Russia
Prof. Dr. Ilgiz Garifullin Zavoisky Physical Technical Institute Kazan Russia
Prof. Dr. Alexander Germanenko Ural Federal Univ. Ekaterinburg Russia
Anna Gubal St. Petersburg State Univ. Russia
Prof. Dr. Konstantin Kikoin Tel Aviv Univ. Israel
Ewelina Kosciuczyk Wojskowa Akademia Techniza Warszawa Poland
Dr. Sanjeev Kumar Univ. of Twente, Enschede, Netherlands India
Dr. Roman Kuzian Institute for Materials Science Kiev Ukraine
Dr. Mikhail Kyselev Abdus Salam International Centre for Russia
Theoretical Physics Trieste, Italy
Pavel Leksin Kazan Physical Technical Institute Russia
Prof. Viktor Lvov Taras Shevchenko Univ. Kiev Ukraine
Peter Machata Slovak Univ. of Technology, Bratislava Slovakia
Aleksandra Matecka Wojskowa Akedmia Technicza, Warszawa Poland
Dr. Igor Morozov Moscow State Univ. Russia
Ateeq Nasir Univ. of Notthingham Denmark
Rafal Nowak Foundry Research Institute Krakow Poland
Dr. Zohar Nussinov Washington Univ. St. Louis USA
Dr. Dalibor Paar Univ. Zagreb Croatia
Prof. Amalia Patane Univ. of Nottingham Italia
Oleksiy Perevertov Institute of Physics, Prague Ukraine
Dr. Peter Rapta Slovak Univ. of Technology, Bratislava Slovakia
Dr. Roman Rezaev Tomsk Polytechnic Univ. Russia
Mariia Roslova Moscow State Univ. Russia
Fabio Saccone Buenos Aires Univ. Argentina
Dr. Avadh Saxena Los Alamos National Laboratory USA
Dr. Aleksandra Siewiorek Foundry Research Institute Krakow Poland
Dr. Surjeet Singh Indian Institute of Science Maharashtra India
Dr. Lena Smirnova Ioffe Institute Russia
Prof. Dr. Steven Strauss Colorado State Univ. Fort Collins USA
Dr. Peter Toth Univ. of Szeged Hungary
Prof. Alexander Vasiliev Moscow State Univ. Russia
Dr. Evgeniya Vavilova Physical Technical Institute Kazan Russia
Dr. Olga Volkova Moscow State University Russia
Dr. Krzysztof Wohlfeld Stanford Univ. USA Poland
Dr. Dmitry Yakhvarov Arbuzov Institute, Kazan Russia
Yuriy Yerin B. Verkin Institute, Kharkov Ukraine
Dr. Galina Zakharova Institute of Solid State Chemistry Yekaterinburg Russia
Scholarships
Name Home country Donor
Dr. Bachmatiuk Alicja Polen Alexander von Humboldt Stiftung
Jorgensen Matthew USA Alexander von Humboldt Stiftung
Dr. Kuzhichalil Peethambharan Surendran Indien Alexander von Humboldt Stiftung
Dr. Naidyuk Yuri Ukraine Alexander von Humboldt Stiftung
Dr. Wohlfeld Krzysztof Polen Alexander von Humboldt Stiftung
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Balci Özge Türkei DAAD
Dr. Bisogni Valentina Italien DAAD
Dr. Zhao Jiong China DAAD
Dr. Prando Giacomo Italien DAAD 
Negi Vikas Indien DAAD 
Ramasamy Parthiban Indien DAAD 
Chaubey Anil Kumar Indien DAAD 
Chirkova Alisa Rußland DAAD 
Dimitrakopoulou Maria Griechenland DAAD 
Du Nan China DAAD 
Gargarella Piter Spanien DAAD 
Imad A. A. Ibrahim Samiha Palästina DAAD 
Makharza Sami Atallah Mahmoud Palästina DAAD 
Pal Santosh Kumar Indien DAAD 
Sakaushi Ken Japan DAAD 
Salazar Enriquez Christian David Kolumbien DAAD 
Cichocka Magdalena Polen EU - ERASMUS MUNDUS
Pulko Barbara Slowakei EU - ERASMUS MUNDUS
Bogdanov Nikolay Rußland EU - ERASMUS MUNDUS
Chivu Adriana-Elena Rumänien EU
Stoica Emanuela Rumänien EU
Patschureck Claudia Deutschland Studienstiftung des deutschen Volkes 
Vock Silvia Deutschland Cusanuswerk 
Dirba Imants Lettland Deutsche Bundesstiftung Umwelt 
Thoss Franziska Deutschland Deutsche Bundesstiftung Umwelt
Malyar Natalia Rußland Georgius-Agricola-Stipendium/SMWK 
Surrey Alexander Deutschland Reiner Lemoine Stiftung Neuss 
Parzych Grzegorz Polen Intern. Graduate School TU Darmstadt
Löber Lukas Deutschland Intern. Graduate School TU Darmstadt
Romberg Jan Deutschland Intern. Graduate School TU Darmstadt
Dr. Brehm Moritz Österreich FWF Wien
Dr. Grüneis Alexander Österreich Austrian Academy of Sciences
Dr. Zilic Dijana Kroatien Institut Rudjer Boskovic Zagreb
Massat Pierre Frankreich ENS Cachan 
Velasco Jimeno Victor Spanien Espania
Rus Stefania Rumänien Univ. Pohitehnica Timisoara
Rodriguez Leon Oscar Alejandro Kolumbien Univ. Nacional de Columbia
Prof. Dai Fuping China China Scholarship Council
Sun Xiaolei China China Scholarship Council
Prof. Dr. Yan Zhijie China China Scholarship Council
Li Kefeng China China Scholarship Council
Li Shilong China China Scholarship Council
Ma Pan China China Scholarship Council
Song Kaikai China China Scholarship Council
Wang Zhi China China Scholarship Council
Xi Lixia China China Scholarship Council
Zhang Jiaxiang China China Scholarship Council
Zhang Yang China China Scholarship Council
Zheng Na China China Scholarship Council
Rounaghi Seyyed Amin Iran, Islam. Rep. Iran
Taghvaei Amir Hossein Iran, Islam. Rep. Iran
Rafique Mohsin Pakistan CIIT Islamabad
Hassan Abdelwahab Hamdy Egypt Egypt 
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Guest stays of IFW members at other institutes, 3 weeks and more
Hamann Borrero Jorge University of British Columbia, Vancouver
11.05.–10.06.2012, measurements
Prando Giacomo Paul-Scherrer-Institute Villigen, 
07.06.–26.07.2012, MSR experiments  
Fedorov Alexander BESSY Berlin, 20.06.–16.07.2012, 13.11.–10.12.2012, measurements
Ken Sakaushi The National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology
Tsukuba/Japan, 28.01.–01.04.2012, research stay
Thomas Schied Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt DLR Stuttgart, 11.03.–07.04.2012, 
Electrochemical simulation with the software DENIS 
Jin Young Kim Korea Institute of Industrial Technology KITECH Incheon/South Korea 
06.05.–09.06.2012 research stay „Porous Metallic Alloys“
Ivan Kaban University of Lorraine Metz, France
20.08.–15.09.2012 research stay
Konda Gokuldoss Prashanth Indian Institute of Technology Madras, Chennai/India, 
26.10.–16.12.2012, research stay „High strength Al-Alloys“
Board of trustees
Joachim Linek, Saxonian Ministry of Science and Art - Head -
Dr. Herbert Zeisel, Federal Ministry of  Education and Research
Prof. Dr. Bernd Kieback, TU Dresden
Prof. Dr. Konrad Samwer, Univ. Göttingen
Scientific Advisory Board
Prof. Dr. Reiner Kirchheim, Univ. Göttingen, Germany - Head-
Prof. Dr. Dominique Givord, Laboratoire Louis Néel, Grenoble, France 
Prof. Dr. Alan Lindsay Greer, Univ. of Cambridge, U.K.
Prof. Dr. Rudolf Gross, Walter Meißner Institute Garching, Germany
Prof. Dr. Rolf Hellinger, Siemens AG Erlangen, Germany
Prof. Dr. Max Lagally, Univ. of Wisconsin-Madison, U.S.A.
Prof. Dr. Xavier Obradors Berenguer Univ. Autònoma de Barcelona, Spain
Prof. Dr. Stuart Parkin, IBM Almaden Research Center, San Jose, USA
Prof. Dr. Eberhardt Umbach, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Germany
Prof. Dr. Gertrud Zwicknagl, TU Braunschweig, Germany 
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IFW’s Research Program 2013
1. Superconductivity and superconductors
1.1 Electronic structure and fundamentals
1.2 Superconducting materials
1 P1 Superconducting transport systems and magnetic bearings
1 P2 YBCO tape conductors
2. Magnetism and magnetic materials
2.1 Theoretical and experimental fundamentals
2.2 Magnetic materials 
2.3 Magnetic microstructures
2 P1 High magnetic fields
2 P2 Energy efficient cooling with magnetocaloric materials (Pakt 2010)
3. Molecular nanostructures and molecular solids
3.1 Fullerenes, nanotubes and graphene
3.2 Conducting polymers and organic molecular solids
3.3 Molecular Magnets
4. Metastable alloys
4.1 Phase formation in complex systems
4.2 Corrosion and hydrogen
4.3 Bulk amorphous metals and composite materials
4.4 Electrochemical energy storage systems / Lithium-ion batteries
4 P1 Electrochemical energy storage in autonomous microsystems (Pakt 2011)
5. Stress-driven architectures and phenomena
5.1 3D micro/nanoarchitectures 
5.2 Quantum dots
5.3 SAW systems
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